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The objectives, basic research programs, recent results, 
and continuing activities of the UCLA Particle Physics Research 
Group are presented herein. The objectives of the research 
are to discover, to formulate, and to elucidate the physics 
laws that govern the elementary constituents of matter and to 
determine basic properties of particles. The research carried 
out by the Group last year may be divided into four separate 
programs. A synopsis of each is given below. The main body of 
this report is the account of the techniques used in our investi
gations, the results obtained, and the plans for continuing and 
new research. An update of the group bibliography is given at 
the end. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Investigations currently carried out by the UCLA Particle Physics Research 

Group can be arranged into four programs: 
Program I: Pion-Nucleon Scattering; 
Program II: Tests of Charge Symmetry and Isospin Invariance; 
Program III: Light Nuclei {Strong Form Factors of 3H, 3He, 4He; 

Detailed Balance in pd * Y 3 H ; Interaction Dynamics); 
Program IV: Search for the Rare Oecay ji+ • e ++Y (MEGA). 

The general considerations which led to the choice of physics problems 
investigated by our group are given in the next section. Me also outline the 
scope of the research being done which includes over a dozen experiments. The 
main body of this report details the research carried out in the past year, the 
status of various experiments, and new projects. 

MOTIVATION AND OUTLINE OF RESEARCH PROGRAM 
The strong Interactions are the least understood and most challenging of 

the four types of interactions with which particle and nuclear physics are 
concerned. There exists a generally accepted theory of electromagnetic 
interactions, Quantum Electro Dynamics, and a solid framework for the weak 
interactions, the Vector-nrinus-Axial- vector current-current schema and a 
unified approach, the electroweak theory of Weinberg and Sal am. By contrast a 
general Lagrangian to describe strong Interactions does not really exist, 
there are however several phenomenological models. Since 1964 we have the 
quark hypothesis which is the basis for Quantum Chromo Dynamics and it is 
considered by many to provide a general framework for hadron physics. 

The basic tenet of the quark model is that quarks are the elementary 



constituents of all hadronic matter and that quarks interact via gluon 
exchange, quarks have a non-integral electric charge, obey parastat^stics, and 
are permanently confined. The multitude of known hadrons require that there 
are a minimum of six different quarks or quark flavors: up, down, strange, etc. 
Parastatistics imply that quarks have a new quantum number which has three 
possible values, it 1s usually called "color". 

Though the quark model lacks a spectacular 0" - type prediction which 
propelled SU(3) to prominence 1n 1964, it has been Immensely successful 1n 
providing a qualitative account of a very large variety of hadron properties 
and interactions. The real test of the quark hypothesis is the quantitative 
account of all of hadron spectroscopy which has yet to be made. 

For the above reasons, the UCLA Particle Physics Research Group has chosen 
to direct a substantial part of its effort into investigations of pion-nucleon 
interactions to improve our knowledge of baryon spectroscopy in the energy 
region accessible at LAMPF. Our Program I is entitled, "Pion- Nucleon 
Scattering." The objectives include the determination of the characteristics of 
the *N resonances, their mass, width, radiative decay, and quantum numbers. A 
complete set of *N scattering amplitudes is needed for this purpose. We are in 
the process of obtaining these from precision measurements of the differential 
cross sections, analyzing powers and the spin rotation parameters "A/R" in x±p 
•*• i^p and *~p + *°n. This project has received theoretical spice with the 
prediction of a new type of matter consisting of a bound state of 3 quarks and 
gluonium. It is called hybrid (more exotic names are meikton or 
hermaphrodite). The *N Pn(1440) or Roper resonance, which is one of the 
objects of our investigations, has been heralded as possibly being the lowest 
energy manifestation of this new type of matter. An important outcome of the 
complete determination of the *N scattering amplitudes is a precision test of 
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the validity of isospin invariance via a test of the triangle inequalities 
based on the transversity cross sections measured with a transversely polarized 
target. Some theoretical considerations on the source of a possible isospin 
violation are given below under Program II. 

One of the most impressive predictions of the quark model is the 
magnitude and sign of the radiative decay amplitude of various baryon resonances. 
There are two Important determinations to be made: the strength of 
the radiative decay of the neutral Roper resonance and the magnitude of the 
electric quadrupole transition in A(1232) + NY. The last is a quantitative 
test of color magnetism and on the one gluon exchange model of de Rujula, 
Georgi, and Glashow. We are attacking these problems with measurements of 
AN(*-pt + yn). 

Program II is concerned with tests of charge symmetry and isospin 
invariance. Before the emergence of the quark model the origin of isospin 
irvariance was not understood. The situation is now almost reversed: the quark 
hypothesis provides a natural basis for an approximate isospin Invariance; it 
is difficult to understand why isospin conservation is so well obeyed in the 
laboratory. The most often quoted tests of isospin invariance Involve 
reactions with a small momentum transfer and new experiments are needed to 
investigate isospin conservation at large momentum transfer. 

The Lagrangian of QCD, the candidate gauge theory of strong interactions, 
is manifestly non invariant under isospin rotations as the masses of the bare 
quarks are not equal. Numerical evaluations indicate that the expected 
violation of isospin invariance is small as a consequence of the approximate 
equality of the effective quark masses. Our research concerns tests of charge 
symmetry and isospin invariance in systems consisting of a pion in combination 
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with one, two or three nucleons. Specifically, we are investigating isospin 
invariance in the ^ p systems by testing the triangle inequalities as part 
of Program I, Charge symmetry is tested in the *d system by comparing the 
differential cross sections for *~d + nn with * +d • pp. The appealing aspect 
of the latter 1s a direct comparison of the pure n-n system with the p-p system 
without the complications of a 3-body final state reaction. Furthermore, one 
can study the dependence of any possible effect on the total energy of the 
system. 

The tritium - 3He isospin doublet forms an attractive pair for clean 
experimental tests of charge symmetry; furthermore, there exist useful Fadeev 
3-body calculations to help the interpretation of the data. LAMPF is the only 
laboratory thus far that has demonstrated the ability to handle large 
quantities of tritium. In early sumaer of 1985, we finished the data taking of 
another tritium experiment, this time the target contained ZOO.000 Curies. 
Two further experiments in this system are being considered. Me have 
discovered a substantial violation of charge symmetry using the superratio R, 

R . dq(* +3 H + H+ 3 H ) dg(n-3H * %-$») 
do(*-3He + n-3Ke) ' d<j(*+3He + * + 3He) ' 

If charge symmetry is valid, R » 1, except for Coulomb corrections. 
Measurements at T„ * 140, 180, 220 MeV show R to be markedly different from 
one. Before the full ramifications of this are known, more data are needed. 
Finally, we have finished the current phase of a test of isospin invariance via 
the comparison of da(pd * * o 3He) with d«r(pd + * + 3 H ) , work carried out at 
Saturne in collaboration with the Saclay OPh NME group. 
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Program III covers several research efforts related to, and inspired by, 
the experiments of the previous program such as a comparison of the neutron and 
proton radii of ^He, tritium and ^He based on pion elastic scattering. For a 
quantitative understanding of our test of charge symmetry based on the 
measurements of the superratlo R in it1 scattering on 3H/ 3He, we are looking 
into the feasibility of new pion photoproductlon and charge exchange 
measurements on 3n/3He. Finally, we are finishing our series of tests of 
detailed balance and time reversal invariance. We are looking into the 
possibility of making an accurate test of the polarization-asymmetry theorem 
which is a consequence of time reversal invariance; it has never been tested in 
the resonance region. 

Program IV, "Search for the Rare Decay u + + e ++y" marks the return to an 
earlier field of our particle physics endeavors, namely the weak interactions; 
again , it is a search for a rare decay mode. The discovery of u* • e++rr which 
is a violation of lepton family number conservation would have an even greater 
impact than the decay mode Kg "" %+%~ D a c k 1 n 1 9 6 4 « ** would be indicative of a 
new mass scale predicted by Grand Unification Theories in the multi TeV range. 

The different projects that make up the above four research programs are 
summarized below and detailed in the remainder of this report. 

Program I: Pien-Nucleon Scattering 
This is a complete set of pion-nucleon elastic and charge exchange 

measurements as well as radiative scattering mainly carried out at P 3 energies 
at LAMPF to obtain ambiguity free ^N scattering amplitudes and to determine the 
properites of the N* and A resonances. 

1-1: "Measurement of the Spin Rotation Parameters A and R for u +p + * +p 
and x"p + *"p." LAMPF proposal #806, B. Nefkens spokesman, D. Barlow, W. 
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Briscoe, M. Sadler, co-spokesmen. The proposal is approved with A rating for 
1400 hours of running and we are getting ready for data taking in the early 
cycles of 1986. The set up is very complex requiring a longitudinal frozen 
spin target and a spin rotator-spectrometer-polarimeter. 

1-2: "Absolute Calibration of Proton Polari meter." LAMPF proposal #807, 
W.J. Briscoe spokesman. This work is in support of the previous experiment. 
The proposal has been approved with A rating for 300 hours of running and the 
testing is scheduled for the last cycle of 1985 1n p3« 

1-3: "Measurement of the Asymmetry Parameter in «"p + yn and *-p •*• u°n 
using a Transverse Polarized Target." LAMPF proposal #804, 8. Nefkens 
spokesman. The experiment ran for 1200 hours, the data taking is completed, 
the analysis is in progress. Thesis research of G.J. K1m. 

1-4: "Measurement of the Analyzing Power for n±p Elastic Scattering 
at Intermediate Energies." LAMPF Exp. #120*, B. Nefkens and D. Fitzgerald 
spokesmen. The data analysis is finished on this topic. Thesis completed by 
A. Mokhtari, One paper published, one submitted , one in progress. 

1-5: "Analyzing Power, AN, for it"p Charge Exchange from 471 to 687 
MeV/c." LAMPF Exp. #120**, B. Nefkens and 0. Fitzgerald spokesmen. The data 
analysis is continuing. The preliminary results for 90X of the data is 
available. Thesis work of d.A. Wlghtman, 

1-6: "do/dQ for x"p + *°n from 247 to 687 MeV/c." Data taking is 
completed and analysis is continuing. LAMPF Exp. #120, B. Nefkens and 0. 
Fitzgerald spokesmen. 

1-7: "Differential Cross Sections for n sp Elastic Scattering from 378 to 
687 MeV/c." Experiment was performed previously. The final analysis is nearly 
completed. The main data has been published. LAMPF Exp. #363, B. Nefkens and 
M. Sadler spokesmen. 



1-8: "TIN Partial Have Analysis." Theoretical analyses in support of the 
above program. 

Program II: Tests of Charge Symmetry and Isospin Invariance 
This is a systematic study of the predicted, intrinsic, small viioUtion 

of isospin Invariance using pion interactions in two and three nucieon systems. 
(The up system 1s treated in the previous program) 

II-l: "Test of Charge Symmetry by a Comparison of da/dfl (*"d * nn) with 
da/dQ(*+d + pp)." TRIUMF Exp. #270, B. Nefkens spokesman. Data taking is 
completed and analysis has just begun. Thesis research of A. Eichon. 

II-2: "Measurement of d<r(*i3H + x± 3H) and dafx^He * x ? 3He) to Test 
Charge Symmetry." LAMPF Exp. #546, 6. Nefkens spokesman. Data talcing is 
finished, the first paper has been published. 

II-3: "New Tests of Superratio of «* Elastic Scattering on 3 H and 3He." 
Tests of Charge Symmetry, Comparison of Form Factors, and Investigation of the 
Reaction Mechanism." LAMPF Exp. #905, S. Nefkens spokesman. The data taking 
is done and the analysis is in progress. 

II-4: "Investigations of the Superratio in the Backward Hemisphere." New 
measurements are being considered at LAMPF using our 200 K Curie 3 H target. 

11-5: "Comparison of do(p+d • iso3Ke) and do(p+d •+> * + 3 H ) . H A spin off of our 
dd + 4fteY program. Saturne Exps. #37 and 68, B. Nefkens spokesman. Analysis 
is completed and final paper has been accepted for publication. 

Program III: Light Nuclei (Strong form factors of 3H, 3He, 4He; Detailed 
Balance; Infraction Dynamics) 

III-l: "Comparison of the Strong Form Factors of 3H, 3He, and 4He." 



New research being considered. 
III-2: "Measurements of p+d * Y + 3He Differential Cross Section to Test 

Detailed Balance." Research performed at Saturne II in collaboration with the 
Saclay Medium Energy Nuclear Physics Group. Two separate experiments have heen 
performed. The analysis is complete, detailed paper accepted for publication. 
Saturne Exps. #37 and 68, Part I, B. Nefkens spokesman. 

III-3: "Comparison of the <SF Minimum in «-3H and w+^He Elastic Scattering." 
New research being planned. 

II1-4: "Relativistic Kinematics for Intermediate and Low Energy." 
Theoretical work in support of Prograirs II and III. 

Program IV: Search for the Rare Decay n+ •*• e* •*• Y 
MEGA (Muon decays into an Electron and a Gamma). LAMPF proposal #969, 

Chief spokesman: Martin D. Cooper. This is a multi group=fl!a1ti-year-multi-
million dollar project to search for lepton familie non conservation at the 
level 10"13. The experiment has been approved with A + priority and 4000 hours of 
beam time. 
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PROGRAM 1-1 

MEASUREMENT OF THE SPIN ROTATION PARAMETERS A AND R 
IN i*p ELASTIC SCATTERING FROM 427-625 KeV/c 

Exteneive preparation* have begun to Mount LAMPF Exp #306, Che 
flrac aeaeureaent below 6 GeV/c of the epln rotation paraaetera A and R 
In »*p alaatle scattering. The Motivation fcr the experiment haa been 
dlacuaaed in detail In the propoaal and aoae excerpta of the original 
write up are given after this aection. 

The propoaal haa been given final approval for 1400 hour* of run
ning In category A. Our aim la to do the experiment during the flrat 
three cycle* of 1986 in the P 3 Eaat area of LAMPF. Since the detection 
equipaent la very elaborate we plan to begin aoae inatallatlon during 
Exp #807. (Program 1-2), which haa been acheduled to run In December of 
1985. During Exp #807 we want to make aeveral teata of :the polariaeter 
aa well a* to give the LAS apectroaater a good ahake down. Once Exp 
#807 haa been coapleted me mill continue to have the P 3 Eaat area until 
the beginning of Exp #806 mhlch should give ua ample time to eetup and 
teit out the reat of the equipaent. 

A floor plan of the experiment la shown In Figure 1. At the 
center of the experiaent ia a horizontal L and S type "frozen apln" 
target. We plan to uae the the LAHPF polarized target group'* vertical 
dilation refrigerator mounted in the HERA superconducting magnet, both 
of which will be available for our uac during 1986. Once the target 
ha* been polarized in the frozen apin mode, the polarizing field of 
HERA can be turned down from 25 kG to a holding field of only 5 kG. 
Reducing the field of the superconducting magnet will help reduce the 
bending of the incident and scattered particle* trajectories and the 
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precession of th« recoiling proton's spin caused by the stray fields. 
Since the vertical dilution refrigerator which we plan to use can not 
be moved fro* out of tbe center of the HERA magnet, the useful angular 
rente for the detection of both out going particles will be United by 
the presence of the superconducting coils. 

The HERA aagnet has an inner bore diameter of 40 en and a forward 
and backward unobstructed open cone angle of ±45°. In addition the gap 
between the two superconducting colls fores an opening perpendicular to 
the magnet's axis that has e horizontal opening angle of ±7°, and a 
vertical opening angle of ±20°. 

To detect both the protons and plone externally the axis of the 
HERA magnet will have to be rotated to allow the scattered pions to 
either escape through the backwards open cone, (backwards configura
tion), or through the gap between colls, (sideways configuration). In 
the backwards configuration, illustrated in Figure 2a the magnet is 
rotated 35° with respect to the beam axis. This will allow both the 
pion and proton to be detected in the plon cm angular range from 130 to 
180°. However the smallest lab angle which the proton spectrometer can 
detect protons, without being hit by the exiting plon beam, ia about 
16°. This limits the plon cm range from 130 to about 145°. In the 
sideways configuration illustrated in Figure 2b, the rotetlon angle of 
tbe magnet will need to be varied for each angle to permit tbe 
scattered pions to pes* through the rather narrow opening between 
colls. By rotating the magnet from -10 to +20° both particles can be 
detected in the plon cm angular range from 95 to 120°. The details of 
how to rotate the magnet are currently being studied by us and by the 
engineering support group at LAHPF. 
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Hie other two major components of the experiment will be the plon 
detector, which consists of a simple scintillator array, and the proton 
detector consisting of the IAS spectrometer and the Janus polarlmeter. 
The proton detector will measure the spin rotation parameters A and R 
simultaneously by using the LAS spectrometer to bend Che Che recoil 
protons vertically! out ot the scattering plane. This will prccess the 
proton spin so that the P component) Initially oriented normal to the 

u 
scattering plane/aligned with the momentum vector and the R component. 
Initially oriented along the momentum vector* Is aligned normal to the 
momentum vector. The A component, Initially aligned normal to the mo
mentum vector In the scattering plane, will not be affected. The 
up-down scattering asymmetry measured by the Janus polarlmetcr will 
then give a measure of A and the left-right asymmetry will measure R. 
The precession or change In angle 'between the proton's polarization and 
Its velocity, 9j, la simply related to the bend angle, 6 b, of the pro
ton as It traverses the magnetic field: 

6* - Tf9b(s/2 -1), 

where g Is the Laade g factor and y la the Lorentx factor. In order to 
achieve 8 R - 90°, this equation gives 9b • Y X 5 0 . 2 ° . Fortuitously, this 
value for 8j, Is very close to the nominal LAS bend angle of 45° since 
v « 1.1 to 1.2 for the proton. The two front quadrupole magnets of the 
LAS spectrometer will be removed to simplify Che tracking of Che proton 
spin as It travels from the target Co Che polarlmeter and the dipole 
will be moved forward to a distance of 2 m from the target center to 
help recover some of the solid angle lost by removing the two quads. 
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The only other complication of the set up will be the 2 • Halt 
Imposed by the stray field of HERA. To prevent distortion and possible 
damage to RERA's superconducting colls, all massive amounts of iron 
must he kept at least 2 m from the target center. This requires that 
the first 2 m of the LAS support frame be modified to make it non mag
netic and that all the equipment need for the dilution refrigerator and 
aupper conducting magnet be kept at least 2 m from the center of the 
target. 

The beam monitoring for this experiment will be very similar to 
the system used successfully in Exp 804. 
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1 Introduction 

Pioa-nucleon elastic scattering is the simplest, accessible reaction in 
strong interaction physics. It Is thus the most suitable candidate for a 
complete study* The objectives of a complete study are to obtain precise 
rH scattering amplitudes free of any ambiguities. The main benefits of this 
effort go to the quark model or other models of strong interaction that attempt 
to provide a quantitative account of hadron spectroscopy particularly of the itH 
resonances, the "baryons with natural flavor", in the parlance of QCO. 

The side benefits, and ones not to be overlooked, of an improved deter
mination of theffN scattering amplitudes ere; a) better input data for the 
study of the UN system such as the OPE part, b) necessary Ingredients to the 
entire EPICS and SUSY programs. 

The third phase, and most challenging part of the UCLA wH program at LAHPF. 
1s a measurement of the spin rotation parameters in »*p elastic scattering* 
hitherto unmeasured. In this section we give a brief description of the basic 
equations, relations, and jargon used to describe tH scattering,and make some 
comments on the quark model. In Section II the details of the proposed 
experiment and the status of the UCLA *N program are given. Appendix A con
tains « presentation of the different terminologies currently in use in spin 
and polarization treatises. It 1s followed by a short 11st of useful formulae. 

A definition of the Hal fenstain spin rotation parameters A and R Is given 
in the picture below. 

JL_ 

*«Air.i+Ri? ( 
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1-1 Theory 

The ir+p elastic scattering matrix, N, may be decomposed Into a simple sum of 
two Independent amplitudes, the spln-nonfllp, f, and the spin-flip amplitude, g, 

M » f + 1 g n>o (1-1) 
The general proof that this simple expression is sufficient to provide a 
complete description of up * *p 1s given by Csonka and Moravsdk 1 and others. 
The proof depends only on rotational and reflection (* parity) symmetry. It 
does not depend on time reversal Invarlance. To determine the two amplitudes 
there are three Independent experiments required measuring do/dQ, /L and S, 
where: 

dc/df) 1s the plon elastic scattering differential cross section for an 
unpolarlzed target. 
AJJ Is the left-right asymmetry measured using a transverse polarized target. 
Note that A- • P where P Is the transverse polarization of the recoil proton 

* 2 
In * scattering from an unpolarlzed target. 
a Is the Uolfenstein spin rotation angle measured using a longitudinal 
polarized target. S may be expanded in tents of the two traditional spin 
rotation parameters A (named D £ s 1n Ann Arbor convention) and R (or D $ $ ) , 
also introduced by Holfenstein. 
The measureablc quantities can be expressed as follows: 

do/dQ <v |f| 2 * |g|2 , 1-2 
2 L(fg») 

^ | f | z + lg| 2 

8 " a r g f+ jg sine ' t _ 4 

A - 0, - d f l 2 - Iql 2) sine+ 2 Re (fg») cose M 

s IfTMor 
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R . 0 - (Ifl 2- lgl2)cose - 2 Re <fg«) sine 
Ifl 2 • |9! Z 

There Is a little redundancy In the above spin-equations whlch-can be expressed 
as follows 

P 2 + A 2 + R 2 » 1 1-7 
The validity of this equation depends only on rotation and reflection Invariance 
as It follows directly from Eqs. 3, 5, and 6. 

It has been pointed out by Keaton et al. 4 that the quadratic relation of 
Eq. 7 provides a unique cast for accurately calibrating polarization values. 
£ven a crude measurement of A and R will strongly constrain the possible value 
for P. For example. If R and A each art <0.D5 then It follows from Eq. 7 that 
P > 0.997. Table 1 gives a further Illustration of the powerful restrictions 
placed upon A, R, and P by the quadratic relation of Eq. 7. 

Another case of the special polarization calibration opportunities 1s. 
provided at 0° and 180°. Since P » A • 0 we have that R - +1 and -1, at 0° 
and 130° respectively. Shown In Figs. 3 and 4 are examples of the angular 
variation of P. A, and R for w*p • x*p at 547 HeV/c based on the Karlsruhe-
Helsinki partial wave analyses predictions. The experimental points are our 
preliminary results of A„ obtained recently In Exp. 120* . It 1s Interesting 
that large values for the spin parameters P, A; and R In the energy region of 
the proposed experiment art the rule and not the exception for both * and IT* 
scattering. We have no 1nt1ut1ve explanation for this as it does not seem to 
be connected directly to the established vN resonances. 
Table 1: A - R P 

5 ± 55 99.7 ± 0.4S 
10 ± 5X 99.0 ± 0.7S 
30 ± SX 90.6 ± 2.3* 
50 ± 5% 70.7 * 5.OS 
60 ± 5S 52.9 ± 8.OS 
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1-2 Partial Wave Analyses 

A partial wave analyses, PWA, 1s a (unique) f i t of al l available *N 

experimental data to a United number of partial waves A ^ or phase shifts £.,. 

The Mass, width spin, parity and fsospln of resonances cones from PVH, which 

continues being the Indfspenslble tool of hadron spectroscopy. Tht PIM enterprise 

My lack fleshiness and the possibility of a truly spectacular discovery Is 

remote* but without a PWA there 1s no detailed Input for testing the quark model 

or any other theory of strong Interactions. 

PMA fal l Into two categories: 

(a) Full scale, complete analysis. There are three ongoing such analyses by 

groups at 1) Carnegle-flellon University, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, OfJ-LBL;6 

2) Karlsruhe-Helsinki. K-H;5 and 3) Virginia Polytechnlque Institute, VP I . 7 

There also was a group active at Saclay until recently. I ts current plans are 

not known. These analyses supersede the monumental effort by Lovelace at CERN 

some years ago. 

(b) limited scope analyses. They consist of Improvements of an older, complete 

analysis by Incorporating more recent experimental results. A typical example 

1s the SIN '82 work which Is an update of Carter's results near T^ * 300 MeV. 

These analyses are not concerned with uniqueness and analytic constraints and 

shall not be further discussed here. 

I . The CMMJL Pitt covers the region p̂  Is 0.42 to 2.0 GeV/c. The 

distinct features of this analysis are: 
a 

a. The experimental data has baen amalgamated by shifting the data In a given 

momentum-angle bin to a central point where they are statistically combined. 

"Inconsistent" data have their errors stretched and/or momenta adjusted. 

b_ Energy-Independent PVIA are made that Incorporate Iteratlvely constructed 

dispersion relation constraints. Use Is made of analytlcfty at fixed s In the 

variable cosd . 
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_c The energy dependence of the partial wave amplitudes Is f i t using a multi

channel coupled-resonance schema. The general features of do/4n for »*p * **p 
I 

are confirmed by our Exp. 363 results but there are significant differences lit 

the details. 
2. The K-H PWA covers the range from threshold to 2 GeV. The basic 

idea of this program 1s to exploit as far as possible all general theoretical 
constraints:lorentz Imparlance, unltarUy, crossing symnetry,analytlclty and 
isospln Invarlance, performing tests of the latter two properties where this 
1s possible. Specifically, K-H rely heavily on flxed-t and fixed-angle analytlclty. 
The K-H PWA provides the best available description of our Exp 363 data but 
1t 1s far from perfect, see Fig. 5. 
3_ The original VPI analys1s7was limited to 350 HeV. It Is now being extended 
to 2 GeV. The data base 1s currently scrutinized carefully and "cleansed" of 
bad data points. 

The properties of the low mass TN resonances Is given In Table II as 
determined by various PWA. 
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Particle 

N(1440) 

M1550) 

4(1600) 

LIJ 

P l l 

Rating 

N(1S20) D13 

N(153S) Sll 

N(1540) PI3 
A(1232) P 3 3 + + 

r31 

r33 

Mass 
MeV 
1440*30 

Width 
NtV 
340*70 

Elast 
0.66*0.04 

PWA 
CMU-LBL 

Ref 
1 

1410±12 135*10 0.51*0.05 K-H 2 
1411 334 Glasg. " 3 
1472 113 Baker 4 
1S2S±10 120*15 0.58*0.03 CMU-LBL 1 
15191 4 114* 7 0.54*0.03 K-H 2 
1550*40 240* 80 0.50*0.10 CMU-LBL 1 
1526* 7 120*20 0.38*0.04 K-H 2 
1540 200 Long. 5 
1230.9*0.3 111.0*1.0 1.0 K-H 2 
1230.6*0.2 113.2*0.3 1.0 VPI 6 
1231.1*0.2 111.3*0.5 1.0 SIN 7 

1506 137 
1525 40 
1550 120 

1600*50 
1520*13 
1690 
1560 

300*100 
220* 40 
250 
180 

0.18*0.04 
0.21* .06 

Glasg. 
Bar; 
Long. 

CMU-LBL 
K-H 

B a r . 
Long. 

3 
8 
5 

1 
2 
8 
5 

Table II Properties of low aass *N resonances 
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1-3 Anbiguities 1n *N Phase Shifts 

In the absence of experimental Information on spin rotation 1n the 
vN system, there 1s a continuous ambiguity In the phase of the two eigenstates 
of H a J do/do and A* are Invariant under the transformation 

f t 1g * {f t 1g) exp. (t \ i#) . 
The only non-trivial limitation on « is that * (at 6 * 0) • 0 In order to ensure 
that the spin-flip amplitude vanishes 1n the forward direction. 

g 
For the special case • » -* we obtain, after some algebra, that 

which 1s the well known Minami transformation.implying « most unpleasant ambi
guity that invalidates the unique spin-parity assignment of resonace, e.g. 
Sj * Pj and P3 * D 3 and Pj • Sj . 

Below Inelastic threshold, T f f < 300 MeV. the infinity of ambiguities can 
be restricted to the Kinaai one by the use of unltarlty which Implies that 

I> fu • | f u | 2 . 
Further help may come from dispersion relations, 

a. f t , ) - pole terms + A **[''}*' . 
* s' - s 

The full use of this expression, which is by no means trivial, may yield a unique 
phase shift solution below 300 Hey. The resonances in tfcs upper energy region 
af our experiment are all very inelastic, set TablelVand the phase shifts are not unique. 

Thus far we have not worried about the fact that there is a * as well as 
a ir~ meson. Inclusion of Isospln considerations In the *H formalism doubles 
the number of amplitudes to be determined,namely f(1*1/2), f(1*3/2), g(I*l/2) 
and g(1*3/2), all the white assuming that isospin is a good quantum number. 
Instead of 3 independent experiments for a complete description there *r* now 
seven,since 4 moduli need to be determined and 3 phases. We have already 
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Measured 3 x dc/dd , namely for t p •» t p, v"p •+• ir~p, and *"p * ir n, Exps. 363 
and 220 respectively *s well as 3 % ^ for the same reactions, Exps. 120* and 120**. 
As a result of the similar structure of ** and *" elastic scattering formalism 
one must measure the spin rotation parameters for * p ->• ir P as well as *"p •* n"o 

to solve all possible ambiguities 1n the PVM. Fortunately, it 1s not necessasy 
to measure A/R for CEX. 

i-A Quark Model 

The quark hypothesis of Gall Mann and Zweig Is a major breakthrough 1n the 
study of the strong Interactions. Quarks are considered to be the elementary 
constituents of all hadronlc matter, Interacting via gluon exchange. Quarks 
have spin 1/2, a non-integral electric charge and obey "parastatistfcs". The 
quark approach to strong interactions has mushroomed in the last decade. To 
account for the fact that free quarks have not been observed, the quark inter* 
actions trt restricted by * confinement property. The problem of parastatlstics 
Is "solved" with the color assignment. The quark hypothesis lacks a spectacular 
n" type prediction that propelled SU(3) to prominence. The remarkable properties 
of the quarks are accepted as they provide the basis for a quantitative account 
of experimental baryon spectroscopy. 

On* of the very successful specific quark models is that of Isgur and Karl. 
It Is an-Improved version of the classical non relativlstic quark model of OaHtz 
and others that incorporate the QCD improvements proposed by de Rujula, Gaorgi, 
and Glastww. An Important feature o* this model 1s color magnetism, a spin-

12 spin Interaction which is the key to the good results of the phenomenalaglcal 
spectroscopic calculations. The success of the I-K model has been detailed in 
the lfterature. An example of the hadronlc spectroscopy results is shown in 
Fig. 6 The discovery of new low mass *N resonances or a splitting of the 
P 1 1(1440) would have serious Implications for the quark model. 
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Figure 2b. HERA in the •idewaya configuration. 
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Figure 3. (a) Transverse polarisation paraaeter P In *-p elastic 
scattering at P - 547 MeV/c. The Incident •oaentua corresponds to Che 
total energy •/* - UOO HaV. The dashed line Is the result obtained In 
the Karlsruhe- Helsinki partial wave analysis. The data points are 
froa the results of our experiment 120*. (b) Spin rotation parameters 
A and R for the sane reaction as (a). 
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Figure 4. Saae as Figure 3 for ii-fp -nr+p at P̂  - 547 MeV/c-
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Ffg. 5 Typical txHopl* of Exp 363 results and comparison of data 
with partial wave analysis. 
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Fig. 6 Baryon spectroscopy as calculated in Isgur-Karl model. 
Figure Is from ftcf. 12 



PROGRAM 1-2 
ABSOLUTE CALIBRATION OF PROTON POLARIMETER 

Teat of the LAMPF Recoil Polariaeter (Janus) In Measurements of 
•n-p Elastic Scattering Proton Polarization at 625 MeV/c 

A vital piece of equipment In our upcoming Exp #806 (Program 1-1) 
Is the large solid angle polarlneter "Janus" which has been used suc
cessfully for several years in the nucleon-nucleon prograa at LAMPF. 
The Janus polsriswter was recently overhauled by the LAMPF MP-13 group 
to maintain the drift chambers and to upgrade the read out electronics. 
Several members of our group along with several of our collaborators on 
Exp's #806 and #B07 participated in the subsequent tune up and develop
ment run of Janus. During this seven day development run the operation 
of the refurbished chaabers and upgraded electronics were tested and 
found to be In excellent operating condition. In addition auch needed 
experience was gained in the calibration and operation of the Janus 
polarlaeter. A short experiment, LAMPF #607, has been devised to fur
ther acquaint ourselves with Janus and to make several important aeas-
ureaents of *-p elastic scattering at 625 HeV/c. Our experiment has 
been approved and scheduled for 300 hours of running tlae at the LAMPF 
P 3 Hast area during Deceaber of 1985. The objectives of our experiment 
are threefold: 

1) To check the operation of Janus after it has been moved and set 
up in the P 3 East area. In addition to checking the hardware this ex
periment will allow us to test the performance of Janus under condi
tions similar to what we expect to encounter In the subsequent 
Exp #806. The recoil protons of both these experiments will illuminate 
the entire front chamber of Janus with a large spread in 6, f, and P. 



• • 
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Thus we can separate problems which originate from the simple r-f scat
tering from the more complicated problems which arlae when the proton 
spina are rotattd by the magnetic fields of HERA and LAS during 
Exp #806. 

2) To provide a inter-callbritlon between the polarlted bean In 
the LAMPf Area B and the recoil "beam" provided by n-p scattering. Our 
only source of polarized protona In r J available during the long run
ning period of Exp #806 la froei the *-P scattering proctsa. We will 
want to teat the calibration of Janus In place before, during, and at 
the end of our run ualng thla "beam". Running Exp #807 before Exp #806 
will asaure that we have a proper procedure to sake theae checks. 

3) To provide measurements useful in the exploration of the possi
ble violation of lsospln in the region of Che Roper Resonance. We pro
pose to Measure the recoil proton polarization for elastic *~-p scat
tering at an Incident plon •omentum of 625 HeV/c for Cos(e) 3 ±0.4. 
This will yield measurements useful In the Interpretation of our 
previous data In terms of the triangle Inequality: 

Wl + - •EJ2 « 2E0 «VE+ + ̂ O 2 

where E + > . f 0 - o + > . t 0 U±Aj,>. 

These relations follow from the assumption of lsospln lnvarlance In t-N 
scattering. By letting E_ - 0 (or S + - 0) the resulting equation, 
2£ • E + (or • £_), provides a strict test of lsospin Imparlance. 

He observe In Fig. 1 the preliminary reaults of our » +-p A N meas
urements at 625 HeV/c. The VPI partial wave analysis predicts an 
A N - -0.97 at Cos(B) - -0.5. An empirical fit to the data indicated 



that the local minimum la at Cos(e) = -0.4 and that A N » -1.0. 
Figure 2 shows our results for n~-p evaluated In the same manner. 
Using I - o(l+A N) we obtain the lsoapln bounds described In Fig, 3 by 
the open circles and triangles. Plotting the E 0's resulting from meas
urements tsVen during Exp #120** (Program 1-5) as crosses we notice a 
slight excursion of the charge exchange points from the lsospln bounds. 
The proper Interpretation of the above results can be made more easily 
If: the error bars about E were smaller) and a good determination of 
Aj, • p were available at Cos{6) - -0.42 for both w + and ir~ elastic 
scattering. The preliminary results of Exp #804 (Program 1-3) have 
already produced charge exchange asymmetries with much smaller 
uncertainties than those obtained In Exp 120**. In this experiment our 
measurement of P for these points will provide for the other condition. 
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525 MeV/c PI+ 

S -1 

CQSHhe-to) 
Fig. I w+-p AN ac 625 MeV/c. 
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Fig. 2 t"-p AN « 625 HeV/c. 
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Fig. 3 Y-N Icoapln bounds at 625 MeV/c. 
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PROGRAM 1-2 

Test of the LAMPF Recoil Polarlmeter (Janus) In Measurements of 

n-p Elastic Scattering Proton Polarization at 625 HeV/c 

A vital place of equipment In our upcoming Exp #806 (Program 1-1) 

Is the Large solid angle polariateter "Janus" which has been used suc

cessfully for several years In the nucleon-nucleon program at LAMPF. 

The Janus polarlmeter was rectntly overhauled by the LAMPF MP-13 group 

to maintain the drift chambers and to upgrade the read out electronics. 

Several membera of our group along with several of our collaborators on 

Exp's #806 and #807 participated in the aubaequent tune up and develop

ment run of Janua. During this seven day development run the operation 

of the refurbished chambers and upgraded electronics were tested and 

found to be In excellent operating condition. In addition much needed 

experience was gained in the calibration and operation of the Janus 

polarlmeter< A short experiment, LAMPF #807, has been devised to fur

ther acquaint ourselves with Janus and to make several Important meas

urements of «-p elastic scattering at 625 MeV/c. Our experiment has 

been approved and scheduled for 300 hours of running time at the LAMPF 

P 3 Z»st area during December of 1985. The objectives of our experiment 

are threefold: 

1) To check, the operation of Janus after it has been moved and set 

up in the p3 East area. In addition to checking the hardware thl:i ex

periment will allow us to test the performance of Janus under condi

tions similar to what we expect to encounter in the subsequent 

Exp #806. The recoil protons of both these experiments will Illuminate 

the entire front chamber of Janua with a large spread in 6, i), and P. 



Thus we can separate problems which originate from the simple *-j5 scat
tering fron the aore complicated problens which arise when the proton 
spins are rotated by the magnetic fields of HERA and LAS during 
Exp #806. 

2) To provide a inter-calibratisn between the polarized bean In 
the LAMPF Area B and the recoil "beam" provided by ir-p scattering. Our 
only source of polarized protons in P 3 available during the long run
ning period of Exp #806 Is froa the »-p acatterlng process. We will 
want to teat the calibration of Janus in place before, during, and at 
the end of our run using this "beta". Sunning Exp #807 before Exp #806 
will assure that we have a proper procedure to make these checks. 

3) To provide measurements useful in the exploration of the possi
ble violation of isospln in the region of the Roper Resonance. We pro
pose to aeasure the recoil proton polarization for elastic w 4-p scat
tering at an incident plon aoaentua of 625 MeV/c for Cos(9) s ±0.4. 
This will yield Measurements useful in the interpretation of our 
previous data in teraa of the triangle inequality: 

(/£+ - / O 2 « ZE0 <(^+ + JZJ2 

"««» *+,-.o " °+,-,o <1±AH>' 

These relations follow froa the assumption of lflospin invarlance In v-N 
scattering. By letting Z_ • 0 (or E + - 0) the resulting equation, 
2 1 Q » Z+ (or • E_), provides a strict test of isospin invariance. 

We observe in Pig. 1 the prellainary results of our » +-p AJJ neas-
ureoents at 625 MeV/c. The VPI partial wave analysis predicts an 
A„ - -0.97 at Cos(e) - -0.5. An eaplrlcal fit to the data indicated 



that the local minimum Is at Cos(8) = -0.4 and Chat A N - -1.0. 
Figure 2 shows our results for ir~-p evaluated In the sane manner. 
Using Z » oCl+A N) we obtain the Isoapln bounds described In Fig. 3 by 
the open circles and triangles. Plotting the E 0's resulting from meas
urements taken during Exp #120** (Program I-S) me crosses we notice a 

slight excursion of the charge exchange points froai the lsospln bounds. 
The proper Interpretation of the above results can be made more easily 
If: the error bars about E„ were smaller, and a good determination of 
A R - p were available at Cos<6) - -0.42 for both ir+ and *"" elastic 
scattering. The preliminary results of Exp #804 (Program 1-3) have 
already produced charge exchange asymmetries with much smaller 
uncertainties than those obtained In Exp 120**. In this experiment our 
measurement of F for these points will provide for the other condition. 
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Fig. 1 » + -p A„ at 625 MeV/c. 
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625 MeV/c PI-

Fig. 2 w"-p AN at 625 MeV/c. 
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PROGRAM 1-3 

"MEASUREMENT OF THE ASYMMETRY PARAMETER IN ,-p + T n AND 
n-p * nPn USING A TRANSVERSE POLARIZED TARGET" 

The Inverse ic~ photoproductlon process 
%- + p + y + n 

is particularly interesting as a means for investigating the radiative decay 
of neutral baryon resonances with natural flavor. These in turn are used to 
test the validity of quark models, Skyrmion calculations and to probe the 
existence of the postulated hybrid baryons. 

The radiative decay of the Pn(144Q) or Roper resonance is especially 
useful as a testing ground for quark model calculations. Most models are 
conveniently divergent in their predictions of the sign and magnitude of the 
Pll(1440) radiative decay amplitude as is illustrated in Table I. 

Table I. Quark model predictions of the radiative decay amplitude 
of the neutral Roper resonance 
Reference A " l / 2 (GeV-Vz x 1 0-3) 
Feynman et al.^J -18 
Copley et al. 2) -20 
Koniuk-Isgur 3) +16 
Barbour et al .«> +13 
Kubota-Ohta . 5) + 4 
Sugimoto-Toya 6) +50 
Forsyth 7) +38 
Murthy et al. 8) +24 
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Considerations based on gluonic degrees of freedom in QCD have led to 
detailed speculations on the existence of gluonium which is a color singlet 
formed of 2 or 3 gluons. It in turn implies the existence of hybrid baryonjf 

a new type of matter made up of 3 quarks and gluonium. 9» 1 0 The lightest 
hybrid baryon 1s predicted to have the quantum numbers and mass of the Roper 
resonance.H»1Z The most recently published KN partial wave analysis, the 
VPI 1984 edition,^ shows the P u wave having two nearby poles in the complex 
plane at (1359,-1001) and (1410,-801) HeV. If the Roper 1s indeed a double 
resonance it opens up the way for a unique identification of one of these 
resonances as a hybrid baryon via a detailed study of the radiative decay 
mode of the charged and neutral states.1* The charged hybrid P n cannot decay 
electromagnetically, Pn +(hybrid) + py as shown by Barnes and Close. 1 5 Thus 
if * + or *° photoproduction on a proton shows only one P n resonance, while 
in it- photoproduction on a neutron or its inverse reaction there are two Pxi 
resonances as in %~p elastic scattering this would be a good indication that 
the P n resonance not seen in P n

+ + p y is a hybrid state. 

There is another Important aspect to a precision measurement of x" p + y n 
which arises from the comparislon with the Inverse reaction measured with a 
deuterium target. The predominant source of data on photon induced reactions 
on a neutron are experiments that use a deuterium target. This requires the 
application of so called deuterium corrections for the effects such as Pauli 
blocking, Fermi motion, nuclear binding, off-mass shell amplitudes, etc. The 
correctness of thse deuterium corrections in x" photoproduction data extracted 
from y+d * n+X measurements may be evaluated if good data is available on the 
inverse process, *" + p •*• y + n. 



EXPERIMENT 
We measured the left-right asymmetry parameter, AR, in reactions 

*" P + T n (REX) and *" p * x° n (C£X) at incident pion momenta of 301, 
316, 427, 471, 547, 5B6 and 625 HeV/c. The experiment was performed at the 
P 3 East Channel of LAMPF at the Los Alamos National Laboratory. The 
experimental setup is shown in Fig.l. The major components of the setup 
are the beam monitors, the Los Alamos P-01v1sion polarized proton target, 
the two sets of neutron detectors and the two sets of gamma Jetectors. 
See Flgs.S and 3. 

The target material was 1 mm diameter ethylene glycol beads contained 
in a truncated sphere 4.6 cm in diameter and 2.8 cm high. The target was 
dynamically polarized in a 2.5 T magnetic field; reversal of polarization 
was accomplished by the appropriate shift in the frequency of the microwave 
used for dynamic polarization. The target polarization, which was 
typically 80 X, was measured with an NHR system. The absolute calibration 
of the NMR system was accomplished by periodic measurements of the thermal 
equilibrium polarization signal at 1° K. The uncertainty in these 
measurements of the thermal equilibrium NMR signal gives a 4 % systematic 
uncertainty. 

The final-state neutron and gamma were detected in coincidence. The 
gamma detector consisted of 15 counters arranged in a 5 x 3 rectangular 
array. Each counter was a 15 by 15 by 25 cm deep lead-glass block 
optically isolated from its neighbors and viewed by its own 12.7 cm 
photomultiplier tube. The neutron detector also consisted of 15 counters; 
each of the counters was a cylindrical plastic scintillator 7.6 cm in 
diameter and 45.7 cm long, viewed by an RCA 8575 photomultiplier tube. The 
neutron counters were arranged such that each counter corresponded to 
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an unique ganna counter as dictated by the kinematics of the two-body final 
state of the REX reaction. 

Radial distances of the detectors were typically between 2 and 3 m. 
The distances were chosen on the basis of a Honte Carlo study used when we 
searched for an acceptable compromise between a large REX signal to CEX 
background ratio and a high event rate. The final values did not provide 
completely unique matching, but there was always a probability of > 90 X 
that for any REX event the gamma would be detected In the matched gamma 
counter corresponding to the one the neutron was detected in. Radial 
distances of both the neutron and gamma detectors were changed as the 
scattering angles and incident pion momentum were changed. At the same 
time, the neutron counters were rearranged to preserve the one-to-one 
neutron counter to gamma counter matching. 

In front of the neutron and gamma detectors were charged particle veto 
counters, named VN and VG, respectively. An event was defined as a six
fold coincidence, 

EVENT » Si-S2*2N-EG'VH'VG 
where EN (EG) 1s a logical OR of the 15 neutron (gamma) counters and where 
VN" (75) is the anti for VN (VG). The Si and $2 are beam counters located 
60 cm upstream from the target. There were two such pairs of neutron-gamma 
detectors, each pair with a completely separate set of electronics. This 
allowed the measurement of two angular points simultaneously. For each 
event we recorded the pulse heights and time of all neutron and gamma 
counters, and the time of Si, S2 and the 200 MHz rf pulse on which the 
accelerator was timed. All times were measured relative to the gamma 
detector element that triggered the event. 
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Fig.1 Cave setup for Expt.804 
Components shown are: 
1. Beam vacuum pipe with the steering 

magnets. 
Z. 8eam monitors 60 cm upstream from 

the target. 
3. PPT (Polarized Proton Target) with 

its Varian 'C* magnet and crogenics. 
4. Two neutron detectors Ni and Nj. 
5. Two gamma detectors yi and Y2-
6. Massive concrete shielding blocks. 
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A. Gamma detector consisted of 15 lead glass Cerenkov 
counters each with a 5" photomultiplier tufce. 

8. Neutron detector consisted of 15 NE 110 cylindrical 
plastic scintillators each with an RCA 8575 
photomultiplier tube. 
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ANALYSIS 
The object of the data analysis is to distinguish the REX reaction 

under study from all background reactions- Me apply various 'cuts' such 
as pulse height cuts and time of flight cuts to the recorded data in order 
to separate out the good events from the rest. 

Before we apply time of flight cuts, we remove any timing differences 
that exist due to different gamma counters starting an event, and we also 
remove any timing jitter due to different gamma interaction points and 
transmission of light within a gamma counter using the 200 MHz accelerator 
rf timing signals. The gamma pulse heights are calibrated using abundant 
CEX reaction peaks. The timing correction and gamma pulse height 
calibration procedures are explained in detail in 1984 Progess Report. 

With the application of the timing correction, the CEX neutron peak is 
clearly visible in neutron time of flight (TOF) spectrum. See Fig.4. The 
width of the CEX neutron peaks ranges from 2 ns (nanosecond) at 625 MeV/c 
to 3 ns at 427 MeV/c. The other visible peak which comes earlier in 
time than the CEX neutron is ti.e gamma prompt. Except at 50 degrees cm, 
(center of mass) at 301 and 316 MeV/c where there is a clear TOF peak 
separation of REX and CEX neutron, the TOF separation between REX and CEX 
neutron is calculated to be less than 1 ns, hence the CEX neutron peak 
overlaps the REX neutron 'peak'. If we look at a neutron TOF spectrum, 
when only matched neutron-gamma counter events are selected, such that the 
events selected are REX enhanced (but the CEX events are still present), 
the REX neutron peak comes a few tenths of a ns earlier than the CEX 
neutron peak and the REX peak is narrower in width than the CEX peak. So, 
in selecting or enhancing the REX events the timing cuts may be little 
narrower than the CEX timing cuts. 
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We used 3 different timing cuts. The first set of cuts have a wide 
window where we include all of the CEX neutron peaks and also include the 
REX neutrons which come little earlier in time than the CEX neutrons. The 
second set of cuts have a little narrower window than the first set of 
cuts and they reject about 30 % of the CEX events. The third set of cuts 
have an even narrower window than the second set of cuts and they reject 
about 70 X of the CEX events. The number of the REX events remain 
relatively constant for all 3 timing cuts. So the third set of timing cuts 
give the best REX to CEX event ratio. 

Broad peaks are seen in gamma pulse height spectra when data are 
analyzed with timing cuts on the CEX neutron TOF. See Fig.5. The broadness 
of these pulse height peaks is the result of the lead glass counters having 
about 25 X energy resolution and the CEX gamma energies depending on the 
opening angle of the detected gamma from the original neutral pion 
direction. The CEX neutral pion decays instantaneously to yield two back-
to-back gammas in the pion rest frame. These gammas are folded forward by 
the Lorentz transformation to the lab frame and illuminate the entire area 
covered by the gamma detector, but the gammas from the REX reaction are 
kinematically restricted to a small area on the gamma detector. 

The gamma pulse height spectrum was also looked at when only the 
matched neutron-gamma counter combination events were selected. The 
resulting REX peaks were narrower in width than the CEX peaks and the REX 
peaks were contained in the upper half region of the CEX gamma peaks. 
Hence we may enhance the REX events by applying a higher pulse height cuts 
than for the CEX events. 

Ideally, we would like to apply higher gairnia pulse height cuts to 
enhance the REX to CEX event ratio, but our inability to reproduce the 
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exact same cuts on the Honte Carlo calculations which will be used to yield 
the true REX event numbers prevents us from doing it. So for now, we only 
apply modest pulse height cuts which eliminate much of background events 
from the nonhydrogenic parts of the polarized target which is a hefty 90 % 

by weight. Effects of a modest gamma pulse height cuts on a neutron TOF 
spectrum are demonstrated. See Fig.6. 

The data analysis procedure is then to apply 3 different timing cuts on 
neutron TOF and apply modest gamma pulse height cuts. The major challenge 
in data analysis is the clean separation between the relatively small REX 
events and the preponderant CEX events whicn has identical neutral final 
state particles as the REX but has a cross section very much larger than 
the REX. The key in handling t'e problem is to exploit as much as possible 
the two-body character of the REX compared to the three-body of the CEX. 

If one numbers the detector elements such that neutron counter 1 
corresponds to gamma counter 1, ate, when using the REX kinematics, and 
then makes a two-dimensional (2C) histogram of the numbers of events for 
each neutron-gamma counter combination, the REX events ideally lie only on 
the diagonal whereas the CEX events are distributed over the entire 
histogram. See Fig.7. Because the neutron-gamma matching was not 
perfect, there are slight REX enhancements in the adjacent counters. 

The left-right asynmetry is given by the expression, 
. 1 Hu - Nd 
™ Pt Ju + Nd - 2B 

where Pt is the known target polarization, Nu is the normalized yield of 
events that passed the pulse height and neutron TOF cuts of spin-up target, 
Nd is similar for spin-down target, and B is the normalized background 
yield. The number of events is normalized by beam flux. For the CEX 
reaction, Nu and Nd are simply tie sums of the number of events in the non-
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diagonal and non-adjacent elements of the 2D histogram. The events from 
the diagonal and adjacent are not used sine? they contain the REX events. 
For the REX case, only events that lie on the diagonal of the 2D histogram 
are considered REX candidates. The major problem in calculating the REX AM 
Is how to reliably suDtract the CEX contamination among the REX candidates. 
Me modeled the CEX distribution on the 2D histogram using our Monte Carlo 
code. Using this Monte Carlo CEX distribution, the number of CEX 
background events 1n the diagonal counter is deduced from the numbers of 
the CEX events in the non-diagonal and non-adjacent counters. The REX Afj 
values are sensitive to the Monte Carlo CEX distribution used. 

Normalizing the spin-down runs to the spin-up runs is accomplished by 
equilizing the number of beam particles incident on the target. The number 
of incident particles is given by the S1*S2 beam monitor. The background 
normalization is critical in calculating the asymmetry values, especially 
the CEX asymmetry values. 

In determining the appropriate normalization for the background runs, 
we examined the subtracted neutron TOF spectrum constructed of the sum of 
the spin up and spin down, and subtract 2 times the background normalized 
Mitn an estimated normalization factor. If the background was correctly 
normalized, the off-time region away from the CEX neutron peak should give 
consistent zero excess event counts. For example at 625 MeV/c, the 
background was normalized with a factor of 0.81 times the background S1*S2 
counts in an U+D-2B histogram. See Fig.8. The off-time region to the 
right of the CEX neutron peak is flat and the event counts fluctuate about 
zero. But at 471 MeV/c (and also at 427 MeV/c), we had some problems in a 
few of neutron counters. The worst case was the N7 neutron counter. See 
Fig.9. On the N7 U+D-2D spectrum, several small peaks appeared 
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approximately 5 ns apart. The same peaks are seen in the N7 spin-up plus 
spin-down TOF spectrum and making it hard to discern the limits of the CEX 
timing cuts. See Fig.10. Although diminished in size, the small peaks 
persisted even after the gamma pulse height cuts were applied. See Fig.11. 
The cure for N7 TOF was the application of neutron pulse height cuts. See 
Fig.12. The troublesome small peaks disappered leaving clearly visible the 
gamma prompt and the CEX neutron peaks. With neutron pulse height cuts on, 
the off time region of the new N7 U+D-2D spectrum, Fig.13, is now flat and 
has much less excess event counts than before. The spurious 5 ns apart 
peaks in N7 TOP spectrum were caused by the after pulsing and the pulse 
reflections in the photomultiplier tube base front large pulses whenever 
charged particles deposited large energies into a counter. These problems 
were repaired during the experiment by the use of longer time hardware veto 
gate on large pulses in neutron counters. 

Normalized (by beam flux) singles counting rates were graphed to examine 
the stability of the counters from run to run. At 625 MeV/c, where we took 
the background and the signal data back to back, the singles rates overall 
showed less than 10 X fluctuations in all counters. See Fig.14. The x 
coordinate shows the various run numbers and the y coordinate represents the 
percentage fluctuation in singles rates. At some other energies, the 
singles rates fluctuated more than 1G % and many times the dramatic change 
in the rates would take place between the signal runs to the background 
runs. An example at 471 HeV/c is shown, see Fig.15. Our method of 
normalizing the background takes into account changes in counter 
efficiencies (or at 471 HeV/c case, due to the changes in the electronics) 
between the signal runs to the background runs. From the singles rates 
study we can pick out a few counters that need special considerations. 
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A Neutron TOP spectrum 
at 625 MeV/c 75 deg. CM. 
Average widths of 3 
timing cuts at 625 HeV/c. 
The first cuts: 2.2ns 
The second cuts: 1.7ns 
The third cuts: 1.2ns 
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Fig.5. 
A gamma pulse height 
spectrum at 471 Mev/c. 
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the arrow is pointing. 
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Fig.7 The 2D (2-dimensional) neutron-gamma counter event contributions. 
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of this 2D histogram 
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represent the matched 
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combinations. 
The numbers in the 
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(adjacent to the 
matched gamma 
counter) counter 
event contribution. 
The numbers in the 
squares are the 
left and right 
adjacent counter 
event contribution. 
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RESULTS 
In the following pages, the preliminary results of the left-right 

asymmetry AH in the REX and CEX reactions at 427, 471, 547, 586 and 625 
MeV/c are shown. 

In the REX figures, the solid lines are the predictions from the Tokyo 
energy-dependent partial wave analysis of single pion photoproduction by 
Aral and Fujii. 1 6 The agreement 1s poor and this leads us to question their 
quoted value for the radiative decay amplitude, A!/ 2»+23±9xl0- 3 GeV" 1/ 2. 
The only other existing measurements of the REX asymmetry are a few points 
at 427 MeV/c by an SIH group. 1 7 Within their sizable error of 0.2, there is 
a good agreement with our results. 

As a consequence of time reversal invariance, AJJ must be the same in 
sign and magnitude as the recoil proton polarization measured in the %" 

photoproduction reaction. Some results,ref.18, obtained with a deuterium 
target, mainly at 90°, are shown along with our results. 8ecause presently 
there is no reason to doubt the applicability of time reversal invariance 
in this process, we conclude from the poor agreement between our data and 
the Inverse reaction measured with a deuterium target, that the deuterium 
corrections are not well understood. Hence the conclusion in the 
literature regarding the radiative decay of neutral resonance which are all 
based on deuterium target data deserves fresh experimental investigation. 

In t>*-; CEX figures, the predictions of the partial wave analyses by the 
K-H, 2^ C-L 21 a,nd VPI 13 groups are shown along with our results. The 
predictions of the partial wave analyses are in good agreement with our A^ 
data at 427 and 471 NeV/c. At higher energies, the predictions from 
various partial wave analyses diverge at backward angles and our AR data 
agree best with the VPI 84 solution. This is very interesting since the 
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VPI 34 solution 1 3 shows the ?u wave having two nearby poles in the 
complex plane at (1359,-1001) and (1410,-80i) HeV. 
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Analyzing Powers in * +p Elastic Scattering at Intermediate Energies 
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Abstract 

The analyzing power, A N f has been measured for w +p elastic scattering at 
p% * 471, 5*7, 625, and 687 MeV/c using a transversely polarized target. The 
results are compared with recent partial wave analyses for the isospin 3/2 
channel by the Karlsruhe-Helsinki (K-H), CHU-LBL, and VPI groups. The agreement 
with our data for all three analyses is good at 471 MeV/c and reasonable at 547 ' 
and 625 HeV/c. At 687 MeV/c the K-H and VPI analyses show a sharp maximum near 
cose » -0.4 which is not seen in the data. There is no indication in our data 
of the existence of new, narrow a resonances. 
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We report here on precise measurements of the analyzing power, AJJ, in 

* + p eTastic scattering at momenta between 471 and 687 MeV/c (invariant mass 

between 1350 and 1490 MeV/cz). This experiment is part of our program to 

obtain a complete set of i^p elastic scattering and charge-exchange data in 

this momentum region. Our differential cross section data for elastic 

scattering at the sane momenta have previously been reported. 1 

In addition to the basic need for accurate data in the «+p system to 

determine the isospin 3/2 amplitudes, these measurements will contribute to 

progress on a variety of issues of current interest. A search for new low-mass 

A resonances provides a test of the Karl-Isgur-Koniuk, KIK, quark model with 

one-gluon exchange.2 The KIK quark model has no room for the P31 (1550), a one 

star candidate-* seen in pion photoproductlon and in nN * %%H. There is also a 

two star P33 candidate3 with a mass of either 1522 MeV (Karlsruhe-Helsinki) or 

1600 MeV (CMIM.BL); the KIK quark model predicts a P33 with a mass of about 1730 

MeV. Precise isospin 3/2 nH amplitudes will be useful in constructing improved 

nucleon-nucleon potentials, such as the Paris potential, for nuclear physics.4 

Accurate experimental values are needed to test specific predictions of recent 

TIN partial-wave calculations in the Skyrme soliton model 5' 7 and in the x-A 

coupling model.8 This last work is particularly interesting because of the 

assertion that excellent f i ts to various phase shifts and inelasticities are 

possible without the need for well-established resonances such as the Roper 

N(1470), the A{1620), and others. Recently, a claim was made9 for the 

discovery of a new, very narrow dibaryon state with a mass of 2.24 GeV and a 

width of 16 MeV. Such a narrow state, if i t really exists, would imply a new 

and complicated structure of the JIN interaction which is believed to govern 

the NN interaction, [t is imperative to establish that no narrow «N resonances 

were overlooked in older experiments. 
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The issues mentioned above can only be satisfactorily addressed by 
determination of unique *N partial waves. This requires the measurement at each 
angle and energy of four independent observables, such as the differential cross 
section, do/dfl, the analyzing power, Aj|, and the Wolfenstein spin- rotation 
parameters, A and R. As no measurement has yet been made of A and R below 6 
GeV, the ambiguities introduced by the use of an incomplete data set must be 
remedied in a *N partial wave analysis (PwA) with the aid of theoretical 
constraints. These constraints typically Include unltarity, analytidty (via 
dispersion relations) and isospin invariance. Various groups have obtained *N 
scattering amplitudes by fitting the available data on cross sections and 
analyzing powers for up elastic scattering and the charge-exchange reaction with 
varying use of analytical constraints. There are available three recent partial 
wave analyses by the Karlsruhe-Helsinki10 (K-H), CMU-LBL or Carnegie Mellon 
University-Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory*! (C-L), and Virginia Polytechnic 
Institute and State University12 (VPI) groups. The differences among these 
three analyses are in the degree to which theoretical constraints are applied 
and in the experimental data used. In particular, the K-H and C-L analyses make 
extensive use of constraints, particularly dispersion relations, to constrain the 
high partial waves, while the VPI analysis relies more heavily on experimental 
input. New data, especially for A^, which are not as plentiful as differential 
cross section measurements, enables us to investigate the reliability of these 
analyses. 

The experiment was performed at the Clinton P. Anderson Meson Physics 
Facility (LAHPF) using the P 3 channel. The apparatus and measurements are 
described in detail elsewhere.13 Values for A^ were determined over a wide range 
of scattering angles (0.5 > cose > -0.9, typically) at incident n + momenta of 
471, 547, 625, and 687 MeV/c by measuring elastic scattering from a transversely 
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polarized proton target (PPT). The target consisted of 1,2- propanediol beads 
contained in a cylindrical target cell 2 cm in diameter and 4 cm long, with the 
pion bean incident along the cylinder axis. The target was dynamically 
polarized in a 2.5 T magnetic field; reversal of the polarization was 
accomplished by the appropriate shift in the frequency of the microwaves used 
for dynamic polarization. The target polarization, which was typically 80%, was 
measured using an Integrating NHR system that was read every 3-5 minutes during 
data-taking. The absolute calibration of the HMR system was accomplished by 
periodic measurements of the thermal equilibrium polarization signal at 1°K. 
The systematic uncertainty associated with the polarization is ±3%. 

The transverse spot size and location of the beam at the target position 
was established by exposing film placed just downstream of the target; the beam 
was centered on the target by means of x- and y-plane steering magnets in the 
beam line 5 m upstream of the target. A pair of wire chambers in the beam 
upstream of the target was used to monitor possible beam drift during the 
experiment. The beam flux was typically 10 6 * +/sec in a 2 cm diameter spot on 
target. The incident beam central momenta and momentum bites (FW) were 471(10), 
547(6), 625(8), and 687(32) HeV/c. The central momentum of the beam is known 
to ±0.3)6. 1 4» 1 5 

The scattered pions in all but 5 cases were detected in the LAMPF Large 
Acceptance Spectrometer^ (LAS) in coincidence with the protons, which were 
detected in the recoil arm. In these 5 cases the protons were detected in LAS 
and the pions in the recoil arm. LAS is a vertically bending QQD spectrometer, 
thus the measurements of the scattering angle and momentum are not correlated. 
The field of the PPT magnet produced a substantial horizontal bending of the 
trajectory of the incident and final-state charged particles; as examples, the 
bend angle of the 471 MeV/c incident beam was 18° and for 250 HeV/c recoil 
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protons it was 35°. Because the pivot of LAS was centered on the target, the 
deflection of the scattered pions in the field of the PPT caused a significant 
reduction in the acceptance of LAS. To compensate for this a dipole magnet was 
installed at the entrance of LAS. It was located in the large fringing field 
of the PPT magnet and it was attached to and rotated with LAS. Position 
information in both the x- and y-p?ane from each or four wire chambers, two 
upstream of the spectrometer bending magnet and two downstream, was used to 
determine the apparent pion scattering angle and momentum. Particle species 
were identified by time of flight (TOF) and pulse height In three sets of LAS 
scintillators. 

The recoil detector consisted of a wire chamber with an active area 100 cm 
(x-plane) by 65 cm (y-plane) placed between two scintillator hodoscopes. The 
position data from the wire chamber, the pulse heights in the scintillators and 
the TOF relative to LAS scintillators were measured for each particle. 

The highly over-constrained signal derived from this detection system 
resulted in excellent background suppression; the signal-to-background ratio 
was typically 7:1 even though the target contained only 7X free hydrogen and 
the beam interaction rate in the walls of the target cell and cryostat was 
substantial. The background yields were measured in separate runs in which the 
propanediol sample was replaced by graphite beads having the same density as 
the carbon component of the propanediol. 

For each accepted event we recorded the pulse height in all struck 
scintillators, the TOF through LAS, the recoil proton TOF, and the position 
data from all wire chambers. In the off-line analysis, the LAS wire-chamber 
data were used to obtain the pion trajectories in the horizontal and vertical 
planes, the pion momentum, and the apparent interaction point in the target and 
to reject muons from pion decay in the spectrometer. ("Apparent interaction 
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point" implies that no compensation was made for energy loss in the target or 
for bending of the particles in the PPT magnetic field). Each data run was 
replayed in several passes in which cuts were applied to increasing numbers of 
parameters in the following order: LAS TOf, LAS scintillator pulse height, 
recoil TOF and scintillator pulse height, the apparent target-interaction 
point, and the muon rejection angles in the horizontal and vertical plane after 
the bend 1n LAS. Following each pass the analyzing power was calculated after 
background subtraction, and we tested that the values obtained were mutually 
consistent. The background data were, of course, subjected to parameter cuts 
identical to those used for the hydrogen-signal runs in each case. 

The pion scattering angle for each accepted event was calculated from the 
measured momentum in LAS; this avoids uncertainties connected with the bending 
of particUj in the field of the PPT. The scattering yield at most angular 
settings was large enough to allow the 9° angular acceptance of LAS to be 
divided into two or more bins. 

Our results for the analyzing power, AM, are presented in Fig. 1; only 
statistical errors are indicated. Also shown are the results of the partial 
wave analyses by the K - H 1 ° , C-L^, and VPI* 2 groups; none of these analyses 
include the present data. The general features of the angular distributions 
for AH do not vary greatly from 471 to 625 HeV/c except that the magnitude of 
AM at cose » -0.4 increases from -0.2 to -0.8. There is a dramatic change, 
however, in AM between 625 and 687 HeV/c, illustrating the great sensitivity of 
the analyzing power to the energy dependence of certain partial waves. It is 
imperative for a high quality measurement of AM in our energy region that the 
beam momentum calibration is correct and that the spread in beam momentum is 
small and well known. At p, = 471 Mev/c the agreement of the results of all 
three analyses with our data is good. At 547 and 625 MeV/c all analyses 
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generally reproduce the shape of the angular distributions, although at forward 
angles the agreement is a little better for the VPI analysis than for the other 
two analyses, at 547 MeV/c at cose * -0.5 and -0.7 the PWAs fall somewhat belsow 
our data. Finally, at p% - 687 MeV/c, the analyses by the K-H and VPI groups 
predict a large maximum in AM near cose • -0.4 which 1s not seen in our 
experiment. We can summarize our results as follows: the results of all three 
recent partial wave analyses are in acceptable agreement with our AM data up to 
625 MeV/c, suggesting that our measurements, together with our cross section 
measurements at these and other beam momenta, present no evidence for new & 
resonances with mass less than 1450 MeV/c 2. New partial wave analyses that 
incorporate our data are needed before any conclusions may be drawn concerning 
the possibility of higher mass resonances and before comparisons may be made 
with the predictions of the Skyrme soliton and *-A coupling models. 

There are two experiments on AM in x*p elastic scattering at momenta near 
the upper end of the range of the present measurements. The experiment by 
Martin et a!.*7 covers many incident pion momenta, including 603, 617, 660, 674, 
and 708 MeV/c, and many scattering angles, but the uncertainties at backward 
angles are typically ±0.3 and often larger; this limits the usefulness of these 
results. The measurements by Abaev et a l . 1 8 at p, - 455 to 705 MeV/c are 
restricted to scattering angles larger than 100° with typical uncertainties of 
±0.1. The measurements of Martin et al. and of Abaev et al. are not in conflict 
with our more precise data. 

We gratefully acknowledge the loan of the polarized proton target by J. E. 
Simmons and LAM P-Oivision and the extensive help of J. G. J. Boissevain 
and J. Holt in the initial setup of the target. We are grateful for the 
efforts of R. Oamjanovich and the MP-8 crew and to Afton Kirby in mounting the 
experiment. We appreciate the support rendered by J.F. Davis in the planning 
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stages of the experiment and by R. Ziock in the data analysis. Finally, we 
thank R. Koch, who supplied the code used to generate values of A^ from the 
K-H phase shifts, and R.A. Arndt and L.O. Roper, who made available a similar 
code (SAID) for the VPI and C-L phase shifts. 

This work was supported in part by the U. S. Department of Energy. 
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Figure Caption 

1 . Analyzing power, AJJ, measured in * + p elastic scattering using a 

transversely polarized target. The incident plon moaenta are 471, 

547, 625, and 687 MeV/c. The curves are the results of three partial 

wave analyses by the groups from Karlsruhe-Helsinki (Ref. 10, solid 

curve), CMU-LBL (Ref. 11, dot-dashed curve), and VPI (Ref. 12, dashed 

curve). 
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Abstract 

High-precision Measurements of the analyzing power, A [ J j i n ,~p clastic 

scattering at p„ * 471 to 687 MeV/c are presented and compared tilth the results 
of recent »N partial wave analyses (PWAs) by the Karlsruhe-Helsinki, CMU-LBL, 
and VPI group*. While agreeing with the main features of the measured angular 
dependence of A^, the three PWAs yield larger values than the measurements at 
forward angles at p T - 471, 547, and 625 HcV/c. At 687 HeV/c the PWAs do not 
agree with the data at far backward angles. We estimate the effect of our data 
on the phase shifts in this energy region, which includes the Roper resonance. 
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Since ita discovery in an early partial wave analyaia1 the N(1440) P^ TN 

resonance, the "Roper reaonanee," has been an enigma. The four atar rating in 

the Review of Particle Properties^ notwithstanding, there la uncercalnty over 

the properties of the toper reaonance, and the controvcray regarding ita nature 

and quark nodal claaaificatlon continues. The partial wave analytea (PUAs) do 

not concur on nil If, width ?, or inelasticity TI. Karlsruhe-Helsinki3 (K-H) 

reports t» - U10 ± 12 KeV, r - 135 ± 10 MeV, and n - 0.49 ± 0.05, while the 

Carnagle fellon University-Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory4 collaboration (C-L) 

quotas M - 1440 ± 30 MeV, 340 £ 70 MeV, and n - 0.32 ± 0.04. The 

controversy over the width is exacerbated by the possibility that there could be 

two closely spaced P ^ resonances. Ayed5 first proposed a split of the Roper 

resonance ba*.*d on the Saclay PWA; he found masses of 1413 and 1532 MeV. 

Although this proposed split is not confirmed by the K-H or C-L analyses a new 

PWA by the Virginia Polytechnique Institute and State University6 (VPI), which 

parameterizes Che resonances in terms of poles in the complex energy plane 

rather than using the more familiar Brelt-Uigner parameterization, shows two P., 

poles at Vl - (1359 - i00i) MeV and ?2 - (1410 - 80i) MeV. 

There are many quark models chat predict the spectra of baryona, notably 

bag models, potential models, and flux-tub* no^-ls. 7 - 1 2 More recently, explicit 

calculations of phase shifts have been made in the context of the Skyrme soliton 

model. 1 3 , 1* Finally, it has been pointed out that some resonances aeen in »N 

scattering, including che Roper resonance, may be attributed to che opening of 

Che threshold for the production of the oU232). 1 5 The ultimate teat of these 

models is a comparison with the experimentally determined spectra of baryon 

resonances. The existence and properties of the resonances are deduced from 

partial wave analyses of »N elastic scattering data. 
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Wc mention briefly here the predictions of a variety of theoretical Models 
for PJJ resonances la the energy region of the Koper resonance, in order to 
illustrate the diversity of theoretical treatments of tha batyons. 

(A) Quark models. On tha basis of tha cloudy bag model, Umland at al. 7 predict 
a PJI doublet with masses of 1418 and 1533 MeV, Bowler and Hay 8 stress the 
importance of direct gluon-exchange contributions In tha framework of the MIT 
bag model. They predict radially-excited N* states at 1543 and 1646 HeV. 
DeGrand and Rabbi 9 add a surface oscillation t e n to the bag model and obtain 
I'll « « e e at 1410 and 1603 Ke¥. Close and Horgan extend the Bowler-Hey model 
by Including another exchange aeplitude and the breathing node excitations of 
DeGrand and Rebbi and obtain PJJ masse* of 1416 and 1617 HeV. Recently, a 
hybrid type of hadronic Batter containing bath constituent quarks and gluona haa 
been proposed.11'12 The lowest-mass hybrid baryon candidate ia a P 1 A state with 
a aaas near 1400 HeV. It la Interesting to speculate that tha reported 
splitting^* of the Koper resonance might be related to the existence of this 
hybrid P ^ in addition to the ordinary three-quark ? n resonance. 
(B) Skyre* sollton models. Recently, Hayashl at al. 1 3 have Bade explicit 
calculations of phase shifts In the context of the Skyrme sollton model. Using 
the experimental value of n In the P ^ channel they find that the resonance 
should occur 50-100 HeV below the Roper resonance. Breit and Nappi 1* have 
studied the simplest vibrational excitation of the Skyralon, the breathing mode. 
They identify the Roper resonance with a nuclcon breethlng mode at 1270 HeV. 
(C) v-& coupling model. In a completely different spirit, Blanklelder and 
Walker" have Investigated the possibility that some low lying resonances seen 
in TN elastic scattering may be due to the opening of the threshold for »-A 
production; they have obtained excellent fits to the P^ a n d other resonance 
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phaaa shifts and inelasticities without the n«ad for introducing tha Roper and 
othar well-established resonances explicitly. 

It if clear that tha experlaental values obtained for the paraaeters of the 
Roper raaonanca by various analyses are in conflict. A precise and unambiguous 
dateralnatlon of tha scattering amplitudes in this energy region aay help teat 
tha results of a nuaber of theoretical aodela. As our information on the 
reaonanee paraaeters c o m exclusively froa partial wave analysts, it is 
laportant to test tha validity of the recent PWAs by a comparison with data on 
tha analyzing power in «*p elastic scattering. 

In thia paper wa report on the aeasuraaants of the analyzing power, AJJ, in 
n"p elastic scattering. The experiment was carried out in the pion particle 
physica (P 3) channel at the Clinton F. Anderaon Mason Physics Facility (LAHPF). 
Data were obtained at 471, 547, 625, and 6*7 HaV/c. The Incident beau Intensity 
varied froa 0.2 to 4x10 s w~/sec. The transversa spot size of the beaa at the 
target waa 2 c i > 2 ca. The central beaa aoaantua is known to iO.31. 1 6' 1'. The 
central beaa aoaentua in HeV/c and the channel aoaentua bite in X in each case 
are: 470.8(2.0), 546.9(1.3), 624.9(1.6), and 687.0(5.3). A relative aeasuraaent 
of the beaa intensity was aade ualng scintillator teleacopes which detected 
auons froa the decay of piona in the beaa. 

The experlaental setup Included a transversely polarized proton target. 
The polarized target magnet produced a uniform field of 2.5 T over the cargec 
voluae. The target Material consisted of 1,2-propanedlol baada in a cylindrical 
cell 2 ca In disaster and 4 ca long, with the pion beaa incident along tha axis 
of the cylinder. High polarization was obtained using a aicrowave puaplng 
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technique. The target was maintained ac an average polarization of 80Z 
throughout the experiment. Standard NHK techniques were used to monitor and 
measure the target polarization. The abaolute calibration of the NHR system was 
accoaplithad by periodic measurements of the thermal equilibrium polarization 
signal at l°K. The uncertainty In theaa measurements of Che thermal equilibrium 
HU. signal give* rise to a 3t systematic uncertainty In Cue polarization. 

Detalla of the experimental setup are given In Refs. 18 and 19. Briefly, 
the scattered pion and the recoil proton were detected in coincidence (except at 
p* - 547 MeV/c, « C B - 120° where only the ploo w « detected) using the LAMPF 
Large Acceptance Spectrometer20 (IAS) and a recoil detector. The recoil 
detector consisted of a 100 cm by 65 cm wire chamber sandwiched between two 
arrays of eight scintillation counters each. Time of flight, pulse height, and 
wire chamber position information were recorded for each particle detected In 
the recoil array. These data, together with the momentum and scattering angle 
of the particle detected in the LAS, provided an overconstrained signal for 
coincidence events. As a reault, the background-to-signal ratio la very small 
despite the lov ratio (0.07) of free to bound protons in the target material. 

The field of the polarized target magnet caused considerable curvature of 
the trajectories of the Incident and final-state charged particles, leading to 
offaets in the measured acatterlng anglea and interaction vertex, further, this 
effect reduced the acceptance of LAS. A steering magnet was placed at the 
entrance of the spectrometer to increase the acceptance; this increase was 
particularly important for low-momentum scattered plona. Because reversal of 
the polarization was accomplished by a small, appropriate change in the 
microwave frequency, no change in the magnitude or sense of the magnetic field 
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waa required, ensuring that "spin up" and "apln down" data were taken under 
Identical klnemstical conditions. 

The background was mainly produced by quasi-elastic scattering from carbon 
nuclei contained la Che propanediol. 3He and *H« coolant, and the walls of th« 
target call and the cryostat. The background was measured In sepsrate runs with 
the propanediol replaced by carbon beads with approximately he eaae number of 
carbon nucltl as contained in the propanediol target. The background-to-signal 
ratio for coincidence measurements was typically 10*, while the measurement in 
which only plon was detected had a one-to-one background-to-algnal ratio. 

For each accepted event we recorded the pulse height in ell struck 
scintillators, the TOT through LAS, the recoil TOP, end the position data from 
all wire chambers. In the off-line analysis, the LAS wire chamber data were 
used to calculate (1) the particle momentum, (11) the apparent interaction point 
in the target, and (ill) the angle between the trajectory of the particle in LAS 
following the bend and the central ray in both horizontal and vertical planes. 
Parameter (11) was used to reject events not originating in the target cell 
volume and parameter (111) waa used to reject events in which the scattered pion 
decayed to a muon and a neutrino. Each data run waa replayed in seversl passes 
in which cuts were applied to an increasing number of parameters in the 
following order: LAS TOF, LAS scintillator pulse height, recoil TOF and 
scintillator pulse height, target projection, and muon rejections and the recoil 
wire chamber data. In the single arm measurement (i.e., when Juat the pion was 
detected) only the LAS TOF, pulse height, target projection, and muon rejection 
cuts were used. At each scattering angle, Identical cuts were used tor runs 
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with target polarization up and down, and for background runs. Following each 
pass the analyzing power was calculated from 

where Pj it the target polarization, t • number of spin up events, + - number of 
spin down events, and B • number of background events normalized to the 
pton-decty telescope monitors. The value obtained for A^ la each pass was 
compared with tea value from the previous ymta for consistency. 

The momentum spectrum of the scattered ploas of all events that have passed 
all our cuts contain a prominent peak on top of a small, nearly flat background 
spectrum. When the normalized spin up yield, t. Is subtracted from the * yield 
the remaining events outside the peak region are consistent with zero. This 
demonstrates that the normalization of the data runs was done properly. Taking 
the combination + + + - 2B, again only events In the peak region remain, showing 
that the background normalization is correct. The results of these tests are 
also consistent with the background being independent of target polarization. 

Our result;.; for the analyzing power are presented in Fig. 1. Alao shown 
are the predictions of the partial wave analyses by the K-H.3 c-L,* and VFI& 
groups; none of these analyses Include the present data. Only statistical 
errors are shown. The systematic error Is ±31 due to the uncertainty in the 
absolute calibration of the target polarization. 

The present data are compared with the predictions of the three recent 
phase shift analyses In Fig. i. The PWA results approach -1.0 at forward 
angles, but our data have somewhat smaller magnitudes. The agreement with our 
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data at 471 MeV/c 1* good beyond 60° with the exception of the man backward 
angle point, where the disagreement la 5 atandard deviations <SD). At 547 KcV/c 
the agreement Is good at large angles but differences of as such as 6 SO arc 
seen at forward angles. At 625 MeV/c tbs disagreement at large angles is of the 
order of 5 SD sad at forward angles up to 9 5D. Finally, at 687 H*V/c the 
agreement la good at forward angles, with dlfferencee of 4 SO at backward 
angles. The large positive peak seen at backward angles shifts forward and Is 
compressed in width aa the incident momentum increases. The most dramatic 
change occurs between 625 and 687 HeV/c, leading to a second minimum at backward 
angles at 687 HeV/c. 

Comparison of our data at 687 JJeV/c with the data of Sakrenev et al. 2 1 at 
685.5 HeV/c shows good agreement it forward angles, but their results arc 
slightly lower than our measurements at backward angle* (fig. 2). Given the 
trend of the angular distributions with momentum, the differences could be 
accounted for by ellghcly shifting upward Che central momentum of the 
measurement of Bekrenev et al. 

Whereaa In » +p + » +p only I » 3/2 amplitudes are Involved, tn «~p + »~p 
both I - 1/2 and I • 3/2 amplitudes contribute. In our earlier work 1 8 on 
Aj,(V*p+ir+p) we lnvestlgeted the 1 - 3/2 amplitudes. Using the VP1 Scattering 
Analysis Interactive Dial-in (SAID) program we added our *t|(«*p • * +p) data to 
the VFI data base to obtain a new, single-energy PWA. Our data did not change 
any phase significantly. Though the ecope of such a single energy analysis is 
clearly limited, the results Indicate that the I - 3/2 amplitudes are well 
determined. Thus, the addition of our ^(v'p + «~p) data to the VPI data base 
for single-energy solutions could be expected to affect only the 1 • 1/2 partial 
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uavea; thla la, Indeed, obeerved. At 471 and 547 HtV/c the changes are 
lnaifnifleant. At 625 Metr/c the ? n phase decreases fro* 56° Co 54° and D 1 3 

decraeeea froa 36° to 32°. Tba affacta ara even largar at 687 HaV/c where P., 
lncraaaaa froa 860 to 98" (a change of 12<>)t and at the saa* tiaa S,, dacraaaaa 
froa 26o to 230, D ( 3 froa 58° Co 550, and D ^ tram 13° to 9". Tnua we concluda 
that tha currant PWAa do not daacrlba correctly the Koper rtaonanca. A new, 
full analysis raqulree data on a~p elastic and charge exchange seattarlng. 
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PROGRAM 1-5 

Measurement of the Analyzing Power, AN, in x"p+*°n Between 471 and 687 MeV/c. 

Experiment 120** Is the fourth stage of a five part program undertaken by 
our group in 1979 to measure all of the *N scattering observables at the same 
energies. The objective of this comprehensive program Is to provide the basis 
for an ambiguity free determination of the *N phase shifts in the region of 
the P 3 3(1235) and the Put 1440) resonances. A detailed discussion of the 
physics objectives of this program appears in previous annual progress 
reports. 

Two very intriguing questions have arisen in the post few years concerning 
the phase shifts in this energy regime. The first of these deals with the 
splitting of the Pii(1440) or Roper resonance. At two separate times in the 
late 1970s such a splitting was reported1*2 but, due to the limited data base, 
did not receive due creedence. This lack of acceptance was exacerbated by two 
recent partial wave analyses (PHAs)3'1* which used much more extensive data 
bases and did not find conclusive evidence to support a split. Both show what 
is at least a shoulder on the Pn{1440) which Hbhler chooses to disregard 
completely and which Cutkosky includes in his P u thus giving a much greater 
width than Hohler. These two PHAs have been forced to use various theoretical 
input due to a paucity of experimental data on the spin related parameters, tn 
fact, only one set of data on the charge exchange analyzing power exists5 but 
does not go below P x«617 MeV/c. The most recent PWA6 uses fewer theoretical 
constraints and shows two poles in the complex energy plane for the P n partial 
wave. However, this is the extent of what the authors have to say about the 
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question of a split Roper. 

The second interesting question to arise from the phase shifts concerns a 
violation of isospin symmetry in the «N system.7 The authors of ref. 7 use data 
from five different sources along with scute of their own and find a violation 
at three points where cose < -0.5 at T„ « 560 HeV {P„ * 687 HeV/c). The 
violation is substantial with one point snowing a 1 standard deviation effect 
and the other two a 1.5 standard deviation effect each. However, with data 
coaing from so many different sources and different laboratories the question 
remains whether they have adequately treated the experimental errors and 
possible biases along with the interpolation of the bean energies. We propose 
to use exclusively the data from our program 8* 9* 1 0* 1 1 to test isospin symmetry 
in a model independent analysis using transversity cross sections. These are 
defined as 

i +-oU)-jg +_ 0U±^ +_ 0) 

where -jg. are the unpolarized differential cross sections for the elastic and 
charge exchange channels and AN+_O a r e t n e associated analyzing powers. 
Triarnie inequalities are then formed Involving these transversity cross 
sections. 

The Scattering Analysis Interactive Olal-in (SAID) facility maintained by 
R. A. Arndt and co-workers permits the experimenter to include his data in the 
data base and then perform a single energy fit to see any effect on the phases 
of the various partial waves. Ue have done this for the analyzing power in * +p 
elastic scattering10 and find very little effect. A similar analysis performed 
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on the analyzing power in *"p elastic scattering10 yielded a sizeable change of 
12° in the phase of the P u at P,*687 HeV/c. Upon completion of the final 
analysis of the charge exchange data a similar analysis will again be 
performed, and it will be interesting to see if this large effect on the Pu is 
corroborated. 

The experiment was performed at the Clinton P. Anderson Meson Physics 
Facility (LAMPF) in the summer and fall of 1982. The experimental set-up and 
run plan have been described in detail in previous annual reports and so will 
be deferred here. A fairly uniform angular distribution of 9 or 10 points 
covering -0.9 < c o s e £ , , * °- 9 w a s measured at six different beam momenta, 
namely: 471, 547, 586, 625, 657, and 687 MeV/c. 

The analysis has proceeded from the preliminary steps discussed in detail 
in the 1984 progress report and has been centered on searching for a set of 
cuts which will result in physically realizable analyzing powers (magnitude not 
greater than 1.0 - within errors) with the smallest absolute uncertainty. When 
the first criterion above is not satisfied, we carefully examine the 
consistency of all the runs at that momentum for the source of this seemingly 
unphysical result. However, we also realize that on the basis of statistics if 
the analyzing power is equal to 1.0 in magnitude then we should expect our 
results to excede 1.0 sometimes; so, this also enters our consistency 
consideration. Our first step in this round of the analysis was to check on 
the timing of the eight counters comprising each of the gamma hodoscopes. We 
discovered that not all eight counters were necessary to contain the decay 
photons of the *° {of which wa only required one for an event trigger). 8y 
applying a cut on which hodoscope counters fired we could reduce the background 
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by a factor of 2-3. This results from the transformation of the it0 decay from 
the center of mass frame where it is isotropic to the laboratory frame 
producing a cone centered on the direction of motion of the rc° and whose 
opening angle is inversely related to the momentum of the pion. This had such 
a profound effect on the quality of the analyzing power that we presented these 
Intermediate results at the APS meeting in Crystal City, Virginia in April, 
1985. x z 

Paralleling this search for an optimum set of cuts to apply to the data 
has been an exhausting analysis of how to normalize the different runs. Since 
the measurement of the analyzing power "equires only a relative measurement 
between the spin up, spin down, and background target runs we have decided to 
arbitrarily normalize to the spin up runs. We have chosen to base our 
normalization factors on the out of time events in the neutron time of flight 
histograms. This has the advantage of incorporating any correction factors 
due to variations in the beam or counter operating conditions resulting in a 
changing efficiency. The one disadvantage to this approach is a reduction in 
the statistics but we feel confident with this normalization and so have optei 
to keep it. After deciding that the out of time normalization was an 
acceptable approach we next considered using the events in the prompt peak for 
normalizing. By using only the prompt events tjhich survived the hodoscope 
counter cut we found a set of normalization factors for the individual neutron 
counters which was reasonably consistent with the ones from the out of time 
events. With two sets of consistent normalization factors we then looked to 
normalizing against the sum of prompt and out of time events. We use all 
three modes of normalization to calculate the analyzing power and then compare 
for consistency. 

• 
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The last step in the analysis is to vary the cuts made on the event peak 
in the time of flight histograms from some very loose cuts to very tight ones. 
We calculate the analyzing power and its error for each neutron counter and 
then the weighted average for the pair. For the S47, 625, and 6B7 HeV/c data 
where we have two cart positions we also calculate the weighted average of the 
two positions. To ensure that we are doing the analysis properly, we demand 
that the analyzing powers for each set of cuts be consistent. We also demand 
consistency for each pair as well as between the two cart positions where 
appropri ate. 

The data analysis is almost in its final for* so it is with this caveat 
that we present our current results in figures l-5b. We have not included any 
results from 471 NeV/c. Following the signal runs at this momentum we made a 
change in the electronics and it was with this change that we later ran the 
background target. Me have tried but have thus far been unsuccessful in 
extracting any results from this data, but we have not given up hope. In 
figures 1, Z, and 3a-5a we present our results along with the predictions of 
refs. 3, 4, and 6. Also plotted in figs. 3b-5b are the data from ref. 5. As 
can be seen from figs. 1, 2, and 3a, we are generally consistent with the VPI 
(84) predictions of ref. 6 over the entire angular range. It is pretty clear 
that we definitely do not support the two earlier PWAs of refs. 3 and 4 at 
backward angles. This rather sizeable discrepancy at the backward angles 
prompts speculation as to the cause of it. One possible explanation could be 
that the Roper resonance does indeed have a smaller mass than previously quoted 
and will thus have an effect on the P n partial wave even at Px=547 MeV/c. At 
the two highest momenta, shown in figs. 4a and 5a, we find that once again we 
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are consistent with all three PWAs at forward angles and tend to favor the VPI 
(84) results at the backward angles. However, at the more backward angles 
(cose < -0.8 for 657 MeV/c and cose < -0.6 for 687 HeV/c) we find very little 
support for the size of the negative dip in AN present in all three PWAs. In 
fact, this Is especially prominent at 687 MeV/c. With regard to how our data 
compares with that of ref. 5, we tend to have substantially smaller error bars, 
and with the exception of the odd couple of points at some of the backward 
angles at 657 and 687 HeV/c we find the two experiments to not be 1neonsisten 
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PROGRAM 1-6 
da/<to FOR iTp * ff0n FROM 247 TO 687 MeV/c 

The objectives, data taking and preliminary results of this program 
have been discussed 1n previous Progress Reports. Me have begun a careful 
evaluation of the possible REX contamination 1n some of the data. Host 
Importantly, last year some of the neutron counters have been recallIbrated 
in the course of a preparatory run for TRIUMF Exp. #270, Program II-l. 

A typical example of the data namely for p w - 247 MeV/c»1s shown fn the 
figure. Included 1s a comparison with other data and the K-H PKA. 

lo.Or 

0.0 
Cos *"• cm. angle 

I UCLA at p„. - 247 MeV/c 
| Comlso et al., Phys. Rev. D12, 738 (1975) (pff - 239 HeV/c) 
5 R. Jenefskl et al., Nucl. Phys. A290. 407 (1977) (p T - 251 MeV/c) 

— Karlsruhe-Helsinki PWA 
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PROGRAM 1-7 
DIFFERENTIAL CROSS SECTIONS FOR x±p ELASTIC SCATTERING FROM 378 TO 687 HeV 
The objectives, metriod, data talcing, analysis, and preliminary results**2 

of this program have been presented in previous Progress Reports. At the level 
of precision of this experiment, namely 2X, every uncertainty in the cross section 
parameter must be reduced to below the IX level which involves painstaking and 
time consuming labor. Most of the cross sections are now in final form, we are 
still evaluating the error at some points where the background subtraction is 
sizable. In the past year many consistency checks have been made including a 
comparison of some 4" and 5" liquid Hg target data as well as a reassessment of 
the coplanarity cuts. Some examples of our results are shown in the following 
figures together with data by other groups3"^ and predictions by partial wave 
analyses by the Karlsruhe-Helsinki,6 Carnegie-Mellon University-LBL,7 and VPI 8 

groups. 
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PROGRAM 1-8 
*N PARTIAL WAVE ANALYSIS 

The very existence of most nucleonlc resonances and their properties1 such 
as mass, width, and elasticity are based on the nN partial wave analysis, PWA. 
The input data for the PWA are various «N elastic scattering and charge 
exchange cross section and analyzing power values. The VPI 1984 analysis2, 
which covers the energy region from threshold to T„ - 1100 HeV (lab), contains 
after preliminary pruning 3771 x +p elastic, 4942 *"p elastic, and 717 w"p charge 
exchange data points. This massive amount of information is binned into 23 
energy intervals and 23 single-energy analyses are performed. In order to do 
this the high partial waves are fixed at their FP84 values. As we have already 
discussed in Section 1-1 there are no spin transfer'data available, as a result 
there are several intrinsic phase ambiguities which are "solved" somewhat 
haphazardly. 

There are a few serious concerns regarding the existing PWAs. 1) .Is the 
quality of the data base sufficiently high? What are the criteria to apply in 
the necessary data base pruning? 2) What exactly are the effects of fixing the 
high partial waves and what Is the uncertainty associated with the derived 
values of the forward scattering (0°) cross sections? 3) What Is the best way 
for choosing a solution fro* among the several ambiguous ones? 

The importance of obtaining the correct «N PWA can hardly be overstated. 
As part of our *N scattering research we are stimulating and actually engaged in 
efforts to improve the wN data base. 

On the occasion of the first *N Workshop in Karlsruhe we proposed to grade 
all input to the data bank using a simple star system.3 Recently, we have 
begun implementing this in collaboration with R. Arndt from VPI and plans are 
under way to collaborate with Hohler of the Karlsruhe PWA 4 on the same subject. 
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Briefly, we are assigning 1 to 3 stars to all data; so far we have made it to 
T* • 600 HeV. Three separate PWAs have been run requiring only 3, or 3 and 2, 
or 3, 2, and 1 stars. To tha delight of Arndt there were no major differences 
in the three PWAs, e.g., the P u double pole positions for the full data set 
are (1358-1001) and (1419-801) HeV; when only three star data 1s used the 
values are (1355-971) and (1410-811) HeV. 

The effects of Implementing the star system on the number of entrees in the 
data base and the ch1 square per degree of freedom are: 

#data entrees X2/DF 
full set 3 star full set 3 star 

PI+P 3782 2958 1.93 2.01 
Pl-P 4956 3390 2.18 2.29 
CEX 792 392 2.79 2.06 

The effect on the phases that are greater than 1° at T% • 500 HeV are: 
wave full set three star 
Pll 64.0°: *0.9° 67.70 
D13 23.50*0.4° 24.00 
F15 4.3 4.3 
G17 1.1 1.1 
Sll 20.5 20.0 
P13 5.9 5.4 
D15 4.2 4.6 
P31 -14.9 -14.8 
S31 -28.4 -28.3 
P33 156.8 156.8 
035 -2.4 -2.4 
F37 2.1 2.2 
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PROGRAM II-l 

Test of Charge Symmetry by a Comparison of 
ffi«-d •> n n) with g(«+d * p p) 

Experiment 1270 ran at the TRIUMF facility 1n July and August this summer. 
The design of the neutron counter used had been modified from the one 
used in November. A brief explanation of the design and a summary of the 
theory are given below. The theoretical motivation for this measurement has 
been presented in a previous annual report.1 Some on-line plots from the 
summer run are shown below and give an indication of the high expectations 
for the results of upcoming computer analysis to be done at UCLA in the fall. 

A. Charge Symmetry and Isospin Invariance 

Charge symmetry is the equivalence of n-n and p-p forces. Similarly, but 
more generally, isospin in variance implies the equality of the n-it, p-n, and 
p-p interactions when the nucleons are in the same spin-isospin state. It 1s 
predicted by QCD that charge symmetry is not an exact symmetry but a slightly 
broken one. This 1s said to arise from the approximately 3 HeV mass difference 
between up and down quarks. In many experiments dealing with charge symmetry 
the magnitude and difficulty of determining electromagnetic corrections has 
often clouded the usefulness of the data in looking for charge symmetry 
violations. In experiment #270 the nucleus is of unit charge and the 
final state particles are identical making the Coulomb corrections small and 
possible to estimate. 

After Coulomb corrections, the deviation from unity of the ratio 
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o, • dqfnn •*• *~d) 
R l " dffipp * n'dj 

is a violation of charge symmetry. Similarly, the deviation from two of 

the ratio 

R2 * doing * M 

1s a violation of isospin Invar lance. There are several measurements of 
the differential cross-section for pp + * +d and of the angular distribution for 
np * K°d, but as of yet, there 1s no measurement of «~d + nn in flight. In the 
energy region of the A intermediate state the deviation of the ratios, R t from 
one and R2 from two, is expected to be significant; 1t has guided the choice 
of energy range for this experiment. 

B. Neutron Counter Design and Fabrication 
The heart of this experiment 1s the detection of neutrons coming from the 

reaction *~d • nn. The resolution in the t1me-of-fl1ght{T0F) between the two 
coincident neutrons along with the s1onal-to-noise ratio of the TOF spectra 
are the major factors that suppress the backgroud and therby determine the 
precision to which the differential cross-section can be measured. 

Using the results of the November test run, we determined that it would 
be useful to modify the neutron detector design. The major flaws in the test 
run detector were the small efficiency and the rather high voltages required to 
run the RCA 8575 photomultiplier tubes. The voltage range required tended to 
be near the upper limits of stability for the RCA 8575. This produced a higher 
instability in their efficiency and a higher proportion of tube noise. The 
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small efficiency was a result of the short 5" length through which the neutrons 
traversed. Because high statistical accuracy 1s required, the efficiency 
needed to be Increased to a higher level so that it would be possible to 
collect the required number of events in the given running time of the 
experiment. By doubling the length of the counter, the efficiency should also 
be doubled to nearly 25*. Of course, by doubling the length, the resolution 
of the counter might change for the worse. A program for evaluating the 
effects of changing the geometry of the counter Mas developed. 

The main ojectlve of the computer program was the determination of the 
shape of the light guides that were to become part of the new detector. The 
program calculated the solid angle seen by the face of * photomultlpHer tube 
at the end of the light guide for different points along the entrance to the 
light guide. Early on In the calculations, we decided for reasons of 
background noise reduction that it would be best to place two tubes on each 
detector block of scintillator. This requires a good event to trigger both 
tubes coincidental ly which rules out mistaking the noise from a single PNT or 
a reflected pulse from a single PNT as one. A more detailed description of 
this will be given below. Once the requirement of double tubes Is made, then 
the solid angle calculations become slightly more complicated. 

what 1s needed 1s to have each of the two tubes collect nearly equal 
amounts of light for a given event in the scintillator. Also, it is 
necessary that there be no dead zones in the scintillator from faulty light 
collection. These two requirements imply that if a uniform collection of 
light is obtained from the rear of the scintillator, then the chance of 
having dead spots in the detector will be lessened. This reasoning is 
supported by the principle of total internal reflection. Total internal 
reflection insures the total transportion of light through the scintillator 
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to the light guide. When an event occurs in the scintillator a nearly 
isotropic distribution of photons 1s produced. The photons that intersect 
the sc1nt11lator-air Interface at an angle greater than the critical angle 
will be partially transmitted Into the air and partially reflected back into 
the scintillator. Those at less than the critical angle are transported down 
the scintillator to the light guide without any loss of light into the air. 
In other words, any event which produces light In the sc1ntil1ator(except 
possibly those very near the corners) will produce both reflected and 
directly transmitted light at the sdnttllator-light guide Interface. Of 
course, the light which propagates directly to the light guide without 
reflection constitutes the majority of the light seen at the sdntillator-
Hght guide Interface, but there will be a significant amount of light from 
both total internal reflection and light that is reflected back Into the 
scintillator block if it 1s wrapped in aluminum foil. The point being, that 
In practice the distribution of light appearing at the entrance to the light 
guide will not be a discontinuous distribution but a combination of the 
somewhat diffused directly transmitted light and the several different groups 
of reflected light.3 

The assumption we made, which was checked later in an actual test, was 
that If the light collection at the entrance to the light guide was as 
uniform as possible without a major loss of light, then the light collection 
for the scintillator would probably be even more uniform because of the 
addition that occurs for the direct and reflected light. The first problem 
to solve was the uniformity of collection at the entrance to the light guide 
verses the total light seen by a photomultiplier tube at the exit of the 
guide. The extremes of the solution to this problem are represented by an 
infinitely long guide and no guide at all. The infinitely long guide will 
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give a completely uniform collection but all the light will be lost due to 
attenuation. The null guide will collect all the light that emerges from a 
small region at the entrance to the guide but will not collect from anyjrfiere 
else. 

In figure 1., a schematic of the detector unit 1$ shown. This side view 
of the detector shows the main parameters to be varied In the optimization. 
These parameters are the length, 1, and the angle of tilt for the 
photomultiplier tube, T. The height of the counter was fixed at 10" because 
of a Monte Carlo simulation of the set-up of the experiment(more details are 
given In the next section). The width of the block was chosen to be as 
narrow as possible and still allow the phototubes and their bases to be 
attached at the exit to the guide. A smaller width will, In general give a 
better timing resolution. The smallest width which would accomodate the 
PMT's is 3.5". Therefore, the end of the light guide which was to Interface 
with the scintillator had to be 3.5" x 20". Because we have chosen to use 
two tubes, they must both be offset from the optimal viewing point, the 
center. Once again, the PMT's required at least 3.5" physically, so they 
were each offset by 1.75" from the center of the guide in all calculations. 

First, the program was set-up for a solid angle calculation using just one 
PMT on the guide; either PMT will do because of the symmetry of the guide. 
Three representative points along the entrance to the guide, a,b, and c, were 
used as vertex points for the solid angles. The tilt angle, T, was held 
fixed at 0°, and the length, 1, was varied between 0" and 20". This gave an 
idea of the relative light collection that could be expected from direct(not 
reflected) light emerging in the regions around the representative points. 
In figure 2a-c, the solid angle in relative units is plotted for points a,b, 
and c verses the length of the guide. Comparing the three graphs, it is seen 
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that the relative solid angle and, therefore, the relative light collection 
1s highly nonuniform between 0" and - •'• The central angle with point 
b as its vertex receives as much as 200% more light than the off-center 
points, a and c. Second, plots of the relative solid angle for a given guide 
length were made. These plots , figure 3a-c, show the solid angle calculated 
1n .25" steps across the entrance to the light guide for different angles of 
tilt. It appears that for a length of ~10" (fig. 3b), the light guide possess 
some uniformity In solid angle without a dramatically reduced total solid 
angle or total light collected. This uniformity can be further enhanced by 
tilting the tube face. At the 10" length, the angles of tilt from 0° to 50° 
in steps of 10° are plotted as contours on the figure. The 20° contour 
possesses a relative nonunlforlmity of ~Z5X while being symmetric about the 
center of the guide. This choice of length and tilt gives an acceptable 
solution to the uniformity and total light collection problem. 

In refence to the flaws 1n the original counter, the new design overcomes 
both of them. The increase in the depth to 10" gives the required 
efficiency. Using the new light collection system increases the total light 
collected by a PNT by at least a factor of four over the old air guide. 

After completing the design calculations, we proceeded to make a light 
guide for testing. The first test to perform was to be the uniformity of 
light collection across the entrance to the guide. There were, however, many 
technical problems to overcome before this test could be done. Because of 

the unusual shape of the light guide, the guide could not be made in one 
piece. The guide was made in two Identical pieces which then had to be glued 
together. Also, due to the jeometry of the PMT bases in was necessary to add 
a small cylindrical piece onto the guide for tube mounting. The fabrication 
process 1s shown in figures 4a-c. Figure 4a displays the first step in the 
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optical gluing process, the attachment of the cylindrical pieces. Figure 4b 
shows step two which is the gluing together of the symmetric halves. Figure 
4c shows the final gluing of the light guide to the scintillator. After 
gluing the first guide together without a scintillator attached, we performed 
the test mentioned above and others. 

All the tests performed were done in a light tight box using a small 
piece of scintillator 1.75" x 1" » 5" and a lOOuC cobalt source. We 
divided the light entrance into 18 regions as shown In figure 5. The piece 
of scintillator with the source on It was coupled to the ultraviolet 
absorbing lucite light guide with optical grease, we used the Compton edge 
of 6 0Co output from a Lecroy qVt multichannel analyzer to measure the 
relative light collection from different regions of the entrance. The shift 
1n the Conpton edge on the qVt was a direct measure of the change In light 
collection between regions. In figure 5a, the results of the test for a 
light guide without a cylindrical piece attached are shown. This situation 
closely resembles the calculations done. In figure 5b, the results of the 
same test with a 3" long cylindrical piece attached to the guide are shown. 
The nonuniformity ranges from 28* to 20% for these two tests; this Is an 
acceptable result considering there 1s also some collection from reflected 
light Inside the guide. He repeated the tests with aluminum foil wrapped 
around the guide. The results were wry slmlliar to the previous results 
only slightly more uniform by a few percent. The conclusions from those tests 
were that the light guide behaved as predicted and that a short cylindrical 
piece of 1.5" would not seriously effect the uniformity but would ease 
assembly of the PMT's onto the guides. The final test performed was a test 
of uniformity done on a complete unit with light guide attached to the 
scintillator and the whole unit wrapped in aluminum foil. The results of the 
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test of uniformity across the face of the scintillator using the same source 
as before were that an approximately 5X nonunlformity existed. This 
nonuniformity was very acceptable and supported the assumption we made 
originally about the detector design. This Is not to say that this simulates 
the flight of a neutron through the scintillator. A neutr on event will 
appear to be much less localized because it Interacts all along Its flight 

12 
path, bumping a protons or a C nucleus which scintillate along their 
flight paths. This should tend to even further flaten out the uniformity 
because it deloca'lizes the event 1n the scintillator. 

After the testing was complete, the mass production of counters started. 
A total of 24 neutron counters, assembled into 8 detector units, were 
produced. As shown in figure 6, the detector units were mounted on carts 
after being wrapped in black tape for light insulation. The individual 
neutron detectors in each array of 3 had an LEO glued to the front of face of 
the scintillator. These LED's were used for the purpose of timing 
the counters with respect to each other during the experiment. They are 
driven by a short rise time, -Ins, avalanche pulser. The cart ftself 
consisted of a platform for the unit to sit on, mounting brackets for the 
PMT's, a threaded central post for height adjustment, and slotted casters to 
be used on a railroad track system. The cart design enable us to adjust the 
height above ground and the distance out from a focus. The rail system which 
the carts rolled on allowed for the adjustment of the angle with respect to 
the beam axis in the experiment. The fabrication of the detectors took place 
at UCLA from where they were transported to TRIUMF for the final assembly 
done in June. 
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C. The Experiment Set-up 

The set-up for the experiment is shown in figure 7. The hardware units 
fall into three main groups, 1) the neutron detectors, 2) the target anti-
box, and 3) the beam counters. The area the experiment was performed in is 
the Mil meson physics channel at TRIuHF. 

The neutron counters after being assembled outside the area were wheeled 
Into their angular positions as shown 1n figure 7. The detector units are 
placed with four units on beam left and four on beam right. The labeling 
system for the units was based on two Indlds, the first Is L or R 
depending on whether the unit 1s on the left or right of the bean while facing 
downstream, and the second is a number, 1,2,3, or 4, applied in a clockwise 
direction from the beam axis. For example, the first unit to beam left going 
in a clockwise direction from the axis is LI. Internally for each unit there 
are three subunlts, the individual neutron detectors, labelled by a third 
index, 1,2, or 3, also applied in a clockwise direction. For example, the 
third neutron detector from the beam axis going 1n a clockwise direction 1n 
unit LI is labelled 113. Finally, each neutron detector had two tubes 
attached so a fourth Index was needed to distinguish the upper tube from the 
lower one, U for upper tube and 0 for the lower(down) tube. Each detector 
unit had a 12" x 13" x 1/8" antlcounter mounted on the front of the cart 
which completely covered with some extra the 10* x 10.5" face of the 
detector. This an ticounter was made of BC-408 scintillator and was connected 
via a standard light guit'e to a R329 Hamamatsu phototube. These counters had 
the dual role of charged particle rejection while in neutron detection mode 
or charged paricle detection while in proton detection mode. The anticounters 
were used to detect the protons from the reaction n +d + p p because the 
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neutron detectors produced an unusable signal when bombarded by charged 
particles. Also, the solid angle of the anticounters is easily calculable. 
The anticounters were labeled by the unit miMber they shadowed.e.g. the 
antlcounter for LI is ALL 

The entire assembly, neutron detector unit and antlcounter, were mounted 
on carts which Moved radially outward fro« the liquid deuterium (LD 2) target 
on steel rails. The steel rails were bolted to the floor for carts Ll-4 at 
the following angles, 75.3°, 54.9°, 34.4°, and 14.0°. They extended from lm 
to 3M fro* the target center. On the right, the carts had to be able to move 
to several different angular positions depending on the pion energy. So, ror 
carts Rl-4 at set of steel plates were Made to bolt to the floor in an arc at 
1M and 3M fro* the target center. These plates allowed the cart rails to be 
move to the proper kinematic angle and bolted in place In a few Minutes, 
therby reducing the set-up tiae required to change energies. The rails on 
the right extended from 1M to 4* froM the target center so that the front 
faces of the carts could be placed at 3M froM the target center. Two 
exceptions to this arangement are the counters VL4 and VR4. These two 
anticounters were used on the sides nearest the bean of carts L4 and R4 and 
were Mounted ci free standing holders. They were used to shielded the units 
froM be*M spray and therefore, to reduce backgroud in these counters. All 48 
RCA 8575 PHT's and 10 R329 PMT's were supplied with high voltage by LeCroy 32 
channel HV4032 remote control strplys operated remotely through the counting 
rcoM computer. 

The target anti-box is shown in figure 8a and 8b. The anti-box was used 
to reject charged particles coming out of the target further reducing the 
background in the neutron detectors. It consisted of 10 scintillation 
counters which formed an octagonal shaped box nearly surrounding the LD 2 
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target vacuum jacket. The anti-box had three scintillators on each side of 
the bean and a large rectangular counter under the target. At the beam entry 
to the box are two horizontal counters T1U and T1D which define the rest of 
the entry hole. The ant1-box counters are labelled in a clockwise fashion as 
before with 72, T3, and T4 on beam right and T5, T6, and T7 on beam left; 
TBOT is the counter under the target. All the counters used RCA 8575 
PHT's and were supplied with voltage the same way as the neutron counters. 

The beam counters were 81, B2, and 83. Bl was a small 2" x 3.75" x 1/16" 
counter placed upstream from the target ~122cm in the beam. B2 was placed 
~95cm upstream from the target and was 3.5" x 3.5" x 1/16*. 83 was 
downstream from the target and closed the target box at the back; it was 12" 
x 4" x 1/16". All three beam counters used a Philips fast tube designed for 
high rate counting. Also used as a beam caniter were two TRIUHF supplied 
ration counters, til and u2, which were mounted on the side of the beam pipe 
near the exit to the last quadrapole magnet, 06. The beam tuning moniters 
were the beam profile moniter(BPM) and the beam dump hodoscope, HOI, HOZ, 
H03, H04 which sat 1n the beam dump. The beam was tuned by bringing the beam 
through the 8PM 1n front of the anti-box and downstream to the hodoscope. By 
tuning the magnets until the beam trace centered on the 8PM and the hodoscope 
returned the previously decided upon ratios between counters allowed us to 
obtain a stable beam on target during the entire experiment. The beam was 
constantly checked for drift during running by talcing the ratios of counts 
for pairs of counters in the hodoscope and comparing them to previous ratios. 

D. Data Taking 

A good event in neutron mode is defined by (E • ft) • T80X • B, where 
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T - (LmnU • LmnD) • ATS", B * (RmnU • RmnD) • SRI, 

T O T • T I U ' * T I I J ' ' T Z ' * T I ' 7 T ' T ? ' T o r ' T 7 ' THDT, 

and B - (Bl • B2) • B3; 
this Is a neutron-neutron coincidence. For a neutron single event either 
Z • TBBJT • B or ff • TEOT * S is used as the event definition. All the data 
was taken In singles mode but coincidence events were also histogrammed. For 
proton node data taking, the coincidence event was defined as 

(ALm • ARm) • TRET' • B, where 7531' - TUT • Tiff • T? • TB5T. 
The data was also taken 1n singles mode for protons. The proton single 
events are defined as ALm • T W • B or ARm • TBuTT' - B . Besides single 
and coincidence TOF spectra there was also analog-to-digital (ADC) information 
taken for both proton and neutron counters. 

All of the neutron counter signals were channeled up to the counting room 
and into either Tennelec TC455 constant fraction discriminator or an Ortec 
934 CFD. The thresholds were set at 50mV to reject noise in the line. The 
PHT voltages were set and maintained through the use of a Co source and its 
associated Compton edge. A standard source was used throughout the 
experiment to calibrate the neutron counters. The calibration was 
accomplished by placing the source in a well defined place on the counter and 
measuring the position of the Compton edge associated with this source. By 
varying the voltages of the PHT until the edge returned to its former channel 
number in t.ie LeCroy qVt multichannel analyzer, we could maintain a nearly 
fixed gain on the phototubes. This stability of the phototubes is necessary 
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if an statistically meaningful value for efficiency is to be measured. If 
the gain of the tube is allow.,to vary, so will the efficiency of the counter, 
theijly making it difficult to calculate any cross-sections. In figure 9, the 
stability of the photubes of a particular neutron detector unit is plotted 
against tine. As 1s shown In the figure, we allowed a considerable amount of 
time for the tubes to heat-up and come to equ1libr1un before taking data. 
Also, it is clear that the stability during any particular energy is quite 
good. The points on the graph art the times when the voltages were 
recalibrated with the source. 

The experiment covered four energies, 142MeV, 180HeV, 217MeV, and 254MeV. 
The first three energies were covered well statistically, while 254HeV was 
done in the remaining time at the end of the experiment and will probably 
yield less reliable results. Besides the *" and * + on deuterium runs at each 
energy there were also empty target runs. For the two energies, MZMeV and 
l80HeV, there were runs taken with the LD2 replaced by LH 2 1n the target to 
study background reactions In the target. In addition, a target removed run 
was done at 180MeV to study the effects of the target walls. All of the 
information on the TOF and ADC spectra was put onto tape processed by the 
analyzer MULTI run on a PDP 11/34 computer. The 177 computer tapes were 
copied, and the originals stored at TRIUMF. The copies are at UCLA and ire 

now just beginning to be replayed and analyzed. 
A sample of some of the data taken this summer is shown 1n the next three 

figures. In figure 10, an on-line plot of a typical neutron counter TOF 

spectra for both coincidence and single events 1s shown. Notice that the 
FWHH of the peak is ~lnsec and the background 1s <2% in the coincidence 
spectra. In figure 11, the TOF spectra for coincidence and single events for 
the proton counters are shown. Displayed in figure 12, are the ADC spectra 
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the proton counters are shown. Displayed 1n figure 12, are the ADC spectra 
for a proton counter; note the good seperatlon of *'s from protons and 
deuterons. All of the above spectra have no cuts applied to them. 

In the near future, the spectra will be reanalyzed and cuts applied using 
both the neutron and proton ADC's to clean up the background In the singles 
spectra. After the analysis 1s completer a comparison of relative and 
absolute cross-sections of *"d + n n and * +d * p p will shed S O M light on 
the question of how good a symmetry 1s charge symmetry. 
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the neutron detector showing the physical and 
calculated quantities used in the solid .angle calculations. 
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Fig. 2. a) Relative solid angle vs. guide length for point A, b) Relative 

solid angle calculation vs. guide length for point 8, c)Relat1ve solid angle 

vs. guide length for point C. 
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F1g. 3a. Relative solid angle for a guide length of 6" at several angles of 
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Fig. 3b. Relative solid angle for a guide length of 10" at several angles of 

t i l t , T. 
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F1g. 3c. Relative solid angle for a guide length of 12" at several angles of 
tilt, T. 
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Fig. 4a. Four lucite light guide 
halves are glued to 
their cylindrical neck 
pieces in a jig. 

Fig. 4b. Four lucite halves are 
glued together to form 
two complete giudes. 

Fig. 4c. Two complete light 

guides are glued to 
blocks of BC-4US 
scintillator to form 
a neutron deta'.tor. 
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Fig. 5. A front view of the entrance of the light guide shown divided shown 
divided Into 18 regions. a)The guide has no cylindrical piece attached, 
b) The guide has a cylindrical piece attached. 
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Fig. 6. Schematic of a neutron detector nnunted on a cart. Some details' are 

omitted for clarity. 
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Mil 

Fig . 7. Area drawing for the Mi l channel at TR1UHF as set-up for EXP270. 
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o) 

Kig. 8. a} The target anti-box as seen looking downstream along the 
beamline. b) The target anti-box as seen from above. 
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Cart L2 Voltages 
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Fig. 9. A plot of voltage stabilities for PHT's of neutron detector L2. 
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Fig. 10, On-line plots of neutron TOF spectra for a) singles, b) the singles 
background, c) coincidences, and d) the coincidence background. 
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Fig. 11. On-line plots of prcton TOF spectra for a) singles, b) the singles 
background, c) coincidences, end d) the coincidence background. 
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PROGRAM I I - 2 

MEASUREMENT OF d f f f n ^ H •»• * ± 3 H ) AND dofiu^He * * ? 3 H e ) 

TO TEST CHARGE SYMMETRY 

The primary objective of Exp. #546 is a novel test of the validity of 

nuclear charge symmetry via measurements of the superratio R, where 

do(n-3He)/do(it-3H) 

The preliminary results at J% * 180 MeV have already appeared1 and they show a 
clear deviation of R from 1.0. We have now analyzed two points obtained at 
T s » 143 MeV as well as some of the inelastic data. We have also repeated, 
improved, and expanded the measurements of R in LAMPF Exp. #905 which is 
discussed in the next section. For lack of sufficient beam time the statistics 
of the Exp. #546 runs were limited, fortunately the situation is somewhat 
better In Exp. #905. 

Besides the measurement of the superratio, Exp. #546 provides important 
information on inelastic ratios, as illustrated 1n Fig. 1 and new values for 
different differential cross sections. To obtain the latter in final accuracy, 
we need better information than is currently available on the EPICS properties 
such as effective length, acceptance, stability, and absolute calibration of 
beam energy and spectrometer field. Efforts are under way by the EPICS staff 
to fill in the voids in our knowledge of EPICS. We are confident that in the 
near future we n.'ll be able to obtain absolute value for n* elastic scattering 
on tritium as well as 3He and deuterium. 
Reference 
1. B.M.K. Nefkens et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 52, 735 (1984). 
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PMGKAH n - 3 

MIT TIST OP SUWMATIO BT X* ELASTIC SCATTERING OH h AMD 3 He 

SUMMIT 

Expt. 90S ia a aav measurement of a* and *~ scattering on 3 B and 3Be 
to invaatlgata simultaneously, elastic and inelastic scattering slightly 
above nuclear breakup. The experiment m done at EPICS channel of the Los 
Alaaoa Meson Physics Facility at three different energies (1*2, 180 and 220 
KeV) and at 5 different angles, 40*. 60*, 80*, 90* and 110*. The objective 
of the experiment aret 

(1) To probe the nature and extend of charge symmetry breaking as 
manifested in the deviation fro* unity of the superratiOr 

Ld«<«- 3Be)J L de(x- 3 1 ) J 

Our previous result1 at T„ - 180 He? and •„ - 60* for elastic scattering 
inplied that there is a definite intrinsic C.S. violation in the strong 
interaction, t was consistent vith unity for inelastic scattering. 

(2) To conpare the 3H, 3Be and *Be fora factors. In the vicinity of 
70* a comparison of d^n* 3!) with d«{X~3Be) elastic scattering is a 
conparison o.f the spin fora factors of 3 H and 38ej similarly, outside 70* 
the M i l fora factora are coapared. finally, coupling these results vith 
the existing data on d«(x+*He) provides an interesting conparison of the 
fore factors and radii of He and Tie. 

I. Charge Symmetry 

It has been argued by Weinberg and others 2' 3' 4 that OCO iaplies a 
saall intrinsic violation of Charge Symmetry,(C.S.). Unfortunately this 
violation has the sane Magnitude as that due to the "everywhere present" 
electromagnetic interaction, which nakes it difficult to detect the 
intrinsic violation of C.S in any reaction. Some snail manifestation of 
this intrinsic C.S violation is expected to be present in many reactions 
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but an unaabiguous Identification 1* difficult. This ia tha c u t in 
particular at low energies vhsre tba electromagnetic interaction have th«ir 
greatest significance. Tha measurement of C.S. violating decay r, •+ 
*»»*e«5 Is consistent vith tha OCP prediction*. 

A novel taat for tha validity of C.S. violation can oa aade by 
•aaaucing tha superratio, vhich ve hava defined as tha ratio of ratio* of 
two paita of charge conjugate reactions. 

ld#(«- H»y i*i*~ *»> J 

If tha C.S is valid lal at aaeh angle and at all aoarfias after corrections 
have been aada for electromagnetic affacts. Looking at to* C. S. 
violation using tba superratio baa several distinct advantage*. They *r«» 
(1) llectroaagnetie corractions ara saall, ve aatiaata lass than fav 
percent (2) Tba A-resonance plays a aajor rola la pioa scattering on light 
nuclei, specifically tha A~ in tbe *~ Tl scattering and A** in n? ^I*. 
Quark, aodel calculations 6 - 9 give a aass difference of about 3 Me? between 
A +* and A" leading to t-1. (3) Hon scattering cavers a large rang* of 
four aoaentua transfers, t, up to 10 fa' 2 ia our case. This permits a 
aessureaent of possible differences in tbe 3 B * and Ti natter and spin form 
factors over a vide range of t. (4) Froa an experimental point of view tha 
superratio aetbod ia nor* elegant, asinly becauis a aaasuraaaat of 1 is 
coapletaly Independent of tbe absolute bsaa calibration as vail as tba 
efficiency and acceptance of the pioa detector. 

Our previous results for the superratio1, I, at pion energies of 142 
MeV and 180 MeV deviate very such froa unity (sea Fig.l). Clearly tha 
ratio depends on tbe incident pion energy. Our previous result of unity 
for the superratio for inelastic pion scattering is consistent vith our 
interpretation that R-l implies a violation of C.S. 

Among the suggested explanations for the observed deviations of It froa 
unity ara: (1) do(»+p) * d<r(s~n} vhich is expected if A + + and A" have 
different Basses. <2> P(3fi) * F{ 3He), where F is the fora factor; such a 
difference could in turn be tbe consequence of different7 coupling 
constants: g(pps*) * g(nnn»). (3) A possible C.S. violating 3 body 
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interaction10. (4) All of tba above. Be have soae personal preference for 
the iaportanca of possible differences la the 3I/ 3He for* factors. 
Naively, our previous result at 60* can be interpreted as P{ 3H) > 1.07 
F( 3Ie). We thus predicted the following! 

s t - ds(pd - 3I«+)/d»(pd - 3nesf) - 2.14 and 

s 2 - ds(nd - 3BeO/d«(nd - 3I**) - 1.86. 

Experimentally it is found that s x - 2.1tilz and a 2 • 1.78 1 6. 

Iaportant Inalfht into the reaction aachanisa for toe pion nucleus 
scattering coaes froa « coaparison of the ratios sj - d*<K + 3I)/d»(» + 3Be) 
and #2 " d«(*"3Ba)/d»(Jt"3i) for elastic and inelastic scattering. These 
ratios have no obvious values aspect that C.S. requires that aj * #2* 
They are easily Measured without having to worry about absolute beam 
calibration. Our previous result show striking dissiailarity between 
elastic and inelastic scattering. This difference is due aainly to the 
suppression, of tba spin-flip contribution in the elastic channel. Thus, 
•eesureaent of tba ratios s^ and » 2

 i o c slsatic together with the Inelastic 
channel provides a powerful yet siaple aeesure of the spin-flip 
contribution to «~ 3B scat taring. Also tba coapariaon of tba superatlo for 
elsstic scattering with that of the inelastic scattering is a novel probe 
of the contribution of the electroaagnetic interaction. 

In order to differentiate between the above different possibilities, 
one requires the knowledge of K at various pion energies , T, • 140 to 290 
MeV, covering, the o-resonance and spanning a vide range of angles froa 30* 
to 120*. The various possibilities each have their ovn signature! if 1 
changes sign for high aoaentua it awst be explanation for N* 1; if ft only 
depends on t it sust be explanation for N* 2, etc. 
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H . Comparison of Fora Factors 

The sansitiTity of defii* 3 H •+ ** 3H) around e„ - 70* to tha value of 
the hi spin fora factor has long been recognized12. As the magnetic dlpola 
aoaants of % and 3Ba ara quita different, -2.1 MM and 3.0 NH, 
respectively, it Is aasy to. speculate on possibla diffarancaa in tha 
nuclaar spin fora factor of 3 I and 3Be. Va plan to do a comparison of tha 
spin fora factors of hi and 3Be by comparing de(x + 3 B -» %* 3R) with d«XiT 
3Be •* •" 3Ie) around •- • 70* for diffarant lncidant anargias to covar a 
rang* of four aoaantua trans fan up to - 8 fa"* in a future experiment. 

The sensitivity amy be estimated simply fxoa Fig. 2, namely the ratio 
of ratios 

d»(it*3n7d«(ll+3ae> m [elastic ratio 1 
de(ii+3a)/d«<ii*3le) ' [inalMtic ratioj 

vhich is - 5 around 60*;rougbly the ratio of spin-flip to noa spin-flip 
transitions. Thus 

d«(«>3l)/de<B-3Ba) elastic « | |F( 3H)/F( 3Se)| 2 

This experiaent allow us to investigate the natter form factors, 
specifically the neutron distribution in hi and proton distribution in Tie 
using the ratio : 

r t - d«(x~ 3H)/d*(V 3He) elastic 

Finally, there is nice bonus in this experiaent vhich does not require 
any nev data taking. Va vill be able to aakc a detailed comparison between 
the fora factors of He and He vhich has not been done before. There is 
already data 1 1' 1 9 available on *~*He scattering. As an example, consider 
the ratio P X - d<r(«+*He)/dc<*+3He) elastic (see Figs. 3 and 4.). The dip 
near 70* is the faailiac non spin-flip dip. The dashed line is the 
siaplest model consisting of the appropriate ratio of non spin-flip to 
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spin-flip UN amplitude13 tiaes tha ratio of tha experimental charga fora 
factors1* for *Sa and 3Be. Tha conclusion is that tha ratio of tha aaaa 
fora factor for *He and la tha saae aa that of tha charga fora factors 
up to t«5 fa . 

Tha ratio of *j for T„ - 29S HaV is shown in Fig. 4. Besides tha 
faailiar spin-flip dip tbara is a sacond and auch aora draaatic dip naar 
e.(lab) • 110* vbera t- 10 fa - 2. It so happass that both tba *Be and 3H« 
charga fora factors have a daap alnlaua around t-10 fa"'. Sinca tha dips 
ara at slightly diffarant t for Hm and *Be tba rasult is a vild 
fluctuation (daap niniaua vhara »«0.2 followed by a aaxlaua vnara p«2). 
Tha praliainary conclusion is that tba aattar and charga fora factors ara 
vary siailar up to t-10 fa" 2. A datailad nuaarical analysis is in 
progress1 s. 

It la laportant to raaliza that tba coaparisons of tha 3 H and Ha 
aattar and spin fora factors ara insensitive to tba datailad undarstandlng 
of tha xM effective energy, tha angle transformation, tba aultipla 
scattaring contribution, ate. Of coursa tba quantitativa coaparisoa of tha 
proton distributions in *B* and *Ha requires soaa understanding of thasa 
affacts. 

III. Praliainary Results of Experiaent 905. 

Tha experiaent vas parforaed at the EPICS channel of the Los Alaaos 
Mason Physics Facility (UMPF) froa June 17 to July 6 of 1985. EPICS has 
tha appropriate characteristics for this experiaent naaely a large pion 
flux (-10* plans/sec), good energy resolution, and a large acceptance for 
siaultaneoua aeaaureaents of elastic and inelastic scattering. This 
enabled us to aaasure the superrstio for the elastic and inelastic 
scattering with a niniaua relative error. 

tfe used 5 targets having a cylindrical shape, S" diaaeter and 9" high 
made of special alualnua (aluainua alloy 2024-T35H) which has a saall 
diffusion coefficient for tritiua and a high tensile strength (65,000 
Lbs/So..In Hin.). The walls of the cylinders were 73 ail thick. The 
cylinders vera tasted thoroughly for gas laaks and strength by pressurizing 
upto 700 psi with heliua before being filled with the gases. The gases 
used vare T 2, H 2, Ht and D 2. The fifth cylinder vas evacuated to aake the 
enpty target. The average pressure in the cylinders v 450 Psi. The 



pressure and valine of aaeh cylinder vis accurataly aeasurad bafora and 
after tba experiaent. Tha purity of each of th« gas w i determined by 
spectroscopic aotbod. Tha eoaposition of tha fint in tha cylinders' ara 
glvan below. 

1. T 2 gaa: ( T 2 - 96.65X, H 2 - .272 and D - 1.085X, T 2 activity - 200 K Curia) 

2. I 2 gw> < S 2 " 1 0 ° * > 

3. 3Ba gaa: ( 3 B - 100X) 

4. D 2 gaa> ( 0 2 -100X) 
Because of tba high radioactivity involved, a spaclal Trltiua Incloaura and 
Vent/Kecspture Syatea waa usad. Tha targat laddar at ITXCS vaa slightly 
aodified to eeeoaedate the nav targat syataa. Pig. 5. shova a plctura of 
tba taxgat arrangaaant systaa. 

During tha davalopaant parlod tba aoaentua accaptanea of tba BFICS 
spactroaatar was Measured, using plans of knovn anargy (140 - 220 HeV) 
scattaring fxoa a heavy targat (e.g. nlobiua), to within 7X of accuracy. 
Va usad a aoaantua acceptance of 2X for all the runs. The energies of the 
incident pions (X* and x") used vera 142, ISO and 220 NaT at lab angles of 
40*, 60*, 80* and 110*. At each angle ve aeasured successively the %* 
yield froa the tritlua, and hydrogen targets with the spectroaater 
tunned for pion-tritiua kineasticst yielding 

Pj - Y(x + 3 H -* s* 3I)/T<« + 3He •* K* 3Be) 

The background was aeesured using the hydrogen as well as the eapty target. 
The aeasureaent of p± vaa followed by data collection on the hydrogen 
target, deuteriua target and eapty target with the spectroaeter tunned to 
the x-D kinematics. A coaparison of this data to the knovn hydrogen and 
deuteriua cross-section vill give us the noraalaization which will be used 
to calculate the absolute cross-section. The saae sequence vas repeated 
for the x~ bean with the sane Jcinesatics to get p 2: 

e 2 - U s " 3 H •* R- 3H)/T(r 3He -> K" 3He) 



Nov tha superratlo la obtainad aa R • ^ - B J . Sinca at large angles tha 
cross-section* ar* small, v« vara not tblt to collect enough statistics In 
tha time alloeatad for tha experiment Eor tha larga 12V angla. Also va 
did not have sufficient time allocatad for tba experiment to look for tha 
dip around 9% - 70* vary carefully. Va plan to perform anothar axparlaant 
In tha naar future for this purpose. EPICS electronics and the LAKPF data 
acquisition system vera used to vrito data on 6250 1PI magnetic tapes. 

The analysis of the data is preceding very actively. Fig. 6. is a 
sample missing mas* spectra* for tha elastic and inelastic scattering for 
the case of ISO HsV K* at 110* froa 3K. Notice the very small background. 
The resolution vaa typically about 250 keV. Teble I. projects an overall 
vlev of the scope of the experiment, shoving tha energies, angles and the 
kineaetics under which the experiment vas done. Ve do have aoaa 
preliainary result* for the superratio, B, for the energies and angles at 
which tha experiment was done (see Figs. 7-9). However, it is noticed 
that S O M inconsistencies between identical runs exsists and ve attribute 
the reason for this to one of the front drift chambers {chamber 2 T-plane) 
which vas not efficient enough during the runs. Ve are working to correct 
for this with the help of the HP-1Q staff. The deuterium kinematics m i s 
are being analysed to get the absolute cross-sections. 
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220 •/- 40 » 

142 +/- 60 « 
180 •/- 60 « 
220 +/- 60 • 

142 +/- 80 » 
180 • 80 ir 
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142 +/- 90 

142 
142 
180 
180 
220 
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Figure Captions 

Fig. 1. suparratio R, froa our pravioos result, 

X . dfffx* 3I> d«(K- 3H)/d«<«* 3He) da(K~ 3He) 

at T„ • ISO MaV and 143 HaV for alaatic scattering and at 180 MaV at 
60* for inalaatlc scattering. Tba dashed lina ara tfca calculated 
auparratio at 180 MaV using tha Elsenstein-Miller NDOTI coda. 

Fig. 2. Heasured ratios1 

P 1 - da(«* 3H)/d»(» + h»y 

p% m data" 3B)/da<ir 3Ha) 

for alastic and inalaatic scattaring at T^ - 180 and 142 Ha? . Tha 
dasbad Unas ara a first ordar xN scattaring approximation calculation 
15 

P 

Fig. 3. Kaaaurad ratio P 3 - d«(ft+ *Ht)/d«{a* 3Ha) alastic at T„ . 220 
HaV froa tat. 12. Tba dashad lina is a first ordar calculation baaed 
on the singla scattaring approxiaation using the nM phase shift values 
by Hohler at a l 1 3 for tha spin-flip and non spin-flip aaplitudas and 
experimental values for tha 3He and *He charge fora factor 1 2. 

Fig. 4- SaM 'MM fig. 3. for T„ - 295 HeV data froa Kef. Z0. 

Fig. 5. Tha target systea arrangement used for the present experiaant 
(Expt. 905) at EPICS of the Los Alaaos Meson Physics Facility. 

Fig. 6. A saeple spectrum of tha Biasing aass for the elastic and 
inelastic cases in the case of 180 HeV d* at e„ - 110*. 

Fig. 7-9. Values of the superratio, R, froa the preliminary analysis 
of the present experiment as a function of tha 6K (lab) angle for 142, 
ISO and 220 Hev respectively. 
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PROGRAM II-4 
INVESTIGATIONS OF THE SUPERRATIO IN THE BACKWARD HEMISPHERE 

In the predeeding two sections we have discussed the preliminary results 
of our measurements* of the superratio R, 

R . dg(tt*3H •> n^H) do(n"3H + H-3H) 
d«(*+3He + *+*He) * do(it^He + *- 3He) 

obtained with the EPICS spectrometer in the standard configuration, that is the 
maximum possible lab angle 1s 117°-

It does not come as a surprise that various interesting models which have 
been advanced to explain the observed deviation from the charge symmetry value 
of 1.0 make quite different predictions for the value of R in the backward 
hemisphere. E.g. Y. Kim et al,, are working on a model in which the proton-
proton repulsion in % e makes the wave function for 3He a few percent larger 
than for 3 H leading to values of R a 1.2 to 1.3 in the very backward direction. 
This is a refined version of the Barshay-Sehgal model,^ rather different from 
Kim's older quark cluster model. 3 On the other hand, if the deviation of R is 
due to different hadronic form factors, say Fn(^ H) " 1-05 F p ( 3 H e ) , the value of 
R will depend more on the value of the four momentum transfer. 

The expensive gas target system developed for Exp. 905 is adaptable to the 
EPICS spectrometer operation in the so called backward configuration. We are 
currently considering a new proposal to measure R in the backward hemisphere. 
Stimulating discussions with various theorists, Y. Kim, S. Barshay, W. Gibbs, 
and B. Gibson are greatly appreciated. 
Ref. 1. B.M.K. Nefkens et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 52, 735 (1984). 

2. S. Barshay and L. Sehgal, preprint 
3. Y. Kim, Phys. Rev. Lett. 53, 1508(c), 1984). 
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PROGRAM II-5 
COMPARISON OF do(pd * * + 3He) WITH do(pd + rc^He) 

The analysis of the Saclay experiments H 37 and 68 is completed and the 
final article has been accepted for publication in Nuclear Physics. Below is 
the abstract of the article and the next three figures show the experimental 
highlights. 

As a result of this and of related research discussed in Program III, we 
are now engaged in organizing an international symposium on "The Three Body 
Force in the Three Nucleon System." We anticipate that the study of the 
pd + x +3He reaction will play an important role. 

A further aspect of this program, namely the treatment of the *°-x + mass 
difference in the tests of isospin invariance, is discussed in Program III-4. 

CROSS scexxoM n m u m c i i i c r p * d - » j H « + ?«AW>p + d-» ia + *-
AT UUUBIUXt EMtXiiri 

a.a. silvaraan , 9.H.K. ifefkans, D.H. ?itz9traid , and 
a** U.J. arisetM 

Daiartmtit of Phytiew, Univmrtity tf Calif otitis, let Anttltt, Ctlifornit 10024, USA 

A. 3cudard, G. 3ni9«, P. csovart *. and c. Glastuuiiscr ** 
Oigtrttmant ttt Phtwiau* Hucliirt/Moymnii* Entrgi*, 
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PROGRAM III: LIGHT NUCLEI 

PROGRAM III-l: 
COMPARISON OF THE STRONG FORM FACTORS OF 3H, 3He, and 4He 

The comparison of do{*"3H + «" JH) with da(«+3He + * + 3He) to test charge 
symmetry, which 1s a part of Programs 11-2 and II-3, can be used also to compare 
the strong neutron form factor of tritium with the strong proton form factor of 
3He. Landau has discussed in some detail how measurements of do(it+3H + n + 3H) 
in the vicinity of 75° can be exploited to obtain information on the spin form 
factor of tritium. 

A natural extension of these efforts is a comparison of the strong form 
factors of 3He and. 4He using published data on * ± 4He elastic scattering in 
conjunction with our w^He measurements. Several aspects of this have already 
been discussed in Program II-3 which includes figures of the ratios 
P+ • do(* + 4He)/do(* +3He) at T* » 200 and 295 MeV from the literature. .Shown in 
Figs, la and lb is the ratio p. - 6a(*-^»e)/da(*-^He) at T x * 200 and 295 MeV. 
Whereas the 200 MeV data has all the expected features such as the NSF-dip near 
70° there is 2 huge and most unexpected peak near 80° at 295 MeV. The origin 
of this peak is a mystery unless it would be due to experimental problems 
associated with the use of the tricky 3He liquid. We hope to get a chance to 
investigate this in the course of Program III-3. In the meantime, efforts are 
under way to obtain a quantitative fit to the 200 MeV data using electric form 
factor information opbtained from electron scattering. 
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PROGRAM I1I-2 
MEASUREMENT OF p+d * 7 + He DIFFERENTIAL CROSS SECTION TO TEST 

DETAILED BALANCE 

The following is the text of our paper to appear in Phys. Ev. C in 

mber under the title 
Intermediate Energies." 

3 
December under the t i t l e "Dif ferent ial Cross Sections for p+d •*• 7 + He at 

W. J. Brlscoa 
Departaenc of Physics, University of California, Loa Angeles, California 90024 

and 
Departaent of Physics, George Washington Uoivarsity, 

Washington, D.C., 20052 (*-

B. H. Sllvaman^^, 0. H. F l w g a r a l d ( c \ and B. M. K. MerTceni 
Department of Physics, University of-California, Loa Angeles, California 90024 

A. Boudard, G. 3ruga, L. Jarvacque,W and C. GlaahaussarC*) 
Otpartement da Physique NucKCaire/Moyenne Energle, 

Centre d'Studcs SucKaires da Saclay, 91191 Gif-sur-rVatte, France 

Abacracc 

Differencial craia section* hava b««a measured for 
p + d * Y + ^ e ae T pU»») - 300, 350, 400, 425, 4S0, 470 and 
500 Ketf for 8 (e.a.) naar 50° and 90°. Measurements were also 
made for d + p » Y + 3Ha at T d- 376 Metf for 9T(c.n.) - 84°, 98° 
and 113°, and ae T^- 600 MeV for 9^- 96° and 105°. Our results 
are la agreement ulch those of the inverse reaction, r + 3He • p + 
d, obtained ae Bates, as is expected froa. time-reversal 
invarlanc*. Our daca agree ulch, the latest T&IQKF results. The 
older radiative capture aeasureaencs aade at Berkeley and the 
phocadlslntigracion aeasureaents aade at Cal Tech, ALS, and Bona 
differ significantly from our results. Our data are coopered with 
three theoreclcal models; the one proposed by Maxlaon and Prats 
coaes cloeesc to describing the data. 
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1. Introduction 

The study of the radiative capture reaction 

p + d + Y + ^ a , U) 

and tea inverse reaction., 

Y •»•%•* p + d , (2) 

at Intermediate energies la of lntereac for many reason*. Thoaa which vara 
•oat Important la motivating eh* measurements diacuaaed in this article are: 

1. the conflict among the publiahed data on reactiona 1 and 2 , i _ 8 

which haa brought into question the validity of teata of detailed 
balance which are aad* by the coatpariaoa of reactlone 1 and 2, in 
particular the teat reported in Ref. 2; and 
il. the need for snre data on the radiative capture procese in the 
energy region where intermediate state i-formation and masonic de
grees of freedoaj are believed to play an iajportant role. 
In the energy region E- » 200-350 KeV the simple radiative capture re

action, 

p + a * T + d , (3) 

proceeda predominantly via pioa piclcup and &(1232) intermediate atate 
formation (Fig* la). The analogoua procesa for reaction 1 which leavea the 
dcuteron Intact la forbidden by isoapin conservation (Fig. lb}. The reac
tion can proceed if there is a vertex involving three unbound nucleona 
(Fig. lc). Another poaaiblc mechanism is n exchange with the Pii(i400) in 
the intermediate atate {Fig. Id). Froceases la and lc involve only 
isovectar photons while the P L 1(1440) of proceaa Id allows the emission of 
isoacalar as well aa isovector photons. 

Several authors have calculated angular distributions and excitation 
functions of reactions I and 2. The radiative Born terms alone give cross 

q 
sections that are a factor of ten lower than the data. When more complex 
procesaea such as reseattaring and ^-formation are included various calcula
tions come within a factor of 2 or 3 of the experimental results. 1 0 - 1 . Dis
crepancies of up to a faccor of 3 among the older experimental data sets 
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make a check of thasa calculation* above E • 200 McV impossible unless one 
discriminates among cha data seta. Rallebla data sats ace also required if 
one wanca to aaka a test or time-rairaraal invariants. A. brief history of 
cha conflicting results aad a quantitative discussion of cha existing cross 
sections on reactions 1 and 2 is given la Ref. 1, and susaurizad in Sect. 
S. 

A CCLA-COA-HIT-WPI collaboration has recently published data for 
Y 3Ha * pd at 60* and 90° for « Y - 200-350 m.'. *. i 3 chat experiment particu
lar attention was paid to minimizing the uncertainty Is tin absolute normal
ization. In this paoar we present final results of the measurements of re
action 1 obtained mainly ac the same cenc*r-of-ma*a angles and eacrglas of 
Ref. I. 

2* Experlswnc 

The exparistent was performed at the Laboratoire National Saturne at 
Saclay in conjunction with the recently reported measurements of 
d d + T ^He. 1 5 Saturn* II produced external proton baaae of 300, 350, 400, 
425, 450, 470, and 500 MeW and deuteron beams of 376 and 600 MeV. The beasi 
central energies vers known to batter than ±1 MeV; the anargy spread, o£/E, 
was S3 x 10 . Beam intensities on target war* about 3 x 1 0 1 1 protons/sec 
and 2 x 10 l l deucerona/sec. 

A secondary emission chamber placed in the beam 56 cm upstream of the 
target served as our beam monitor. This chamber consisted of 12 foils of a-
luminlzed mylar, with a total thickness of 3.6 mg/cm . It was calibrated 
using tbe ^ C activity producad in discs of natural carbon irradiated in the 
beam. Comparison with the known 1 6 C(p,X) l lC and C<d,X) l lC cross sections 
permits a calibration accurate to 4-6Z 

The targets used in the measurements varied according to incident beam 
energy and particle type. Solid CD 2 foils, 22.3 and 53.2 mg/ea 2 thick, were 
used at T p < 450 MeV. CH 2 foils, 13 and 38 mg/cm2 thick, ware used for 
background measurements. At T > 450 MeV a liquid deuterium (LD 2) target 1 7, 
139 mg/cm2 chick, was employed while a liquid hydrogen (LH 2) carget, 
60.2 mg/ca 2 chick, u»» used for background investigations. Measurements 
were performed using both solid and liquid targets at 450 MeV. when che 
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incldanc beam consisted of deuteroos the LH 2 target waa uaad in Che measure
ment of ttia cross section. 

Tha thickness and coapoaltlon of Ctia solid targets vara determined In a 
separate experiment by electron scattering using a 59.5 MeV baaa «c cha 
National Buraau of Standards.ia Ooa of cha targeca was also chemically and 
U I I analysed ac tha la* Alamos NatlonaL Laboratory. Tha results of thaa* 
analyses are conaiatanc and a how tha dautaroa-co-eatboo nucleus ratio In tha 
53.2 mg/cm2 target to ba l.91i0.05 and that of cha 22.3 ag/ca 2 target to ba 
1.7810.04. Tha LDJ-LHJ syacaa la cha saae ooa chat waa uaad In tha previ
ously published dd + T *He measurement and la dlacuaaad elsewhere. l S» 1 7 

Tha Ha froa pd * y Ha waa dataccad In tha SPES I spectrometer,19 with 
Cha coincident photon baing datactad In a laad glass Cherenkov counter. 2 0 

Tha solid angle of tba dataction systea was dataralnad by tha photon counc-
ars. 

In earlier aaaaucaaants, which we shall call Phase I, cha dataction 
aystaa for SFES I includad both drift cbaabars and aciaclllatocs. Tha ao-
aantua acceptance waa Halted co 4Z by Cha size of tba cheater*. The tlae 
of flight of the He vs* aeasured over a distance of 1.4 a. Seven photon 
detectors at fixed angles were used la this phase. Particular actencion was 
given to establishing a clear separation between the desired pd * t ^He 
process and background due to the competing reaction 

p + d * »° *• 3K«. <4) 

This background is 10-100 tiaes larger than the signal and produces 
secondary photons and electrona in the final state. Even a saall percentage 
of alsldentified events due to reaction 4 would have coaproalsed the aea-
suraaenc. 

For the final aeaauraaenc, which produced the present results and which 
we shall call Phase II, a nuaber of changes were aade to increase the event 
rate, Improve the signal to background ratio, and provide Information about 
the photon energy. We elloinated the SFES I drift chambers, thereby 
increaalng the aoaentua acceptance co 6X and decreasing the dead time. The 
SPGS I detection systea, as shown In Fig. 2, consisted of a scintillator 
hodoscope H (1 am thick) and three hodoacopes A, B, and C (each 5 aa thick). 
The flight path' between H and A waa 5.2 a, providing excellent 
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citia-of-f light data for particle Identification. 3He particle* were a cop pad 
bafora reaching hodoscope C, which waa used Co vato events du« to I'J, p's 
and d's; whan needed, a plastic absorber vaa placad between hodoscapes B and 
C to atop the For aaclt accapcad a vane, eha pulja height In counters 
H, A, and I, and Che tlaa of flight between U and A war* recorded. 

Two otataa counter* mounted oa moveable carriages vex* used. The pho
ton and vato counters ware mounted Inside lead cannona with S cm thick walls 
to shield against coo*) background, as shown la Fig. 3. Each photon counter 
is a 10.2 x 10.2 x 15.2 cm 3 (3.1 radiation lengths thick) block of lead 
glass Jacketed by a 0.63 cm-thick attest of Flaxigla* to incrassa the detec
tion efficiency near the edges. This assembly was viewed by a 5" 
phocomultiplier tub* via a Flaxtglas light pip*, In front of each photon 
counter was a 3 mm-thick scintillation counter to vato charged-partlcl* 
events. The veto counters ware not included in the trigger; however, 
tiM-of-flight sod pulse-height information, waa recorded for each event for 
both veto and photon counters. 

3. Data Analysis 

The data analysis comprised two main parts: the extraction of y-^He 
events and evaluation of the efficiencies and acceptances of the detectors. 
The determination of the T 3 H * yield required the identification of the cor
rect He and the selection of the fclnsmatically associated coincident pho
ton. 

The first of these steps was straightforward. Tha faat logic furnished 
a trigger that discriminated against unwanted particles (mainly protona) and 
still provided full detection efficiency for He's. The discrimination waa 
mad* by energy-loss, range, and tlme-of-flight differences in the SPES I de
tection system. The detection efficiency was checked in testa using a 3He 
beam. 

The hardware puis* height and tlae-of-flight cuts were applied loosely 
la order not to lose He events. The spectra obtained on-line are very 
clean and show a strong % e peak (Fig. 4a). As csn be sasn is Fig. 4b all 
background due to p and d events is removed by the application of a 
threshold cut on the A and H pulse heights (Fig. 5). Except In a few esses, 
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a window on tha A-H time of flight was aoc necessary and served only as a 
check on our analysis procedures, la each caaa Ch* "Tie yield did aoc depend 
on the order of application of then cues. Tha overdetensloaclon of param
eters (momentum selection via magnetic spectrometer, salaccloa by range of 
the parclclaa, two measurements of energy loss, and aeaaureaencs of 
ttme-of-flight) provided excellent tacoll particle Identification. 

Tha second scap in the avanc extraction aada use of the time of fllghc 
between the photon and ^He. Events due to pd * T ^ « appear aa a peak in 
tha ci»e-af-flight spectrum of the fcinematlcelly associated phocon counter, 
while tha time-of-fllght spectra for the other counters are flat (Fig. 6). 
In the preliminary analysis of oar Phase I data no photon-counter 
pulse-height Information was available. We assumed in the croas-seccion 
evaluation chat all aventa in the Y-Tla time-of-fligbt peak were good events 
except for a small background that appeared co have no elm* structure. As 
we describe below, this assumption was wrong and lad co croas sections which 
vara coo high. 

In cba Phase II analysis ic became clear chac our candidate events, as 
defined by tha y - Ha and H-A times of flight and the H and A pulsa heights, 
contained an unexpected background. The photon pulsa height spectrum from 
these event candidates revealed a low pulse-height peak ("low peak") in ad
dition to Che anticipated peak at larger pulse height ("high peak") as shown 
in Fig. 7. We make the following observations concerning the low-peak. 

1. The A-plane distribution of the 3He's in SPES I of high-peak 
events is quite different Chan the discribuclon of che low-peak 
events (see Fig. 8). While the high-peak distribution agrees wlch 
a Monte Carlo simulation, che low peak does not. The latter is 
similar to cha distribution of the ouC-of-tlme evencs. 
ii. We have measured the pulse hcighc spectrum in an idencical 
photon counter In a separate experiment21 using a 178 MeV tagged 
phocon beam restricted to the central 7.5 X 7.S cm of the counter. 
The resulting pulse-height spectrum la shown in Fig. 9. The small 
peak near channel 0 Is due co the combined Inefficiencies of che 
counter (about 31) and of che phocon tagging syscen (about 2.51). 
Ho other low pulse height peak was seen, 
ill. He evencs In coincidence wlch a charged particle la che 
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photon counter produced a rather flat A-plane distribution and had 
a low pulse height I D the photon counter. 
iv. The low paak la not aaaociacad with pd * «° 3Ke aa it la 
•till praaaac In the dp + T Be part of our experiment performed 
at T^- 376 KeV, well below the *° production threshold, 
v. The low peak waa present for both the solid and liquid 
targets. Spectra fro* background targets did not ahow It. 
We conclude from the above that the low-peak events are false 

candidate* and should not be Included. The overall effect of this exclusion 
la no different than the Imposition of a somewhat higher hardware threshold 
on the photon pulse height with an ensuing small loaa of efficiency. 

He cam speculate as to the origin, of the low pulae-faeighc peak. Con
tribution* come from the small Inefficiency of the charged particle 
veto-counter in front of the photon counter, and from particles interacting 
in the luclte envelope which surrounds the lead glass of the photon, counter. 
Photon conversion and virtual s° production give rise to electrons wblch can 
produce bcemsectatilung la the shielding surrounding the photon counters (the 
probability of accepting electrons and photons from virtual v° production 
directly in the photon counter Is lass than 0.1Z*- ) . Another possible 
source of this low-peak background is from real pd * Y events that are 
slightly outside the nominal acceptance of the photon counter. The solid 
angle of SPES 1 waa quite a bit larger than that of the photon counters and 

3 3 
a y- Be event could result from a He in SPES I with a corresponding photon 
just outside the the solid angle of the photon counter. The conversion or 
scattering of such a photon In the massive material surrounding the counter 
and In the target chamber could lead to a low-peak event. While car 23 attempts to simulate this process using the Stanford ECS code have not 
given the magnitude of the low-peak in the actual speccra, they do show a 
small enhancement of the photon pulse-height spectrum la the region of the 
low peak. As It Is difficult to model correctly the geometry of all che ma
terial near the target and che detectors, this last effect may be larger 
than anticipated. 

We note chat che event rate* in various counter* calculated on che 
basis of the total number of Y-3He coincidences (including those in which 
the veto counters fired) are consistent between che earlier and present 
measurements. As no photon pulse-helghc measurements were made in Phase I, 
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It Is difficult to correct these data. Tha preliminary rasults of Phasa I 
reported la Ref. 7 ara asclaatad to be 20 to 302 coo high and ata superceded 
by cha peasant data. Tba shape of the angular distribution obtained In tha 
two phases, however, agreei at tha HOZ labial. 

Various casts aada in Phasa I served tha important function of showing 
chat our experimental tachnla.ua allalnatad cha coapating background dua to 
pd * *° Ha. Nearly half of tha data vara takan with a solid targat 
22 ag/caz thick, introducing a aoaencua spraad In tha racoil Ha of 
5.1 MaV/c at E - 450 HaV and » ¥- 37.5°. Togathar with a klneaacic spraad of 
15.1 MaV/c dua to tba acceptance of tba photon countar, this gliras a tocal 
aoaentua spraad of 20.2 M«V/c indicated la Fig. 10 by cha doccad horizontal 
Una of tba box around G7. Multiple acactaring in tha targac was typically 
0.2° and did not praaant a problaa. Tba vertical axtant of tha box around 
G7 in Fig. 10 abowa cba angular accaptanca of SPES I. Thara la sufficient 
diffaranca batwaan Cha racoil Ba klnaaaclcs to asaura cltaa laparatlon of 
pi * y Ha froa pd + *° 8a. This was coofiraed by cha absanca of any paak 
in tha Claa of flight of the He-v for tha off-kinaaatic photon counters 
(Fig. 6). Tha angla of tha spactroswear was than sat midway batwaan that of 
pd * T Ha and pd * *° 3H« and a thick targac (c - 212 ag/ca , 
ip - 6* MaV/c) was Installed ao chat Cla*-of-flight peak* froa both 
reactions could ba viewed simultaneously. Tha different ealssion angles of 
tha recoil He in each reaction lead to different path lengtha through 
SPES I yielding different tlaea of flight as shown in Fig. 11. With SFES I 
set Co dececc He's froa pd * »° He two clear peaks were observed In all 
T- He ciae-of-fllght spectra. The relative magnitude of these peaks is 
shown in Fig. 12 and coaparaa wall with tha expected distribution (solid 
Una). Tha absence of a peak in all cha tlae-of-flight spectra except that 
of the on-klneaacic photon counter allows us Co place an upper Halt of 6Z 
on tha direct contribution of pd * »° ̂ He to tha cross sections obtained in 
Phasa I. We believe that this conclusion 13 valid for Phase II as veil. 

The number of events In the present aeasureaent is taken co be the to
tal ouaber of y-^He coincidences for which Che veto counter did not fire, 
minus che number of events in the low peak. The area of the low peak was 
determined by ficting each phocon pulse-halgbc spectrum vlth the sua of two 
peaks (Fig. 7). For the shape of the low peak we used the shape of the 
out-of-clae coincidences. For the high-peak shape, we used the shape 

http://tachnla.ua
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generated by a Monte Carlo prograa based oa tha Stanford EGS code,23 a i v < i t h , 
shap* obcainad at LAMP" ualng ao ldenticsl counter la a tagged photon baas 
(Fig. 9). Tha*a w o paak shapaa far cha high peak gava consistent results 
for tha nunber of good events. Tha uncertainty la cha nuaber of valid 
events dua to chit subtraction is typically 4{, For tha dp * T Ha data, 
tha phocoa pulse halghca ara loves and lasa clearly separated from tha 
low-peak background. In thaae caaaa tha uncertainty dua to thia subtraction 
is 122. 

The spectrometer aoaentua accaptanea ia raflactad in tha distribution 
of events along the plane of cha A counter*. A typical event distribution 
in A is shown in Fig. S. The peak 1* centered and the A-plane appears to be 
large enough chat no evence are Loac. In the, few runs in which the aoaentua 
acceptance of SFES I »*M not large enough to detect all the recoil 3He's, a 
correction for insufficient aoaentua acceptance waa aade by coaparing tha 
actual event distribution with the calculated Hoate Carlo distribution. 
This method waa verified for toae points by asking aaasureaents with SFES X 
tuned for slightly different aoaenta and by aaaaurlng with SPES I at nearby 
angles. As a check on the correctness of Che acceptance Batching several 
nine were aade with etie photon detectors at larger distances froa Che target 
changing cha solid sngle by 50 to 100 Z. In each case the cross section* 
agreed with tha value obtained at the standard poaltion of the counter. 

A. Croes Section Calculations and Results. 

The differential crosa section for pd * T He at each angle is given by 
cha expression: 

d f ff^ . l - H i t 

where 
f is Che nuaber of valid events resulting Eroa the above analysis 
procedure; 
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J - do(lab)/d8(cm) la cha kinematic faccoc (Jacobian) Co convert 
laboratory to center-of-aass croae sectlona; 
a (typically 1.0-1.1) Is tha correction for spectrometer aomentua 
accaptanea aa determined by Moata Carlo simulation; 
a (typically 0.94-1.03) la tha correction for loas of photons dua 
to interactions In tha aeattarlng chamber window aa calculated by 
tha Stanford ECS coda; 
N b la tha auabar of Incident particle* determined aa described la 
Sect. 2; 
N e la the nuaber of carfat parctclaa per cm2; 
SB la the geometric solid angle defined by the photon counter; 
Cgg (typically 0.94-0.96) la tha detection efficiency for 3Ha*s la 
tha SFES I detection array; 
ty (typically 0.74-0.90) la tha detection efficiency for photona 
In tha lead glass detectors aa calculated by two Monte Carlo pro
cedures 2 3 , 2* and checked by aaasuraaants with alectrona and 
Monochromatic photona; and 
E, la tha electronics lira time (typically 0.96-1.00) aa deter
mined by coaparlag the number of trlggars with cha nuaber of 
eventa processed by tha electronics. 

A detailed deacrlption of these parameters ia foe ad in Kef. 24. 
tha aaasured differential croaa sections are listed In Table X, dis

played in Fig. 13 and discussed in Sect. S. The angular bin width Is about 
±3° in the center of mass. Tha uncartainclaa listed do not include a 
systematic uncertainty of 10Z, which la tha quadrature sua of the 
uncertainties in the beam normalization (6Z), target thickness (4Z), solid 
angle (1Z), % a detection efficiency (2Z), and photon detection efficiency 
(7Z). 

5. Dlscuaaion of Results. 

Excitation curves for the differential croaa sections for pd * y 3He, 
obtained by interpolating our measureaents to 60<> ind 90° in tha canter of 
mass, are shown in Fig. 13. In the following sectlona they are compared 
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with other aeaaursasnts of cha seat and the inverse reaction, and with model 
calculations. 

Data oa pd * T Ha ara available froa two intaracdiate-cnorgy experi
ments and two law-energy Investigations. The measurements by Heusch ac al. 2 

made ac Berkeley include * thrae poinc txcication function ac 90° and aa an
gular distribution aC 462 MaV. Aa la evident In Fig. 13b thaaa raaulca ara 
about 302 higher Chan those which we have obtalnad. An extremely small 
systemstlc uncertainty (1Z) la claimed for Cha data of Ref. 2; however, no 
discussion of cha contributions Co this uncertainty is presented, chua 1c Is 
not possible Co assess differences between Che present measurement and choae 
of Hef. 2. The sore recent results of Caaaron at al.* at T - 200 to 500 MaV 
are In excellent agreement with our data at 60°; at 90° the agreeaant la 
good. K ceceuc angular distribution obtained by the Orsay group 2 5 at 
T p - 200 KaV la not shown here since its absolute normalization is uncertain. 
However, older aaasuraaents froa Orsay 2* ac T - 156 MaV da have good 
abaoluta noraaliEation and are show in Fig. 13. Tha preliminary low energy 
results froa Indiana'7 show excellent agreeaant with the latter Orsay exper
ts* ac and with the 200 MaV point of Caaaron «c al. 8. 

There ara six lnteraediace energy aeasureaents of Y 3Ha * pd. When 
anltlplied by the appropriate detailed balance factor, these data csn be 
coaparad to ours. The aost recent results of Sober et al. 1 at 60° and 90° 
st E Y between L50 and 350 KeV show good agreement with our measurements 
(Fig. 14). Aa with the data of Caaaron et al., tha 60° points overlap; th-
90° data tend Co be slightly lower than ours but within the syscsmaC-; 
uncertainties of both experiasnts. The results published by the Bonn 3 and 
ALS 4 groups are shown la Fig. 14. As is evident In this figure they are In 
agreement wich each ochar and hava above che same shape «a our data. Howev
er, theae results ace about 30Z lower than choae of our experiaant, well 
outside che combined quocsd systematic uncarcainclea of che data sea. A 
discussion of the factors which might contribute to this disagree .aat is 
given in Kef. 1. A Cal Tech group3 (which also participated in the 
pd + Y He acasurement of Ref. 2) has obtained angular diserlbu:ians at 
9,- 30° to 150° at E ? - 2S0 to 550 MeV. The results obtained a n , on etie 
average, about 302 higher chan ours and about twice aa large 33 chose of 
Bonn and ALS; however, they do agree with the corresponding measurements of 
pd •» T 3He made by che same group, but with no other measurement. It should 
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ba aocad chat tha shape of the excitation function obtained in this 
photodisincegration measurement differs greatly from chose mentioned above 
(see Raf. 1). The 90° excitation curve obtained by the Fraacaci group3 be
tween S » ZOO and 500 MeV is ouch higher in absolute normalization than all 
other measurements and does not have ac all tha M M shape (see Ret. 1). 
the Y *He + pc daea taken by the saae group with the same seiup and 
published siaultaneoualy with the y 3Ue •<• pd data strongly disagrees with 
results of other aeaaureaene of the same reaction.28 An Illinois group 2 9 has 
measured the two-body photodislntegration of 3He for E„ between 40 and 
150 M«V and fty 30° - 135°. These data agree with the measurements of Sober 
et al. at 60°, and agree with the measurements for Che proton capture 
process of the Orsay group, of Cameron ec al. at their lowest-energy point 
and with the preliminary results of the Indiana group. 

Thus, for T p < 200 HeV, there is excellent agreement between measure
ments of pd * 7 ^ie and Che inverse, in support of detailed balance. At 
these energies detailed balance Is expected from current conservation, 3 0 , 3 1 

but at higher energies, in the region of the A, the nucleon is off Che mass 
shall and current conservation no longer preempts TRI, allowing a test of 
time-reversal invarlaace via decailed balance.30 The results of out measure
ment when compared with those of the Inverse reaction reported by Sober et 
al. indicate no evidence of a violation of decailed balance. A violation 
of time-reversal lnvariance her* would certainly have come as a big sur
prise. The significance of our experiment, in conjunction with che inverse 
reaction measured at Bates,1 is not as a decisive test of T, but as a clear
ing up of some serious discrepancies in the literature on che pd * T 3He 
cross sections at intermediate energies. The data *-- Cameron ec al. on 
pd * t 3H« shows excellent agreement at 60°; at 90° che agreement between 
ehe two proton capture experiments Is good. Within che ILaJLca defined by 
the error band of these combined proton capture data and the recent 
phocodisintegracion data1 there is no violation of detailed balance. 

6. Discussion of Models. 

Fearing has recently calculated do for pd * Y 3 H e 1 2 based on a modifi
cation of his earlier pd * *° 3He calculation32, using a distorted wave 
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impulse approximation. Th« physical picture Is chat of a criangle diagram 
In which the incoming proton Interacts with tha oeutron fro* the target and 
the intermedlate-scace deuteron picks up che remaining proton co form 3He. 
Thus In Fearing's nodal cha cross section for pd * Y Ha Is given by the 
pn * T d cross sactlon, a form factor and a kinematic factor. To cha extant 
that pa * Yd Is dominated by tha a(1232) resonance tha Fearing calculation 
contains cha affacc of this contribution. As tha predictions of tha Fa art tig 
nodal at* presented by Cameron at *1. in Ref. 8, they are not repeated 
here. 

Ma^imon and Prats have recently perforated calculations33 in which, the 
cwo-nucleoa model is used also, the objective of their work, is to teat the 
validity of the two nuc i reaction mechanism using slap la representation 
of the elementary ampli .as. Thus, for the nucleon isobar contribution to 
the pn + Yd amplitude they use the Austern model 3 4 which is applied to the 
top vertex of the triangle diagram in ?lg. IS. The pd * Sa vertex is de
scribed in Ref. 10 and the d+pn vertex is given by effective range. As is 
evident in Fig. 16, these calculations agree surprisingly well with our 
differential erase sectioas at 60°, but leas well at 90°. 

The work of Lsget is based on a model in which a large number of dia
grams representing the Bora approximation, meson exchange currents, tescat-
teriag, and so forth, are summed. Some effort has gone into finding a real
istic three-body wave function and good elementary operators. Legec's most 
recent improvement to his calculation* is the inclusion of Fermi motion in 
tha deuteron and the addition of the D-stace Co tfie virtual deuteron in the 
Intermediate state (see Fig. 15). The D-scate was already included for the 
outgoing deuteron in his earlier calculations presented in Ref. 8. The 
agreement with our experimental differential cross Suctions is not very good 
(see Fig. U , but Laget's. planned Inclusion ••£ the P-state of che 3He may 
Improve che situation. 

In summary, there Is not yet a fully satisfactory theory chat describes 
pd * Y 3He. Among the available aodel calculations che one by Maxiaon and 
Prats agrees best with our data. 
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7. Summary and Conclusions 

Ha have measured absoluca diffarantial cross saccions of pd * y 3He ac 
intermediate energy. Our daca on pd * y 3He are la good agreement with ctie 
results oa cha same reaction rtporcad by Cameron «c al,, and agree vary well 
uitti eha lacase measuremencs of cha inverse reaction, y 3He * pd, reported 
by Sobac ac al., la full support of dacallad balance. Tha comparison mad* 
with cha calculation* of Fearing, Maxlaon and Prats, and Lagac suggests chac 
alchough cha contribution of cha delta is not as dramatic as cha one seen la 
cha paotodlslncegracion of tha deuteron, ic is Important and muse be 
Included. 
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Fig. 1. Feynaan diagrams for radiative capture: a)p + n + Y + d proceeding via 
format ion of tha i(P33) resonance; b) p + d •» A + d, this process is 
forbidden by isospln conservation; c) p + d » {4 + NMJ * 7 + 3He; d) p + 
d * [Pll + d] ^He + T via n exchange. 

Fig. 2. Experimental setup for Phase II. Gl and G2 are lead glass Cherenkov 
counters. H, A, B, and C are scintillator hodoscopea. 

Fig. 3. Photon counter and shielding. 
Fig. 4. Tl*e-of-flight spectra measured between horoscopes H and A. Figure 4a 

shows tha spectrum without cuts. Figure 4b shows the same spectrum aftar 
application of puis* height cuts la H and A. 

Fig. 5. Puis* height spectrum for a counter of tha hodoscope A. The arrow shows 
th« location of tha pulse height cut used in analysis. 

Fig. 6. Tiae-of-flight spectra measured between counter A of SPSS I and Photon 
counters 3, 4, and 5 (Phase I), all obtained simultaneously. The 
spectrometer was set to detect He's from tha reaction p + d * Y +• He 
with tha T headed towards counter 4. 

Fig. 7. Photoa counter pulse height spectrum for events in the ^He-r coincidence. 
The dashed and solid lines show the fit of tha low and high pulse height 
peak*. 

Fig. 8. Distribution of 3Ha-r coincidences on tha spectrometer A-plana for high 
photon pulse height (solid circles) and low photon puis* height (open 
circles) events. The solid line Is the distribution predicted by a Monte 
Carlo simulation. 

Fig. 9. Photon counter pulse height distribution using tagged photons. Tha small 
peak at channel 0 is due to tagging inefficiency and tha Inefficiency of 
the photon counter. 

Fig. 10. Kinematics for the p + d • f + 3H* and the p -»• d * w° + 3He reactions at 
450 Me?. G1 - G 7 represent the positions of tha photon counters in Phaae 
I. The dotted box shows the angular and momentum acceptance of the 
spectrometer. 

Fig. 11. Tine-of-flight spectrum between the A hodoscope of SPES I and photon 
counter Gj in Phase I a) when SPES was set at the angle corresponding to 
p + d + y * H"> b) when SPES was set midway between the angle of p * d + 
y +- 3He and p + d + *° + 3He. 
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Fig, 12. Tba number of phocone detected la Gj - G 7 In Pbasa I when SPES I waa sec 
to detacc H*'* from p +• d * i° + 3Ha with G3 sac ac che »° angle. The 
solid line la che distribution azpaccad fro*. *° decay kineaaclcs. 

.Fig. 13. Tba differential croee section* at a) 60° and b) 90° la che cencec of 
mas*. Our results (filled circle*) are compared to other mcasureaencs of 
tb* proton capture reaction by Cameron ec el. (open triangle*), Seusch 
ct al. (open diamonds), and Dldeles at al. (open squares). The capture 
croaa section* have been Multiplied by the appropriate detailed balance 
factor. 

Fig. 1*. The differential ccota section* ac a) 60° and b) 90° in tha center of 
• u s . Our result* (filled circles) are compared to che 
phocadlsiacegracion measurements of Sober ac al. (crosses), 0'Fallon ec 
al. (x In open square), Hansen et al. (open diamond*), Gassen ec al. 
<x's), Argan et al. (open circles), and Plcozza et al. (open inverted 
triangle*). 

Fig. IS. The triangle diagram uaed by Haxlmon and Prats. 
Fig. 16. The differencial cross sections at a) 60° a-J b) 90° In che center of 

mass. Our results (filled circles) are compared to Che calculations of 
Maxlmon and Pracs (solid line) and Laget (dashed line). The data of 
Sober et al. (crosses), O'Fallon et al. (x In open square), Didelez ec 
al. (open squares), and Cameron et al. (open crlanglcs) are included co 
extend the range of comparison. 
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Table i 

Differencial cro»» sections foe p + d * t * hie 
»nd d + p • Y + ^ e . 

p + d * Y *^VM 

Tp(Ub) «(e.i.) do/d0(e.a.) 
(M«V) <du) (fib/sr) 

300 92.7 S0.9±4.9 
350 94.6 30.1*3.2 
400 55.2 65.1±3.7 
400 90.6 25.3*2.3 
425 57.7 52.5*5.5 
4X5 93.2 15.8*3.0 
450 60.3 41.8*2.0 
450 90.3 16.8*1.1 
470 53.9 43.3*2.5 
470 99.1 13.1*1.9 
500 56.5 36.9*2.4 
500 91.6 10.6*1.7 

d + p * T + 3 Hs 

• 9(l*b) 9(c.a.) do/dQ(e.«. 
(MeV) (deg) (flb/sr) 

376 83.6 115.4*6,4 
376 98.3 91.0*5.6 
376 113.4 59.1*4.2 
600 95.6 37.045.7 
600 105.0 23.4*2.1 
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PROGRAM III-3 

COMPARISON OF THE NSF-MINIMUM IN *" 3 H AND * + 3 He ELASTIC SCATTERING 

IN THE REGION OF THE A-RESONANCE 

There 1s a pronounced minimum near 9 • 75° 1n do/d^n^He + * + 3 H e ) , denoted 

here as dff(*- 3He), in the region of the A-resonance1*2 which 1s not seen in 

da{*- 3He), F1g. 1. I t is not the diffraction minimum observed3** 1n it* elastic 

scattering on bigger nuclei such as 1 2 C and l 6 0 , Figs 2, 3. Rather, i t 1s 

caused by the non- spin-flip-dip, NSF-dip or NSF-mlnimaur, of the basic n*p 

elastic scattering at 9 • 90° in the *N c.». system. The 3He spin structure, 

{p+, p ,̂ n+) rules out a single * + p spin f l i p transition. In the case of x"3He 

elastic scattering, the equivalent NSF dip 1n *~n is f i l l ed by the allowed *"n 

spin f l ip transition.5 A semi-quantitative treatment of «* elastic scattering 

on the three nucleon system is given in Appendix A. 

In the absence of Coulomb corrections, the dip 1n dc{*"3H} must fa l l at 

precisely the same angle as in do(*+ 3He) because of charge symmetry, C.S. • 

Our recent experiment* on the superratio 

R _ do(* + 3H) dq(*-3H) 
d<r{x-3He) dff(n*3He) 

showed that R t 1, indicative of a violation of C.S. provided Coulomb corrections 
are minor. We propose a measurement of the dip-angle difference, 

6(9) ' 9(*"3H dip) - R(* + 3He dip) 
to investigate the importance of the Coulomb corrections. 

Coulomb effects can be divided into four parts, 
1) The pure e.m. interactions given by the Rutherford scattering 
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amplitude Ar.(t), 
Ar.{t) - -2n k F*(t) FA(t)/t , 

with 
r) - Z(n) . Z(A) . a/P , 
Fn(t) " plon form factor, 
F A(t) • form factor of 3He or 3H. 

In a typical case at T„ » 180 MeV, 8,t(1ab) - 70° and n + scattering on 3He we 
find that the Coulomb cross section 1s 0.2 vb/sr which 1s only 0.1* of the 
nuclear cross section. 
2 ) Coulomb nuclear interference. The complete scattering amplitude 1s 

A(t) » A N e - 2 * + Ac 
with 2* * relative phase 

In the case of Exp. #546, the interference contribution to the cross section Is 
less than 2.5% Note that the interference effects' cancel each other in first 
order in the superratio R. 
3} The coulomb energy shift, the 3He nucleus repels * + but attracts *~. To 
obtain an estimate of this effect consider the Coulomb energy which in our 
"typical" case is ± ~3 MeV for **. The variation of the cross section with T* 
is not precisely known, we estimate it to be < 3% per MeV. Note that the effect 
of the Coulomb distortion is cancelled 1n first order in R. 
4) Coulomb distortion of the nuclear potential. An Interesting model for the 
Coulomb corrections has been developed by Germond and Wilkin. The 
calculation does not rely on a detailed knowledge of the ic-nucleus strong 
interaction dynamics. The basic assumption is that throughout the region of 
the first diffraction minimum in elastic scattering the Coulomb and nuclear 
phases in impact parameter space are additive. Using reasonable approximations 
the following simple expression is obtained: 
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Note tttat Ao change sign across the region of the P33 and is zero around 
T„ • 180 HeV. Results for An for n* 1 2 C are illustrated In Fig. 4. 

Jackie et al. 7 have made a detailed amplitude analysis of n ± 1 6 0 scattering 
with particular attention to the Coulomb correction. They also predict a 
change in the sign of Aa when the incident pion energy 1$ varied across the P33 
with the zero occurring near T* * 180 HeV. 

Finally, there is a recent calculation by W. G1bbs 8 aimed at obtaining an 
estimate of the Coulomb corrections to the superratio. Only preliminary 
results are available. They are of opposite sign as the observed deviation of 
R from one. 

There are no experimental data available on 6(0), neither on the sign nor 
on the magnitude. So, the theoretical speculations cover the full gamut of 
possibilities, e.g. 

a) 6(9) « 0° T„ * 100-296 MeV Fig. 5a 
b) 6(e) > 0° T„ « 100-296 HeV F1g. 5b 
c) 6(e) < 0° T„ » 100-296 MeV F1g. Sc 
d) 6(6) > 0° TK< 180 MeV Fig. Sd 

< 0° T s > 180 MeV 
e) 6(0) < 0° T„ < 180 HeV Fig. 5e 

> 0« Tn >180 MeV 
etc. 

We plan to submit a LAMPF proposal for a precision measurement of the 
relative dip angle in *' 3H and n + 3He elastic scattering using the EPICS facility. 
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The pressurized targets are the same as the ones used in our recently completed 
Exp. #905, see Program II-3. The amount of tritium is again about 200,000 
curies. We plan to measure the absolute differential cross sections using 
a hydrogen target to calibrate the incident pion flux and the acceptance of 
EPICS. The incident beam energies under consideration range from T B * 100 to 
296 MeV. An attractive feature of our experiment is the fact that the relative 
dip angle can be measured rather easily. The absolute value of the dip angle 
itself is not of primary importance. 

The Effective *N Energy 
Many models of pion-nucleon scattering make use of an effective «N 

scattering amplitude. As the nucleon 1s bound inside the nucleus there is some 
question about the right kinematics that should be used. As an added nuisance 
an angle transformation (from the KN system to the * 3 H system) must be made. 

It is no secret** that da(n_^He + %~*He) has a very deep minimum around e 
* 75°. This dip is a consequence of the fact that In x~*tie elastic scattering 
the spin-flip transition is forbidden. The great depth of the dip 1s an 
indication that the double scattering amplitude in unimportant. It is rather 
obvious that the same dip only less deep must be present 1n * + 3He or it-3H 
elastic scattering at a similar position as in *~*He. The exact position 
depends on the correct choice of the *N effective energy and the proper angle 
transformation. Tne difference in angle transformation between x" 3He and 7t"*He 
at Tj = 180 MeV is 2.3° while the difference in binding energy between 3He and 
4He per nucleon is 5 MeV. Since the position of the dip changes by 1° per 4 
MeV, we predict that the dip in 3He occurs at an angle that is 3° larger than 
4He. The current experimental situation is inconc1usive^»2»^-12 s e e Table 1. 
Clearly the relative position of the dip in n + 3He and x^He 1s a sensitive 
gauge for probing the effective *N energy and the angle transformation. 
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Table I 

Position of NSF dip in * + *He and i t + 3He elast ic scattering (the so-called 

non-spin-flip dip) 
Author Ref 

Kallne a 
Binon b 
81non b 
Binon b 
Morris c 
Kallne a 
Binon b 
Binon b 

Kallne a 
Nefkens d 
Kallne a-

Theoretical predictions 

77° Ernst e 
72° Ernst e 
69° Ernst e 
75° Ei'senstein-Miller f 
78° Eisenstein-Hiller f 

J. Kallne et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 45, 517 (1980). 
b: F. Binon et al., Nucl. Phys. A298, 499 (1978). 
c: C. Morris et al., private communication, 
d: B.M.K. Nefkens et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 52, 735 (1984). 
e: R. Ernst, private coirmunication. 
f: R. Eisenstein and G. Miller, Comp. Phys. Coirm. 8, 130 (1974) 

Tir dip angle -t 
HeV cm. GeV/c 2 x 10 5 

He* 100 73° ± 3° 0.5 
He* 110 76° ± 2° 0.57 
He* 150 76° t 2° 0.85 
He* 180 74° ± 2° 1.03 
He* 180 770 ± 2 0 1.09 
He* 200 75° ± 3° 1.2 
He* 220 75° ± 2° 1.36. 
He* 260 80° ± 3° 2.13 

3He 100 74° ± 2° 
3He 180 78° ± 2° 1.05 
3He 200 80° ± 3° 

<He 140 
*He 180 
*He 220 
*He 180 
3He 180 
Ref. a: < 
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Figure Captions 
Fig. la Angular distribution of TI and IT" elastic scatt on He at T * 180 HeV. 

Fig. lb Same as Fig. la at T^ * 200 MeV. 
+ 1? 

Fig. 2 do/da for TT~ elastic scattering on C. 

Fig. 3 Same as Fig. 2 on 0. 

Fig. 4 Germond-Wllkin calculation of cross section difference between TT+ 

and ir~ scattering on idC. 

Fig. 5 Some possible excitation functions for the dip angle difference 
6{e) => 6(w-3H dip) - (Tr+3He dip). 
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Appendix 

The semi quantitative evaluation of plon scattering at EPICS energies can 

be done using a simple model1 based on a first order *N scattering approximation. 

Ignoring multiple scattering and off mass shell effects we can write for it+3H 

elastic scattering 

do(*+3H) - |ai f(* +p) Fp(3H) + 2a 2 f(* + n)J 2 + 

|a 3 g(*+P) Fp(3H) + 2a4 g(*+n) F„(3H) |2 , (1) 

where 

f(*N) » non-spin-fl1p xN scattering amplitude, 

g(nN) • spin-flip amplitude, 
Fp( 3H) • tritium proton form factor, 

Fn( 3 H) * tritium neutron form factor 

ai_4 • nucleon correlation and shadowing parameters. Double 

spin-flip can be ignored and we have therfore 34 * 0. 

Similar expressions hold for *~3H and it^He elastic scattering. 

In the region of the A resonance (T* • 180 MeV) the xN scattering cross 

sections have a very simple form 

|f(*±N)| 2 - 4 cos 2 © and (2a) 

Ig^NJI 2 - sin* 0 . (2b) 
Furthermore, A-dominance gives A * f or g 

A(x+p) - 3 A(x-p) and A(it"n) « 3 A(*"n) (3) 
To explain the gross features of the differential cross sections for * + 3 H and 
it"3H elastic scattering around Tn * 180 HeV assume that 

n * J2 * a 3 ' 1, (4a) 
84 • 0, (4B) 
Fp " Fn X F ( 3 H ) - (5) 
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Substitution of Eqs 3 and 4 into Eq 1 gives 
d*(*+3H) - |f f(*+P) + g(*+P)|2 IF(3H)|2 . (6) 

Substitution of Eq 2 reduces this further to 
da(*+3H) - |(!§£) cos2 o * sin2 a | JF(3H)|2 . (7) 

Similarly: 
do{*-3H) ~ j (^) cos2 9 + J s1n2 e) | |F(3H)|2 . (8) 

If one takes F( 3H) to be similar to the electric form factor2 equations 7 and B 
agree very well with the experimental results from Exp. #546. 

Charge Symmetry implies 
Fp( 3H) - Tn(3He) (9a) 
Fnt 3") » r-p(3He) (9b) 
f(**p) * f(«"n) (10a) 
f(n"p) - f(* +n) (10b) 
g(*+n) « g(«-n) (11a) 
g(«-p) - 9(*+n) - (lib) 

Eq. 1 can be used conveniently as a sis to evaluate small isospin violations 
either in Eq. 9, 10, or 11. 
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PROGRAM III-4 
RELATIVISTIC KINEMATICS AT INTERMEDIATE AND LOW ENERGIES 

Introduction 
The special theory of relativity gives rise to unique predictions: a) the 

conversion of kinematic energy Into rest mass and vice versa; b) distortions 1n 
space/time transformation, e.g., dQ(c.m.) f dQ(lab) and t(c.m.) i t(lab); 
c) energy/momentum transformation, e.g., a 500 MeV proton incident or another 
proton 1s only 220 MeV In the c m . 

In the following we discuss the advantages of using the Lorentz invariant 
matrix elements, N, for understanding certain features of restmass nonconserving 
two body processes such as (p,«) reactions. The use is particularly helpful at 
low energies, near threshold, where the effects of relativlstic kinematics are 
most dramatic. The matrix element of a two body reaction 1s related to the 
measured differential cross section by 

& - & > 2 PT ? lb S.d I"!2 • • W 

in this expression the three momenta ?i and p^ are defined 1n the center of 
mass frame; s is the total energy squared; icinematlcal relations are given in 
detail in Appendix A. 

Furthermore, we will show the simplifications obtained by using the 
Mandelstam variables s, t, and u instead of reference-frame dependent variables 
such as cos6; t is the four momentum transfer squared, see Appendix A. The 
calculational advantage of the use of s, t, and u is the fact that they are 
independent of the reference frame enabling one to use the lab frame without 
impunity. Other arguments in favor of the s, t, u variables are of theoretical 
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nature: 
1) The Mandelstam conjecture2 about sfmpTe analytic properties of M(s,t,uJ; 
2) the full symmetry of the Mandelstam variables; 3) the crossing relation 
which connects reactions such as up + *p with pp~+ ** e*c. 
We will apply the above to a variety of cases such as: 
a) s-wave plon production 1n (p,x) reactions on light nuclei near threshold and 

the relation with x~ absorption at rest. 
b) Kinematic constraints on reaction mechanisms for (p,x) and (P»Y)• 
c) The angle transformation fn Impulse approximation calculations. 
d) Effective *N-energy 1n n-nucleus elastic scattering. 
e) Higher-spin-preference 1n ( P , K ) . (p,y), (p,d) t etc., reactions. 

Consider the simplest plon production process p+p + * ++d and the inverse 
rection x ++d + p+p. The total cross section for b o t h M is shown in Fig. 1. Near 
threshold at{pp + * +d) increases rapidly with increasing energy while 
ct(*+d + pp) actually decreases though both reactions are governed by the same 
matrix element. The reason for this 1s the variation of the phase space factor 
,p, with energy. 

Equation 1 can be rewritten as 
S-P«|H|2 (2) 

with P r P f/ P i (3) 
thus we find that p(pp + * +d) increases rapidly with increasing incident energy 
while p(* +d • pp) decreases. Thus, in order to see the true dynamics of (p,x), 
(p.y) and other two body ento-or extho-thermic reactions near threshold, the 
the phase space factor should be eliminated which leads us to study the matrix 
elements instead. 
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I . p+d + no 3He Near Threshold and *"+3Ke •*• n+d at Rest 

Pickar 5 » 6

 a t IUCF has measured pd + it^He angular distributions at 4 very 

low incident energies, only 1 , 2, 3, and 5 HeV above threshold, Fig. 2. I t was 

found that d<j/dQ at 0° increases by nearly a factor of 8 which 1s much more 

than the Increase In phase space when T p is raised from 199 to 203 MeV; 

furthermore, the downward slope of the angular distribution steepens by a 

factor of f ive. The analysis5 of this data 1n terms of Legendre polynomials 

yields values for the lower order coefficients that change quite rapidly with 

energy which does not agree with an expected simple s-wave behavior of a 

reaction close to threshold. 

Shown In Fig. 3 Is the data of F1g. 2 at cose - ±1 , ±1/2, and 0 converted 

to values of |M | 2 and presented as a function of t . I t is seen that the 

pd + *°3He matrix element at constant t is independent of energy within the 

experimental accuracy and i t has the same t-dependence at the four different 

incident energies. He surmise that this characteristic t-dependence 1s 

directly related to the d"3He transition form factor. Fig^ 3 is a good 

example of what may be called t^scallng, of the (p,x) matrix element near 

threshold. 

The level broadening r of plonic X-rays in %" capture at rest, x'+^He * n+d, 

is related to the pd + x^He matrix element via detailed balance, isospin 

invariance, the optical theorem, and s-wave dominance of the n" capture process: 

r - 2 C B p (2 Sp+1) (2 Sd+1) |JJ p d | 2 (4) 

where C * (Kc/8x) 2 s" 1 and B is the branching fraction to the nd final state in 

pion capture. 

In the application of this relation in the l i terature 5 the kinematic 

effects of the ifl-%* and n-p mass differences listed In Table 1 have been 

ignored. 
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Table 1 Threshold Kinematics 
Reaction Kinetic energy t-(P N-P N) 2 S-CVA) 2 

MeV (6eV/c) 2 (GeV/c) 2 

pd + * o 3 H e T p » 198.7 0.622 8.663 
nd + n" 3He T n - 204.0 0.616 8.691 
p 3He + it-̂ He T p • 163.0 0.613 14.96 
n 3H + *- 4He T n - 160.6 0.615 14.96 

We now have 1n the above a suitable formalism for dealing with the mass 
difference effects as follows: a) In the reaction at hand and in others to be 
discussed later, the matrix element at constant t does not 'depend on s, Fig. 3, 
thus, we can Ignore the difference of 5.3 MeV in threshold energy between 
pd •*• < o 3He and nd + *" 3He even though the cross sections depend strongly on T p > 

Fig. 2. 
b) At threshold there 1s a small difference in the four momentum transfer due 
to the mass differences. This suggests that the comparison of Eq. 2 should be 
made at the same t and not at the threshold value of pd -» n o 3He. A fuller 
treatment, of the effects of the mass difference on tests of 1sosp1n invariance 
and charge symmetry will be given elsewhere.7 

For the available data on it-3He capture X-rays namely r • (32±7) eV a»9 and 
B * 0.14±0.02, 1 0 we obtain |H| 2 * 18±3, see also Appendix B. This result is 
plotted at t » 0.616 (GeV/c) in Fig. 3 the agreement with the pd • * 3He data at 
the same t where |M|2 « 18±2 is surprisingly good in view of the fact that we 
have not applied any Coulomb corrections. 

II p+3He + n ++ 4He Near Threshold and *-+4He • n+ 3H at Rest 
New data on da/dQ(p+3He + u ++ 4He) at T p * 178 and 198 MeV have recently 

become available,^ Fig. 4. Older data, not as precise, are consistent with 
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these.12 The energy is not as close to threshold as the Pickar experiment. 
Again, it is seen that da/dQ varies rapidly with incident energy and pion 
angle. The data of Fig. 4 converted to invariant matrix elements is shown in 
Fig. 5. The data at T p - 198 MeV shows some structure and it may be revealing 
some p-wave at t < 0.60 {GeV/c)^, or e > 60°. The basic features of the pd • 
* o 3He case are apparent here also: |H|2 at constant t does not depend on s and 
the reaction p 3He + w**He is another example df t-scal1ng. 

We can also make a comparison with ***He X-ray data. The effects of the 
n-p mass difference on the threshold kinematics is rather small, see Table 1, 
the p3ffe + n +*He reaction is related to n̂ ff + *-*He by charge symmetry. Using 
the literature values for the X-ray broadening 1 3 and branching ratio, 1 4* 1 5 B -
(19±1)* we find JM| - 230+15 in excellent agreement with da/dQ data on p+ 3He + 
* ++ 3He which yield |M|2 - 22S±20 at t-0.615 (GeV) 2 even though there is a 
"tremendous* difference in the incident energies. 

111. t-scaling in 3He + 3He * ** + *Li at Low Energies 
The differential cross sections at different incident energies for various 

pion angles for the reaction 
3He + 3He * * + + 6L1 

obtained-by the Orsay groups are shown in Fig. 6. This reaction near 
threshold is viewed with special interest as it makes a practical case for 
investigating so called sub-threshold pion production. E.g. T( 3He) x 26B MeV 
(lab) corresponds to only 90 MeV per nucleon in the lab and there is not enough 
energy to produce a pion in a single nucleon-nucleon collision without generous 
help from Fermi notion and collective effects. It is seen in Fig. 6 that da/da 
decreases rapidly with increasing T( 3He) and pion angle. 

The data of Fig. 6 has been converted to invariant matrix elements and the 
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result is diplayed in Fig. 7 where we have also included same data of the 
inverse reaction,1? n ++ *̂Li + 3He + 3He. It is observed that |M|2 at constant 
t is again Independent of the incident energy analogous to pion production in pd 
and p 3He reactions discussed earlier. Thus we conclude that t-scaling 
dominates low energy pion production within the sizable errors of the 
(difficult) experiments. 

When we assume that the variation of |M|2 1n Fig. 7 1s dominated by the t-
dependence of the 3He - 6L1 transition form factor, then we can conclude that 
the rapid decrease of da/dQ in Fig. 6 1s caused by the rapidly decreasing form 
factor and there is no urgent need to Invoke novel collective effects to 
account for the observed pion production In 3He - 3He collisions. 

IV. Kinematlcal Constraints on Reaction Mechanisms 
(P,K) reactions at intermediate energies involve a sizable three momentum 

transfer, q. E.g., 1n pd-> * +^H at T p * 500 MtV 1n forward direction q (cm.) 
is 0.4 GeV/c between proton and pion. It seems reasonable that two rather than 
one nucleon take up the recoil momentum, thus it 1s expected that the two 
nucleon mechanism, TNM, illustrated 1n Fig. 8 plays an importnat role. As we 
shall see there are kinematlcal limits on the TNM outside which other reaction 
mechanisms must be considered. The sub process that controls the diagram of 
Fig. 8 is (off-mass-shell) pion-nucleon elastic scattering, x+N + N+x. To be 
kinematically feasible the four momentum transfer in pion production, t = 
£px " pp) 2» m u s t be the same as the associated four momentum transfer in free 
xN elastic scattering, u = (P p - P%)z. 

The relation between the values of t and 9 X for pd + x+0ri 1s shown in Fig. 
9 by the solid line when T p - 500 MeV which corresponds to T* * 197 HeV for the 
inverse reaction, x + 3H * pd. The values for t in pd + n*^H range from 
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0.55 (GeV/c) 2 at 9 * 0° to -0.16 (GeV/c) 2 at e = 180°- Indicated in the same 
figure by a dashed area are the values for u in up elastic scattering ranging 
from 0.48 to 0.10 (GeV/c) 2 corresponding to 6,̂ , « 41° to 83° for the pd + * + 3 H 
reaction. In performing numerical calculations 1t will prove to be convenient 
to make use of detailed balance which is the equality of the matrix element for 
(p,n) and for the Inverse process, (w,p). The effect of the Fermi notion of 
the nucleons Inside the nucleus 1s to Increase the range of u, see Fig. 9. The 
effects of a nucleon off-the-mass-shel1 Inside the nucleus may be taken Into 
account simply by reducing the nucleon mass in the expression for u, given in 
Appendix A, it is small. 

It 1s seen from Fig. 9 that t and u can only overlap in the region 
9*0 < 120° unless the Fermi notion is unrealistically large. Thus the two 
nucleon reaction mechanism is limited to the angular region 6 < 120°* As we 
shall see later, this is the region of approximate t-scaling. 

V. Angle Transformations 
The clear advantage of using Lorentz Invariant variables 1s the fact that 

there is no need to transform all kinematic variables from the laboratory to the 
center of mass frame. The values of s, t, and u are independent of the 
reference frame and it 1s often convenient to do the evaluation 1n the lab frame. 
As an illustration consider the angle transformation in pion-nucleus elastic 
scattering, *A • *A. In the Impulse approximation this depends on pion-
nucleon elastic scattering. The *N interaction is known 1n the *N c m . system 
but is must be used in the *A system which implies a transformation of all %H 

kinematic variables such as the scattering angle from the itN to the *A system. 
There are several recipes for doing this but none 1s simple and elegant. If 
one uses the four momentum transfer t instead of the scattering angle there is 
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no need for a transformation. 
As an Illustration take n^He + it^He at T„ * 180 MeV. Due to the spin 

structure of 4He, (p+ p+, n+ n+) a simple spin flip transition cannot occur. 
The non spin flip *N scattering cross section 1n this energy region is 
proportional to cos 2e which implies that there must be a deep non-sp1n-flip-dip 
at 90° 1n the *N c m . system. To find the angle of this d<p 1n the n*He system 
note that 90° In the %H system at T„ - 180 MeV is equivalent to t • 0.098 
(GeV/c) 2 which 1n the * 4He system Is equivalent to 72°. Indeed this dip is 
present in it^He elastic scattering,18 Ffg. 10. A more accurate description 
requires the evaluation of the effective Interaction energy'which will be 
touched upon 1n the next section. 

VI. Effective Interaction Energy 
Consider the elastic scattering of plons on iron at T* = 143 MeV(lab) 

corresponding to p* • 246 HeV/c. A 143 MeV pion Incident on a single nucleon 
at rest makes E 0 * U 9 6 MeV and p{c.m.) « 193 MeV/c. A 143 MeV pion incident 
on an Iron nucleus has a momentum of 244 MeV/c in the xF e rest frame, thus each 
nucleon in this frame has a momentum of about 4 MeV/c and for a system 
cor?1st1ng of the pion and one nucleon we have Ei • 1220 MeV. The reason Ei > 
E 0 is the fact that Ei includes the kinetic energy of the moving «N system in 
the *F e rest frame.' 

There is some confusion in the literature about the effective E to use. We 
propose to use the s- variable given by s * (P^ + P ^ ) 2 . 
Note: to use the impulse approximation correctly one has to match the s as well 
as t of the *F e with the *N system, this of course requires the Introduction of 
Fermi motion and an off-mass-shell correction . 
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VII. Higher-Spin-Preference 
There is abundant evidence6 in many different (p,*) and other experiments 

for a phenomenon called higher-spin-preference, HSP. It concerns the 
comparison of two reactions that feature the same initial state but different 
excited states of an identical final state nucleus. Some striking examples are 
shown 1n Figs. 11-12. For instance, 1n F1g. 11 1s presented do/dfl 
(t>+6U • K + + 7L1) to: a) the groundstate (3/2"), b) the first excited state 
(l/2~), and c) to the excited state (7/2"). The higher the spin of the final 
state the larger the relative cross section. HSP is observed for various 
different targets at different incident energies and pion angles and * + as well 
as K~ as summarized in Table 2. 

HSP implies that the (p,«) reaction is not particularly sensitive to the 
details of the structure of the final state. In the limit where there is 
absolutely no Influence, we can rewrite the final state matrix element 
summation of Eg. 1 as follows 

c S d |M|2 - (2 S C+1K2 Stf+1) E |ff|2 (5) 
where |H|2 is the spin independent average matrix element. There are several 
examples such as p+ 9B e + x + + l 0 B e at T p » 410 and 605 HeV where Eq. 5 holds 
"perfectly." In these cases we must draw the sad conclusion that no new 
nuclear structure will be forthcoming from further (p,«) measurements. 

HSP holds for other reactions as well. Take the reaction y+ 1 60 + p+ 1 5N 
measured at M I T 2 0 for which the cross section to the 3/2" excited state is 
greater than for the 1/2 ground state. There are also many examples in (p,d) 
reactions.21 HSP even holds for 3He+ 3He + * ++ 6Li reaction, Fig. 14. 
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VIII. t-scaling 
When, at the same value for t, the matrix elements for a reaction are found 

to be Independent of s, furthermore, when the t-dependence of the matrix 
elements at different values of s are the same we shall label this the t-
scallng of the matrix element. It was first observed1 for the reaction y+ 3He * 
p+d at Intermediate energies, F1g. 15. It applies over a large range of t but 
not everywhere, the reason for its validity within the sizable experimental 
errors 1s not yet fully understood. 

Examples of (p.x) reactions that show t-scaling are shown 1n Figs. 16-19 
namely, pd + * + 3 H , p 3He + *" 4He, and p+ 9B e + * ++l°B e. t-sca'l1ng also applies to 
many fe>,r) processes which 1s perhaps not surprising because of the similarity 
between (p,*) and (p,y) processes. An interesting example is Y + 1 5 0 + p+ 1 5N 
measured at 8% - 45°, 90°, and 131°, F1g. 19. The descending slopes at the 
different angles are quite different and the inflection occurs at different Ey. 
No theoretical model has been able to explain simultaneously all three 
excitation curves. The matrix element up to t ~ 0.6 (GeV/c) 2 shows*clear t-
scaling, Fig. 20. 
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Reaction 

6Li (P,TT+) \i 

9Be (p,ir+) 1 0Be 
9Be {p,ir") 1 0 C 
1 0 B (p./) U B 

1 Z C (p.*4) 1 3C 
1 6 0 (p,*+) 1 7 0 

"P 
(NeV) 

600, 800 
800 

613, 800 
320, 800 

800 
800 

3/2" > 1/2' 

2 + > 0 + 

2 + > 0 + 

3/2" > 1/2' 
5/2" > 1/2" 

3/2" > 1/2" 

7/2" > \fZ 
5/2 + > 1/2 H 

TABLE I 
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Figure Captions 

Fig. la fft(PP * * + <0 ^ r different incident energies. 3 

F1g. lb o+,(it+d + pp) for different incident pion momenta.4 

Fig. 2 da/dO(pd + *o3He) measured by Pickar, Ref. 5. 

Fig. 3 The data of Ref. 5 at cos 9 • ±1, ±1/2, 0 converted to |M| 2 versus t . 

The square 1s the value for |M| 2 deduced from *"3He capture at rest. 

Fig. 4 dff/dfl(p3He + * + 4 He) at T p • 178 and 198 MeV at different pion angles, 

Ref. 11. 

Fig. 5 The data of Ref. 4 converted to |M | 2 . The solid square at t * 0.61 

(GeV/c)2 is the value for |M| 2 deduced from *" 4He capture at rest. 

Fig. 6 dff/dfl(3He+3He + « + + 6 Li) at various Incident energies and pion angles. 

Fig. 7 The data of Ref. 6 converted to |M | 2 . 

Fig. 8D Feynman diagram for the two nucleon mechanism in p+d * X M H . 

Fig. 9 Relation between t and 9 for pd * * + 3 H at T p * 500 HeV or T, » 197 MeV. 

The dashed line shows the u-region accessible to xp + *p at T„ * 197 MeV. 

Pp is the Fermi momentum of the struck nucleon in 3 H . 

Fig. 10 du/dQ(*-4He + * - 4 H e ) , Ref. 18. 

Fig. 11 Example of HSP, higher-spin-preference in p+6L1 * * + + 7 L i , Ref. 19. 

Fig. 12 HSP in p+*2c * * + + 1 3 C , Ref. 6, p. 116. 

Fig. 13 HSP in p+%e + * ++l°Be, Ref. 19. 

Fig. 14 HSP in 3 ^ + 3n e + * + +6Li , Ref. 16. 

Fig. 15 t-scaling in y+3He * p+d, Ref. 1 . 

Fig. 16 t-scaling in p+d * W + + 3 H , Ref. 22. 

Fig. 17 t-scaling in p+3He • * + + 4 He. The do/sQ imput is from Ref. 19. 

F1g. 18 t-scaling in p+96e + * + + 1 0 Be. The do/dfl data is from Ref. 19. 

Fig. 19 dff/dQ(Y+160 + p+ 1 5N), Ref. 20. 

Fig. 20 The data of Ref. 19 converted to |M|2. 
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PROGRAM IV 
SEARCH FOR THE RARE OECAY [i+ + e + + y 

The proposed MEGA (Muon decays into an Hectron and a G4mma) experiment 
pushes the search for the violation of the conservation of lepton-fami lie-
number to the unprecidented level of < 1 x 10" 1 3. This reserach addresses one 
of the most basic and clueless problems of Particle Physics as embodied in the 
Standard Mode!, namely the relation between the different lepton families (e, 
|i, etc). In the currently existing Grand Unified Theories the conservation of 
the separate lepton numbers 1s only approximately true. The known high level 
of conservation is a consequence of the very large mass scale that controls 
these grand theories and not of some exact, global conservation law. The 
experimental discovery of a relation between two different lepton families 
provides us with a glimpse of New Physics at super high energies, beyond even 
the SSC. 

The anticipated semsitlvlty of MEGA is a factor of 500 better than the 
most optimistic projections of the capabilities of the crystal-ball experiment. 
The decay mode is characterized by its unique two body kinematics. The 
complete detection system will be housed inside LASS, a 1.85 m diameter by 2.2 
in long superconducting magnet with a uniform 1.5 T field, owned by SLAC. The 
decay-positron is detected in proportional chambers that act as a 180° 
spectrometer for an accurate measurement of the direction and momentum. The 
photon is detected in a monstrously large cylindrical pair-spectrometer. The 
solid angle is 0.5 and the photon detection efficiency is 0.2. The extremely 
high rates are handled by a high degree of multiplicity of detector and read 
out elements. 

Presently 10 institutions are participating in this venture which is 
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planned for data collection in 2-3 years. The total budget is $2.9 M. The 
proposal has been approved with the highest possible priority by the PAC. The 
running time is 4000 hours. 

The following tables and figures are from the formal proposal; the 
spokesman 1s Martin Cooper, LAMPF, 



T»bl« 2 

Datactor Eleaants 

UMMC TJrjw Nuabar of flaaants 

Electron chanbar pianos 3 
IlMCroa chsnbar snoda v i m 1930 
Elaetroa chaabar cathodal. 3900 
Elactron tiaiaf scintillators 200 
Braasstrshlunr, v«to scintillators 24 
Photon MVTCs 10 Photon JWPC vlra* 3400 
Photon drift ebasbars 10 
Photon drift enantar aaodas 2300 
Photon drift ebaabar cathodes 4600 
Photon scintillators 423 
Photos scintillator PJtTs 850 
Priaaxy trigfar aodulas 3 
Cat* aaaory aodolas 30 Microprocessors 32 
6230 BP1 tapes 2000 



Tabic 3 
Faraaeters of u •» *Y Experiments 

Property KEGA uarl Crystal 
Box 

Fractional electron energy 
raaolution 0.005 0.09 0.08 

Fractional photon energy 
resolution. 0.02 0.09 0.08 

Photon-electron fining (na) 0.5 2.0 1.1 
Elactron poaition raaolution 

at tfaa targat ( w ) 2.0 3.0 2.0 Elactron angular resolution-
including targat 
•cattaring (dag) 0.6 1.3 1.3 

Photon conversion point 
raaolution (eat) 3 76 25 

Electron-photon angla (dag) 0.6 3.8 8.0 
Photon angLa (dag) 10 __ — Inefficiency of 

breustrahlung veto 0.2 — 0.5 
Fractional solid angla 

tiaaa dataction efficiency 
Huon stopping rata (s _ i) 
Xunnlag tin* (a) 
Branching ratio sensitivity 
Number of Background events 

vitb tZr cuts 

0.1 . 
3 x 10' , 
1.2 x IQl 
9 x 10 _ 1* 
0.9 

0.018 , 
2 x 10* 
1.1 x 10 6 

1.7 x 10" 
-10 

10 

0.2 
5 x 10* 
2 x 10* 
4 x 1 0 - 1 1 

-50 

All resolutions are FW1H 
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rig. 6. Experimental layout at SMC 
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90% Confidence Limits 

...CURRENT 
*"i WIT UMIT 

XTLBX 

MEGA 

10* ICf tf 10' 
Live Time (seconds) 

The 90X confidence level, which will be obtained by HEGA if the 
V •* ev is not observed, as a function of running tiae. The curve 
for the Crystal Box and the current liait are shown also. 
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PAIR SPECTROMETER EFFICIENCY 

% RADIATION LENGTH 

23. Tha affieiancy of a pair spactroaatar c y > tha intagratad probability of producing a pair froa a 52.3 HaV photon P , and tha 
Intagratad probability of tha pair laaving tha convartar without 
significant braasstrahlung lossas Hgj, 
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AFPENOIX TO PROGRAM IV 

Search for the Hare Decay u + "* «Y 

An experiment known as "MEGA" for Muon decays to an Electron and a 
GAsaa, to Measure the branching ratio for the rare decay u* •* er with a 
sensitivity of better than 10" , has been proposed by our (roup along 
vith collaborators fro* Los Alamos National Lab, Argonne National Lab, 
U. of Chicago, U. of Houston, Stanford, Texas A. t H., U. of Virginia, 
U. of Wyoming, and Yale. It is hoped that the decay vill be observed but 
even if u -> «r goes unobserved, this measurement will place the strongest 
experimental constraint of any rare decay on a nuaber of iaportant possi
ble extensions of the standard model of. electroveak interactions. This 
experiaent vill also be able to study several other suon decay channels 
such as the high-energy end of the radiative decay u •+ e r w to look for 
V+A contributions to this process, and a search for the rare decay 
u* •+ err vith a sensitivity of 10~ 1 2. 

Motivation 
The auon has played a decisive role in our current understanding of 

eleaentary particle physics. For example the the non-observation of the 
decay u -* ev at the 10" 4 level led to the discovery of the discrete auon 
and electron neutrinos1 and gave credence to various proposals for 
lepton-nuaber conservation. In 1977, rotors of a positive signal for 
u •* er vith a branching ratio at the 10" a level, reainded physicists that 
coriservation of auon nuaber is only empirical and without a fundamental 
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basis. Hovevar, a LAHPF experiment sbovad that u •* «r does not occur vitb 
a branching ratio larfar than 1.7xl0 - 1 0, thus dispelling tha rumors. 

Proa this rasult and froa tha rasults of othar axparlaantst va nov 
baliava that thara ara threa separata doublets of leptons. At present, 
electron-, auon-, and tau-nuabers appear to be separately conserved. Tha 
three knovn doublets of left-banded leptons have been paired with the 
three fenerations of quark doublets to fora faailies. This replication of 
families is not understood and its explanation Mist lie outside the stan
dard aodel of electroveak interactions. In fact the syaaetry iaplied by 
family number vould raaove an apparently accidental conservation lav that 
is not associated either vith space-time syaaetry or with the existence of 
a lasslcss gauge boson.3 Hence, the precision of this empirical lav is of 
fundamental interest. 

The observation of muon-nuaber non-conservation vould be a clue to 
the origin of the approximate syaaetry. Therefore, experimentalists have 
triad hard to find the neutrinoless auon dcceys: u * «r, u •* see, and 
V •+ err. Figure 1 documents the historical progress. The present 90Z 
confidence upper Halts are: 

™L1«I> < 1.7 * 10- 1 0 (Ref. 3) 
r(w -* ev\») -

g L i i Z l ) i 3.8 x 10- 1 0 (Ref. 5) 
f(v -» ew) 3 

Experiasnters at SIN, using the SINDRUM detector, hope to iaprovc the 
u •+ cee branching ratio by another factor of three. It is expected that 
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the Crystal Box data froa LAHPF vill provide Haiti for the tvo processes 
involving photons by approxiaately a factor of four. The purpose of HEGA 
is to iaprove the Crystal Box results for u •» er by another factor of 500 
to a level of 9 x 10" 1*. The experiment is optimized for u •+ *r in order 
to reach the most sensitive results, but it vill also iaprove the 
branching ratio for u •» trr by a factor of 50. The Crystal Box and HEGA 
points are also shown in Pig. 1. The Factor of 500 iaproveaent opens the 
greatest phase space for observing one of these purely leptonic decays of 
any experiment being planned today. 

Experimental Design 
The experiaent is designed to find the the rare decay u •* er in a 

background free aeasureacnt if its branching ratio is greater than 10" . 
The decay is isolated froa the background by its unique signature: a w o n 
decays at rest into a photon and electron that are in tie* coincidence, 
back-to-back, and each vith a total energy of 52.8 KeV. A schematic dia
gram of the detector is shown in Fig. 2. 

The auona for this experiaent vill be provided by the 20-28 MeV/c 
surface auon beaa of the LAHPP Stopped Kuon Channel (SMC). Vith the aid 
of an electrostatic separator and tvo additional focusing quadrupole 
magnets the SMC should be able to deliver 3xl0 7 u/s vith a purity of 
10:1 (u/e) and a beaa spot 6 cm in diameter. 

The detector is contained in a large cylindrical super-conducting 
magnet that vill be obtained froa SLAC. This magnet has a 1.5 T field, a. 

bore of 1.85 m, and a length of 2.2 a vith the target located at the 
center. The detector is divided into an electron spectrometer surrounded 
by a series of photon pair spectrometers. All of the charged particles 
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deriving from auon decay are confined by the axial field of the magnet to 
a radius of less than 29 cm. This will leave the photon detectors in a 
relatively quite environment which is essential to the success of the ex
periment. The electron are consists of two parts; a eultivire 
proportional chamber (MVPC) to measure the helical paths of the electrons, 
and an array of scintillator! to measure the electron time-of-flight. The 
photon arm is five concentric pair-spectrometers which surround the elec
tron detector. Each pair spectrometer is made of lead converters, MVPC's, 
drift chambers, and scintillators. The solid angle of the detector is 55X 
and the photon efficiency is 20X. The extremely high event rate is 
handled by a high degree of multiplicity in the detectors and read out 
electronics. 

Schedule 
The experiment has been accepted by the LAMPF PAC and scheduled for 

4000 hours of beam time beginning in the Spring of 1988. The extent and 
complexity of this experiment requires an extensive period of development, 
construction, and problem solving before any useful data can be taken. 
Development work, on the surface muon beam vas begun in October of 1985 by 
our group along with several other collaborators. During this development 
run the tune of the SNC beam line was optimized to produce the maximum 
flux of surface muons. The phase space, intensity, and purity of the muon 
beam for this tune vas measured. These results vill provide information 
useful in the design of the electrostatic separator and for Monte Carlo 
studies of the detector. Development and design work on many other compo
nents of the experiment have also been started by other members of the 
collaboration. 
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